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ABSTRACT 

Comets are the frozen reservoirs of primitive materials from the early solar nebula, 

They are some of the farthest objects in our solar system that permit a closer 

inspection during their perihelion passage, Dust in comets comprises a major part of 

the non-volatile material. Our preficnt. knowledge of comet.ary Chlfit comes primarily 

from remot.e ohservations of In. spec:t.ral fea.tures and from in .'iit'u sampling of t.he 

illlpad,ill~ dm;t. pa.rt.id(~s d1ll'in~ t.he Halley flyhys, It is now wielely accepted that t.he 

wmdary dust. ~mins are porons strndur<1s of carbonaceous and silkat.ie mat.erial 

in amorpholls a.nd cTYHt.a.lline forms, At. present. it ifi not dear where t.he cOIlwt.ary 

silicateH, espedal\y in crystalline form, originated, 

Ext.ensive research OIl comet Ha.le-Bopp (C/ID95-01) HillCl' it.H discovery in lUnG, ha.s 

provided new insight.s int.o theRe enId and distant. residual Illat(~ria.l of the solar Iwh

ula, A w('a.lth of IWW informat.ion in a uumber of wH(~arc~h awas of collwtary dUHt, 

illdlldill~ a hu~c alllount. of da.ta 011 t.lw CO III a awl jd.jslwll lJlorphology, t.h(~rmal 

propPlti('s and (,Olllposit.ioll of I-!:raills and tlw 1)l'O(~('SS of'duHt ejectioll at. la.r~p IwIio

('Pllt.ric diHt.all(,ps W('H' ~a.t,}l('n'd, III thiH t.ll(~SiH, dust. s»(~cifi(' t.o comct. Ha.I(~-Bop» is 

illV<'stil-!:at,(,(\. LiIllit.(~d dat.a Oil COllld Wild 2 has also 1)(~(~11 ntili!';('(\. 

Ch(l,lJkT' 1 ('ont.ains t.11<' illt.roclud,jol\ t.o t.he fipJe\. Ba.sic ddillit.iolls of conwt.s, comd.a.ry 

c1ust. a,IId t.h(' dYllamical propprtips of dUIlt. grains af(' prcs(,Ilt.e~(l. Tlw physics of dust 

s('a.t.t(~l'in~ is dis('I1Hs('d, A s1Il'vey of t.h(' available' ohHervat.ioll and ),(~slllt.s by other 

groups on the' ('OIlWtH obsprveel for t.his t.hmiis (conwt. Hal(~-nopp and C())JWt. Wild 2) 

is ma.d(~, 

III Ch(J.pt(~.,. 2, t.lw t.ekscolwS anel t.he iUSt.I'llIlI<'Ut.S IlH(~d for t.hiR st.udy are diH('llHH(~<l 

lH'fo)'(' going into t.he obHm'vatioIlR and t.lw observa.tional tcdllliqlles, Aft.er t.ollch

ing upon t1w basic' Iwlllction ami calibration mpt.hodology, t.he illlag(~ pnha.ll('elll(~I1t. 

Vlll 



techniques are discussed. 

Fabrication of an optical spectropolarimeter as an add-on facility to an existing as

tronomical spectrograph at the Vainu Bappu Telescope is described in Chapter· .'1. 

The polarimetric optics consists of a Pancharatnam design half-wave plate and a 

modified Glan-Taylor polarizing beam splitter. Instrumental response, calibration 

and characterization of the system are presented. Performance of the spectropo

larimeter has been assessed based on the results of observations of polarized and 

unpolarized standard stars. The attainable accuracy of the instrument is found to 

be dependent on the SIN of the data. The present data set yields accuracies of 

rv ±O.5% at 4000A and f'V ±O.3% at. 750oA, at a spectral resolut.ion of rv7.2A. 

A Spectropolarimetrie R(~duetioll Softwarr. (SPRS) package developed for reducing 

speetropolarinwtric data, is cieHcrilwci. Tasks like eliminating illstrumcmtal polariza

tion, tdeHeop(~ pola.rizatioll anel reHpOIlHe corroetionH are implenwnted in tlw soft

wal"(~. SPRS iH d(,Hif,!;twd t.o he versatile, UHer friendly and eompat.ible wit.h thr. IRAF 

inH1f,!;(~ procesHiuf,!; pa(".kagc~. It. iR also general enongh to be uRed for reductioll of 

Hpedropolarinwtric data from othm inHtruments. 

In Cha1Jtcr 4, jet and slwll structlll"(~S from comet. Hale-Bopp dnring tlw p(~riod 

September 1996 t.o October 1997, are modeled llsiuf,!; data from the Vainu I3appu 

Observatory and from Ow obsc~rvatory of the NaturwisscmHchaftlidwr Verr.in OH

rmi>riick. Evolutiou of jd awl Hlwll Htruc:t.urr.H durinf,!; tlw p<'fiod of oi>sm"vat.ionH 

("()lIld 1)(' at.t.rihlltpd t.o activit.y from SOlltTPS Jl(~ar +65", +3Go, +5°, _Go, -350 , -6Go 

ill la.tit.ude. Alt,houf,!;h no ddil)(~ratp at.t.cmpt. was tllad(~ t,o plac:(~ t1w Ho\lI"C(~H at HYlll

IIldric lat,itlld(~s, t.h(' h(~Ht fit. showH a. rc~tIlarkablc~ sYlllmet.ry. Dlw t.o d1H.ngitlg solar 

illulllination ).!;('Ollwt.ry, while ouly tJw soutlwrIl HOIllT(~H wr.r<~ appa.nmtl.v act.ive dur

inf,!; 1 DH6, mOHt of tlw SOIlIT(~S app(~a.wd act.ive in F(~bl"llary 1 !)97 anel October 1997. 

In tlw 10 April, 1997 image, lIucim- a IWiU pole-on Hola.r illumination, euriullHiy, only 

t.h(~ sourceH at +650 , +5° anel _5° a.pp(~ar t.o Iw ad.ivp and not tlw Honrce at. +:35°. 

Pole posit.ioBS which ga.V(~ a rc~aH()llahly good fit. to tlw observed set.H of Hhdls varied 

from 2600 to 2900 iu right aHceusioll a.nd -500 t.o -650 in dec:iinatioll. 

Arollnd April 10, 1997, whil(~ Ow gas production from t.hp (~quat()rial Hources iH 

('xpm~t.(~d to have b(~ell low bf~CallHE' of t.he near gra.zing incidence of suulight, t.he 



fractional area of the high latitude source is limited for a spherically symmetric 

nucleus. To explain the well defined shells due to rotation of the jets, we assumr. that 

the source at +650 occupies 10% of the longitude belt and 100 in latitude. Assuming 

a radius of 35 km for the comet corresponding to the upper limit of Weaver and Lamy 

(1997) and Sekanina (1997a), an area of 56 km2 for this source could account for 29% 

of the total production rate of 4.0 x 1030 molecules/sec observed by Schleicher et al. 

(1997). The intricate shell patterns during February - May, 1997 could not be exactly 

replicated using the model of a single nucleus. Complexity of the shell structures 

can be better explained using the binary model of comet Hale-Bopp as suggested 

by Sekanina (1997b, 1998b) with sizes of 70 km and 30 km across. Approximate 

estimates of the longitude of the sources active between February and May, 1997 are 

presented. The lower limitH on t.he dust to gas mass production ratio are estimated 

to be, 4.8 ± 1.1, 3.4 ± 1.0 and 6.2 ± 1.3 for 18 February, 10 April and 2 May, 1997, 

n~HpPd.i V(~ly. 

Polarimetric observat.iouH of comets contain important information about. eometary 

dUHt,. Propt~r modeling of pola.rinwtrie nata ean revea.l iuformatioB Oll the complex 

refra.ctive index of tlw matmial and the size distribution of t.he gra.inH. Cornet.s 

Halr.-Bopp and Wild 2 wew observed on April 23 and 2.1, 1997, llI-ling t.he newly 

huilt. Opt.ica.l, Dual-beam, Automated MediulIl Resolution Spedropolarinwt.er (0-

DB.A1VIRSP) at Uu' Vaillll I3a.PPll Tde~scope (Ch1lllte.,. .'/). In Ch(l.pt(~.,. 5, tlWHc 01>

s(')'vat.iOlls and Illod('lillg of t.h(~ dat.a. a.n~ prc~s(mted. Wp first. <umlyi':p tlw phase~ 

c\PI)('llC\Pllt polariila,t.ioll of ("ollld Hak-Bopp a.llel COIlld. Wild 2 from pllbliHlwel da.t.a 

and dat.a. obt.aillC'd t.hrough private~ mIllIllIlIlica.tioIl. The gra.in types t.hat lwHt. fit. 

t.Iw phaHe~ poiarii':a.t.ioIl c:mve~s at, t.hn~e~ wavelengths an~ them llse~d for Illodeling t.he 

COIlt.iuUIIIII polarii':at.ioll of t.J1C' sp(~d.ropola.rinwt.rk obHe~rvat.ioIlH of com(~t. Ha.le-I3opp. 

A HiIIlilar pr()c:('clun~ ha.H IWPll f()ll()w(~cl IIsing Hinglp eolor and limit.ed phase da.t.a. for 

mIll(~t. Wild 2. The coma. iH assumeel t.o he a coll(~ction of porom; crYHtalline and 

glaHHY HilicatcH, wit.h an organic compouent.. Effect. of porosit.y and a. gra.in HiJl:e dis

t.rihut.ion aw investigat.ed. Tlw light. scattering comput.at.ionH we·m~ made~, Ilsing t.he 

Mie Hcat.t.ering and the Eff(~c:t.iv(~ Medium Theory (EMT) ha.s been wwd t.o comput.e 

t.h(~ e~H·pd.ivp rdraetiv(' iudex of t.he grains. Usiug t.he~He codeR, t.he model polarii':atioll 



is computed for the comets for comparison with the observation. From this com

parison, we attempted to investigate the size distribution, silicate to organic ratio, 

and the porosity of the cometary dust grains. We also look into the fluorescence po

larization from cometary molecules that emerge as a residual between the observed 

and modeled polarization. 

In Chapter 6, the results from Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are used. Trajectories of dust 

grains ejected during jet activity are computed to create the theoretical brightness 

and color maps of the shells of Comet Hale-Bopp. The dust grain types selected 

from spectropolarimetry of the cometary shell were used. The color of the observed 

dust shells with respect to the coma in the post-perihelion CCD images of comet 

Hale-Bopp are compared with the color derived from the simulated images. This is 

an independent method to test the dust compositions in the shell derived through 

polarimetry in Chapter 5. 

The conclusions and future plans are presented in Chapter 7. Plans to facilitate 

better guiding of the telescope for the solar system objects and computations using a 

superior light scattering code are discussed. Designs of an imaging and spectroscopic 

polarimeter (I&S-P) and a four beam imaging polarimeter (FBImP) are proposed. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

wl!!''W 

III this Chapter, the field is introduced through the basic definition of comets, leading 

to cometary dust and the dynamical properties of cometary dust. The physics of 

dust scattering and dust polarization are then discussed. A survey of the available 

results on the comets observed for this thesis (comet Hale-Bopp and comet Wild 2) 

is made. Finally the objective and the layout of the thesis is presented. 

1.1 Comets 

CometH are Home of the farthest objects in our solar system that permit a close 

illHpection as they travel close to us on their way to perihelion and while receding 

frolll perihelion. The name "eo met" comes from the descriptive Latin phra..c:;e Stellae 

comatae which means hairy stars. Comets have a solid nucleus, usually around 

1-10 km across, consisting of ices, dust and rock. They are hence often referred 

to as "dirty snowball". This icy-conglomerate model was provided by Whipple 

(1950). According to the widely accepted current theories, comets are debris left 

over from the building of the outermost planets. The cometary material must be 

of interstellar origin from which the Sun and the planetary system evolved. Due to 

tlw cold environment of the cometary habitat, material in a comet did not evolve 

aH t.he material in the Sun and the planetary system did. Comets thus offer us an 

opport.unity to study primitive matter involved in the origin of our solar system that 

1 
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has been stored in deep freeze for at least 4.6 x 109 years. Cometary objects are 

found in the Kuiper belt extending up to the Oort Cloud. They are scattered into 

the inner solar system by gravitational perturbation. As a comet travels into the 

solar system, its orbit is further perturbed due to gravitational interactions with the 

major planets. 

When they are far from the Sun (~ 7 AU), in the outer reaches of the solar sys

tem, there is very little activity on the cometary nucleus (Prialnik and Dina 1997). 

A comet shows essentially the reflected solar spectrum like an asteroid. At large 

distances, the solar phase angle coverage is small and one can determine only the 

change of albedo with wavelength. As a comet approaches the Sun, the Sun's radi

ation warms the nucleus, causing the ices to sublimate outwards from various vents 

on the nucleus. The outflow of gas drags with it grains of different ices, dust and 

rock. Observations show that the volatile fraction is a mixture of molecule from H, 

0, N, 0 and S atoms, while the dust consists mainly of fine grains of silicates and 

organic refractory. However a small amount of larger grains is sometimes detectable 

(Sekanina 1974) and the existence of boulders cannot be excluded either from the 

present evidence (for a review see Delsemme 1982). The venting outwards of these 

materials creates the coma or, in other words, the atmosphere surrounding the nu

cleus. This coma extends to a very large distance compared to the nucleus. The true 

nudcus at the center of the coma, is almost invariably invisible from the Earth, due 

to masking by the inner coma. Attempts have howev(~r been made to determine the 

si~(~ of the nudemi (e.g. Fermindcz et al. 1999; Wea.ver and Lamy 1997; Sekanina 

1£)97a; Kruchincnko and Churyumov 1997). Ionized gas and dust from the coma 

are pushed away by the solar wind and solar radiation pressure respectively to form 

the eorrwt.ary tails. As a eornet approaches the SUIl, the gases in the coma begin to 

dissociate, excite and ionize; giving rise to an emission spectrum. One of the first 

species to show up is eN at .,\3883.4 which appears in the spectrum of the comet at 

a heliocentric distance of about 3 A.V. Then, one sees triatomic species like C3 and 

NH2 , between 2 and 3 A.V., diatomic species like C2 , OH, NH, as, CH and 82 

at. r < 1.5A.U. and finally atomic lines at r < O.lA.U. In the tail of the comet we 

see ionic species like 00+, OH+, OH+ and CN+ at r < 2 A.U .. 
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1.2 Cometary Dust 

Dust in comets comprises a major part of the non-volatile material. Historically, 

work on cometary dust began with the pioneering work by Bessel (1836) on the 

morphology of the coma of Halley's comet at its 1835 apparition. In this work, he 

introduced the concept of a repulsive force from the Sun, which later was identified 

as the solar radiation pressure (Arrhenius 1900; Schwarzchild 1901). The progress 

of work on cometary dust continued with Bredikhin's studies of tail formation (for 

a review see Jaegermann 1903). He introduced the terms "Syndyname" (or "Syn

dyne") as the locus of particles that are subjected to a constant acceleration due to 

the solar radiation pressure force and a "Synchrone" (or "Ischrone"), the locus of 

particles that are ejected by the comet at the same time. 

At present our knowledge of cometary dust comes primarily from remote observa

tions of IR spectral features and from in situ sampling of the impacting dust particles 

during the Halley flybys. There is however, another very important means to learn 

about cometary dust. The dust particles released by comets, form part of the inter

planetary dust particles (IDPs) swept up by the Earth and retrieved for laboratory 

analysis. If the retrieved IDPs could be traced to a cometary origin, then it would 

be a powerful means to study the structure, mineralogy, and history of the cometary 

silicates. Comets are estimated to contribute about two-thirds of the IDPs, with the 

remainder coming from a..c;teroid collisions and cratering events (Boice and Huebner 

1999). Fig. 1.1 illustratr.H a sample of a suspected cometary IDP, recovered in the 

Earth'H atmosphere by high-flying research aircraft. This dust particle is apparently 

a random collection of sub-micron silicate grains embedded in a carbonaceous ma

trix and is highly porous. As cometary grains are generally characterized by porous 

structurm; of carbonaceous and silicatic aggregate, it is therefore inferred that this 

IDP originated from a cornet. 

Mineralogy of the cometary dust can he conducted through remote observations 

using the IR spectral features. Silicates produce a weak continuum emission and 

resonance spectral features near 10 fJ,m and 20 Ii,m because of vibration and bending 

modeH in Si-O bonds. Additional bending mode vibrations occur between 16 fJ,m and 

35/tm. The wavelengths and shapes of these features provide means of identification 
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Figure 1.1: A Suspected cometary interplanetary dust particle. This dust particle 
is highly porous. It is apparently a random collection of sub-micron silicate grains 
embedded in a carbonaceous matrix. Samples of these grains have been recovered in 
the Earth's atmosphere by high-flying research aircraft. (Courtesy of D. Brownlee, 
University of Washington.) 

of t.h(~ mineral composition (Hanner 1999; Hayward, Hanner, and Sekanina, 2000; 

Wooden et al. 1997; Wooden et al. 1999). The analysis of the IR spectra of 

cornet Hale-Bopp indieates that the cometary silicates are M g-rich. This finding 

is consistent with in situ. results from comet Halley (Hanner 1999). Carbonaceous 

grains contribute featureless emissions like a pseudo-continuum and rarely a 3.4 fJ.m 

f(~ature emission. Carbonaceous grains are referred to as organic material while 

silicates as inorganic. Since comets are the frozen reservoirs of primitive material 

from t.he early solar nebula, determination of the organic and inorganic material in 

cometary dust provides insight into both the early solar nebula environment and 

the process of planetary system formation. 

Silieates are found in both amorphous and crystalline forms, that do not necessarily 

share a common origin. At present, the origin of crystalline cometary silicates is not 
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clear. Crystalline grains can form by direct condensation from vapor at T == 1200-

1400 K with very slow cooling, or by annealing (heating) of amorphous silicate 

particles. Direct condensation provides a natural explanation for M g-rich silicates, 

because Forsterite and Enstatite are first to condense in a hot gas and only react 

with Fe at lower temperatures (Hanner 1999). Comets were formed in the outer 

regions of the solar nebula where the temperatures were too low for crystalline grains 

to form. Hence these grains must have been present in the solar nebula from where 

the comets accreted them. It is possible that all cometary silicates are interstellar 

dust grains of pre-solar origin. These grains would have been incorporated in the 

comet without thermal alteration. The high CO:H20 ratio in comets implies that 

even interstellar ices may have survived (Hanner 1999). However, the past history 

of cometary dust in the solar nebula is not known. We do not know unequivocally 

if the grains were shock heated during in-fall to the circumsolar disk, altered by 

collisions, or if there was mixing between the warm and cold regions in the solar 

nebula. 

1.3 Dynamical Properties of Cometary Dust 

As mentioned in Sec. 1.2, dust ejections in comets are caused by sublimating ices. 

The gases emitted during sublimation, exert a drag force causing the cometary grains 

to accelerate. The dust grains reach a terminal velocity by the time these become 

dynamically deeoupled from the expanding gas, i.e. when particle-molecule collision 

becomes dynamically insignificant (Sekanina et al. 1998). Now, as the gas drag 

drops, the solar radiation pressure and the Sun's gravity begin to play an important 

role. The cometary dust velocities are much higher than the comet's escape velocity 

and the gravitational attraction by the cometary nucleus is extremely insignificant. 

Thus gravitational attraction of the comet's nucleus on the dust particle is not 

considered. 

A simple formula for dust dynamics in comets was derived by Whipple (1951). 

This formula was more recently generalized to non-spherical particles by Gustafson 

(1989). The first elaborate treatment of dust-gas dynamics in comets was pre

sented by Probstein (1969). This work was incorporated in the analysis of the dust 
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tail of comets by Finson and Probstein (1968a). Probstein's results were applied 

on comet 109P /Swift-Tuttle (Sekanina 1981a) and comet IP /Halley (Sekanina and 

Larson 1984, 1986), showing an excellent correspondence with the theory. Fitting 

Probstein's theoretical curves led Sekanina (1981a) to suggest an empirical formula 

connecting the terminal velocity Vgr with the ratio f3 of the forces due to solar 

radiation pressure on the dust grain to the gravitational force of the Sun 

1 b - = a+ m · 
Vgr v {J 

(1.1) 

Here a and b are coefficients expressible in terms of the physical parameters of 

Probstein's theory. This empirical formula will be used in Chapter 4 and Eq.1.1 

will be revisited in Sec. 4.3.1. Probstein's theory assumes a single characteristic 

grain size, oversimplified energy conservation equation, neglects molecule-molecule 

collisions near the nucleus and other simplifying assumption. Numerous refinements 

and innovations to Probstein's original approach have been made (e.g. Hellmich 

1981; Hellmich and Keller 1981; Marconi and Mendis 1983, 1984; Gombosi et a1. 

1983, 1985; Gombosi 1986; see also a review by Cfifo 1991). However, according 

to Sekanina, Jessberger and Fomenkova (1998), these refinements and innovations 

have led to no dramatic changes in the determination of the terminal velocity Vgr of 

the dust particles. 

The ratio (1 in Eq. 1.1, varies proportionally to the particle's projected cross sectional 

a.rea A and inversely to its mass m and is expressed as 

(1.2) 

Here c is the speed of light, G is the gravitation constant, M0 and L0 are the Sun's 

mass and luminosity, and Qpr the radiation pressure efficiency of the dust grain 

which depends on its size, shape and optical property. Assuming a spherical dust 

partide of radius s (in j.Lm) of uniform density p (in g/cm3), the mass m and the 

projected cross sectional area A, Eq. 1.2 can be expressed as a function of sand p. 

After substituting for the other constants, Eq. 1.2 reduces to 

f3 = O.574Qpr 
ps 

(1.3) 
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1.4 Dust Emission from Discrete Sources as Jets 

Dust features observed in cometary head led to the belief that there is dust emission 

from discrete sources. One of the first observations of a distinct coma feature, 

documented in the literature, is that of Halley'S comet by Hevelius (1682). 

The presence of discrete emission sources on the nucleus, was one of the factors 

that contributed to the broad acceptance of the icy conglomerate model in the 

1970's. From time evolution of these discrete emission features in the inner coma, 

evidence of a rotating nucleus was found. A review of the early morphological 

studies of cometary dust by Sekanina (1981b), showed that outgassing from many 

comets, especially the short-period ones are largely confined to discrete areas on 

the sunlit side of their rotating nuclei. He also showed that the appearance of the 

observed features is determined by the surface distribution of the sources, local 

day-night on the nucleus and on the continuous or erratic emission modes. These 

ideas were fully confirmed by the closeup image of the nucleus of the Halley's comet 

- particularly those taken by Giotto's Halley Multi color Camera (Keller et al. 

1987) (Fig. 1.2). Since 1986 visit of comet Halley, Significant progress has been 

achieved in the understanding of the outflow mechanism and the thermophysical 

properties of the anisotropic gas and dust emissions from cometary nucleus. 

Cometary nuclear rotation has a dramatic effect on the distribution of dust in the 

coma and thereby on the coma morphology. Let us assume a simplified special case 

of a point like emission region located at the comet's equator and assume that the 

rotat.ional axiH of the comet is perpendicular to it.s orbital plane. A dust particle 

with init.ial velocity 'l1gr' is subjected to a constant acceleration ar due to the solar 

radiation pressure. The cometocentric motion of these dust particles is described by 

CarteHian coor<iinatcH (x, y), oriented respectively, toward the Sun and 90° ahead 

of it in the direction of rotation (Sekanina and Larson 1984): 

x(t,8) - f(t,8) [vgr cos 8 - ~arf(t, 8)] 

y(t,8) - f(t, 8)vgr sin 8, (1.4) 

Where t is time and e is the angle of dust ejection measured from the sunward 

direction in the direction of the comet's rotation (measured in radians). f(t,8) is 
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Figure 1.2: A composite image ofthe nucleus of Comet P /Halley as photographed 
by the multi color camera on board the Giotto spacecraft on March 14, 1986. The 
Sun is located toward the top of the picture, 29° clockwise from the vertical. The 
imago shows that the dust ejections are confined to relatively small, isolated active 
arnas 011 the sunlit side of the irregular shaped nucleus. (Keller et al. 1987). 

given hy 

(1.5) 

Where P is the period of rotation, while tb and 8 b are the time and ejection angle 

at the onset of emission at the local sunrise. Eq. 1.4 holds for any time t ~ tb, but 

the function f (t, 0») is defined only for one rotation, that is for 8b ::S 8 e , where 8 e 

is the ejection angle at the end of emission, at local sunset (Sekanina and Larson 

1984). 

Fig. 1. 3 as ill ustrated by Sekanina and Larson (1984), shows the simulation of this 

simplified special case described by Eq. 1.4 and 1.5 for a fast and a slow rotating 

Ilucleus. The effect of cometary rotation on the coma morphology is exemplified. A 
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Figure 1.3: Effect of spin rate on the evolution of dust ejecta from a point-like 
source on the equator of a rotating nucleus. The spin axis is normal to the comet's 
orbit plane (the plane of the figure). The source is active from sunrise (ab = -900 ) to 
sunset (8e = +900 ) and all particles are ejected with the same velocity of 50 Om/ sec 
and subjected to the same solar radiation-pressure ofO.25cm/ sec2• The circles show 
the position of the nucleus and the curves describe the loci of particles ejected at 
various times after the onset of emission, t - tb. The sense of rotation and the 
direction and to the Sun are also indicated. The left-hand side of the figure depicts 
the case of rapidly rotating nucleus; the right-hand side, of a slowly rotating nucleus. 
Note the scale differences for the early (top) and late (bottom) phase of evolution 
(From Sckanina and Larson 1984) 

Hchmnatie outline of the early phase of evolution of dust ejecta (Fig. 1.4) has also 

been illustratcd by Sekanina and Larson (1984). 

A comprehcnsive modeling and analysis of the coma morphology and dust ejecta is 

presentcd in Chapter 4. 
At large helioccntric distances, when the coma is tenuous, observations of freshly 

ejected dust from a comet are at first detected as sharp central condensation or as 

a "false" nudcllfL Fig. 1.5 shows one of the first images of comet 1995 01 (Hale

Bopp) from Hubble Space Telescope. It was observed on 26th September 1995 with 

the WF3 CCD chip of the Wide-Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2). The image 

is a eomposite created from two images with exposures of 60sec and 300sec, about 
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Figure 1.4: A Schematic outline of the early phase of evolution of dust ejecta 
continuously released from a discrete point-like active region (depicted by a small 
circle) on the sunlit hemisphere of a spherical nucleus of a rotating comet. Indicated 
are the sense of rotation, the equator, and the parallel of the latitude of the active 
region. As the effect of solar radiation pressure are minor in the early phase, the 
ejecta populate essentially a conical surface and their extent at any given time is 
determined by the duration of emission and by the range of the ejection velocities 
(assumed to vary between zero and a maximum) and flight times of the dust parti
elf-s. The Sun is assumed to be above the plane of the figure. The dimensions of the 
Illlcleus and the emission are not drawn to scale. (From Sekanina and Larson 1984) 

60lUnLTS after an outhurst. The image shows a jet and a spiral pattern emanating 

from the nuelells and has been intensity stretched to emphasize the "clump" of dust 

located 1.35 a.rcsec directly above the nucleus. 

The "dumpy" outburst on the comet later developed into a spiral jet that appear 

to "unwind" OIl the sunward side of the coma. The features, subsequently evolved 

into a slowly expanding envelop with decreasing surface brightness until it vanished 

completely. Sometimes the features were seen long enough and were noticed being 

swept into the tail from either side of the nucleus. 
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Figure 1.5: HST image comet Hale-Bopp on 26 September 1995, just after an 
outburst. Credit: Dr. Harold A. Weaver and NASA. 

1.5 Physics of Dust Scattering 

Dust particles present in comets scatter and absorb the incident solar radiation. The 

information on the refractory components of cometary dust can be obtained through 

light scattering by these small particles. The dust particles have their own charac

teristic spectra. The emission features of the dust grains are located in the infrared 

r<~gion of the spectra. Their strength depends on their temperature which is related 

t.o the amount of incident radiation absorbed by the dust particles. The spectra in 

the visible are dominated by molecular emissions. Narrow continuum wavelength 

WgiOIls representing scattered solar light are selected (e.g. 6840A, 4845A, 3650A) 

for investigations of dust scattering. Light scattered by an aggregate of grains de

pends not only on their chemical composition but also on their size distribution and 

shapes. The chemical composition of the grains are usually specified by the complex 

rdrad.ive index, Tn = n - ik, where nand k are the wavelength dependent refrac

tive and absorptive indices respectively (see Chapter 5). As radiation interacts with 

these grains, part of the radiation passes through, part is scattered, and the rest is 

absorbed. The amount of extinction of radiation in the incident beam (scattered 
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and absorbed) is generally expressed in term of a dimensionless efficiency factor Qext 

which is 

Qext = Qsca + Qabs. (1.6) 

Qsea is the scattering efficiency factor and Qabs the absorptive efficiency factor. As 

the incident light interacts with the dust, it imparts momentum to it as radiation 

pressure. With the assumption that all the photons absorbed by the dust grain 

transfer all their momentum to the grains, the efficiency of the radiation pressure 

and since the scattered light also imparts momentum due to anisotropy of scattering, 

Q pr can be calculated by 

(1.7) 

The parameter 9 in Eq. 1.7 is the average cosine of the scattering angle, or the 

asymmetry parameter; 

9 = (cos B) = { pcosBdn. i47r 

Here n is the solid angle and p is the normalized phase function; 

( pdn = 1. i47r 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

For an iHotropically scattering particle 9 = O. For preferential scattering in the 

forward direction 9 > 0, for complete forward scattering 9 = 1 and for preferential 

back Hcattering, 9 < o. 
A cometary dust environment in general will consist of a distribution of particle of 

variouH Hizes. If n( s) represents the number density of particles in the size range s 

and ,<; + ds then the total extinction is given by the expression 

(1.10) 

Light scattering theories have been developed for well defined particle shapes such 

aH Hpheres, concentric coated spheres, spheroids, cylinders and so on. However, 

cometary dust grains, in general are likely to be irregular in shape, inhomogeneous 

and fluffy in nature. The theory of scattering for such grains are highly complex. 

Henning et al. (1999) have created a data base and an Internet site: 
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http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Users/database/entry.html 

This site contains references to the papers, data files and links to the Internet re

sources related to measurements and calculations of the optical constants of the 

materials of astronomical interest. Many different light scattering codes are freely 

available through this site. There is also a library of light scattering codes "SCAT

TERLIB" maintained by Piotr Flatau. The Internet site could be reached at: 

http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Users/ database/l-dbase.html#db 

In the scattering calculations the inhomogeneity is approximated by an average 

refractive index or the dielectric functions. The Effective Medium Theory (EMT) 

presents an approximation to the optical properties of an inhomogeneous particle 

by its substitution with a homogeneous particle having an effective refractive index. 

It is not easy, however to determine the average refractive index or the dielectric 

function of an inhomogeneous medium given the properties of its constituents. There 

are varied EMTs in literature, all of which are at least superficially different, with 

different types of approximations. For calculation of the average refractive index 

through EMT, Bruggeman's rule will be used in the present work. The following 

expression for an average dielectric function fQI) was first obtained by Bruggeman 

(1935): 

(1.11) 

Tlw expression in Eq. 1.11 is for an inhomogeneous medium of two component mix

t\1n~, where f and fern are the respective dielectric functions for the two component 

homogeneous medium. The parameter f is the volume fraction of the first com

ponent. The Bruggeman's rule or the Bruggeman dielectric function applies to a 

completely random homogeneous medium; a mixture in which there are no distin

guishable inclusions embedded in a definite matrix: both the components are treated 

symmetrically (Bohren and Huffman 1983). 

The Mie scattering code, published in the appendix of Bohren and Huffman (1983), 

is probably one of the most widely used and highly recommended Mie code. This 

eode is used with EMT in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

It is observed, that the mass ratio of silicate to organic MSi!/Morg, and the porosity 

(t.he Huffiness) of the dust grainsp, play an important role on the dynamical behavior 
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of the dust. Higher percentage of carbonaceous material will increase Qabs (the 

absorption efficiency) and hence Qpr (the radiation pressure efficiency) of the dust 

grains. Porosity is found to affect the ratio (3 of Eq. 1.3 in addition to Qpr (Mukai 

et aI, 1992). Thus the dynamics of the dust grains in the cometary jets can be 

utilized to investigate their nature and porosity. With this motivation, a study of 

the dynamical behavior of these grains, is taken up by modeling the cometary dust 

jet morphology in Chapter 4 and color of jets and shells in Chapter 6. 

Scattering introduces polarization, which depends on the direction of the scattered 

light. Hence polarization shows a strong phase dependence. Fig. 1.6 shows the vari

ation of cometary polarizations with phase angle (Jockers, K., 1997) The existence 
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Figure 1.6: Cometary polarization with phase angle (Jockers, K., 1997) The polar
hatioll points are tlw measurements of the Kiselev group. The comets listed in the 
upper left corner are considered dusty, and in the lower right corner glassy. HB = 
Hclle-Bopp, KHB = Kobayashi-Berger-Milon, BM = Brorsen-Metcalf. The dashed 
liI1e marks the "common" phase curve of the dusty comets. 

of a negativE~ branch of polarization at small phase angle a in comets, asteroids 

and other solar system bodies was first demonstrated convincingly by the Dushanbe 
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group (see Kiselev and Chernova, 1997; Dobrovol'ski et al., 1986). It was believed 

that only solid surfaces could display negative polarization, but negative polariza

tion in comets came as a surprise. Even today, the nature of negative polarization 

is not completely understood. The negative polarization is generally explained by 

the roughness of the grains or by multiple scattering in the agglomerate grains at 

back scattering angles or in other words at low phase angles. 

At a given phase angle, the polarization of scattered light shows a wavelength de

pendence due to changes in the effective complex refractive index of the eomposite 

grains with wavelength and also due to the mean size parameter. The polarization 

of the resultant scattered light is the superposition of the reflected beam from the 

front surface which is polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane (Positively 

polarized) and the refracted beam which is polarized parallel to the scattering plane 

(negatively polarized). The resultant light will exhibit polarization depending on 

the absorption of the refracted beam along the path length (i. e. grain size) and 

the absorptivity of the grains (Kolokolova et al. 2001). The organic grain material 

has increased absorptivity in blue. Low Mg (or high Fe) content introduces broad 

absorption in the blue. From the color dependence of polarization, one can therefore 

attE!mpt to constrain the organic and M 9 content in the grains. For reliable results 

however the size distribution of the grains should be correctly modeled because the 

path-length within the grain is critical in determining the resultant polarization. 

To st.udy wavelength dependence of cometary polarization, a spectropolarimeter was 

built as part of the Ph.D. dissertation. The instrumentation and calibration of this 

sp(~ct.ropolarimet.er is presented in Chapter 3. For comet Hale-Bopp, the published 

phase dependence of polarization at three colors was used to get a preliminary list 

of possible grain candidates. The spectropolarimetric data obtained as part of the 

present work has been used to check the wavelength dependence of scattering at the 

phase angle on the date of observations (April 24, 1997). The use of long slit has 

enabled us t.o investigate the spatial dependence of polarization and particularly the 

polari;r,ation on a jet. The dynamics of the candidate grains have been investigated 

in Chapter 6. The three color observed images (4450A, 5260Aand R) obtained on 

April 10, 1997 have been compared with these simulations to further check the size 
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distributions and relative fraction of the grain in the collection in the jets. A similar 

spectropolarimetric study has been carried out for comet Wild 2 using the limited 

published phase vs polarization data in single wavelength and spectropolarimetric 

data obtained in the present study. 

1.6 Comet C/1995 01 (Hale-Bopp) 

On July 23 1995, Oomet C/1995 01 (Hale-Bopp) was independently discovered by 

Alan Hale in New Mexico, using a 0.41 m reflector, and Thomas Bopp in Arizona, 

using a 0.44 m reflector. (Hale, Bopp, and Stevens, 1995). 

The designation "0/1995 01" means that this was the first comet found in the 

second half-month of July (letter 0 plus number 1) in the year 1995. In cometary 

designation, every half-month is designated by a letter of the alphabet. Letter "A" 

covers January 1-15, "8" covers January 16-31, "0" covers February 1-15, etc. The 

letter "I" is omitted and "z" not needed. The notation "0/" indicates that this 

is a long-period comet (that is, one with a solar-orbiting period of more tha.n 200 

years). This system of designating a comet is similar to the one used for designating 

asteroids, and it was brought into use on January 1, 1995. This resolution on the 

deHignations and names of comets was adopted by the International Astronomical 

Union at itfl General Assembly in The Hague on Aug. 24. 1994 (MPC 23803-4). 

Thanks to the early discovery of this comet, it was possible for scientists to obtain 

11 Hui>stantial amount of observing time at the world's major observational facilities 

and to prepa.re their runs well. Moreover, the comet was visible in the sky for an 

extremely long period. As it was very bright, a large number of telescopes and 

illHtnlIncnts were used at all wavelengths from X-rays to radio. At discovery, the 

(:OIIlet. was 7.16 AU from the Sun and 6.20 AU from the Earth. A single, apparent 

pm-discovery image of the comet was found by McNaught (1995) of the Anglo

Australian Observatory from UK Schmidt plates taken on April 27, 1993, when the 

COIIwt was about 13 AU from both the Sun and the Earth. The photographic plates 

showed that the cornet was already active. This observation strengthened the early 

orbital calculations by greatly extending the arc of observation. The orbit of this 

(·,()IIld. is almost perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. During this apparition of the 
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comet, the perihelion on April 1, 1997, was at a distance of 0.91 AU from the Sun. 

The comet's aphelion distance is around 372 AU. Computing the orbit of the comet 

using more than 2600 astrometric observations from 1993-98, Marsden, (1997) pre

dicted that the original period of the comet was 4211 years and that the future 

period will be 2392 years. The change in the orbital period is due to gravitational 

perturbations from major planets and its cometary activity (non gravitational per

turbations). The closest approach of this comet to the Earth was about 1.315 AU, 

around March 22, 1997. 

The images of Hale-Bopp during discovery, and its pre-discovery images, show con

siderable activity. This comet had considerably more emission than is usually seen 

in comets at such large distances from the Sun. Most bright comets are thought 

to be fueled mainly by H20-ice sublimation. Theory suggests that in space, sig

nificant H20-ice sublimation does not begin until the comet is within 3 AU of the 

Sun. Emission from such molecules as the hydroxyl radical (OH), diatomic car

bon, and cyanogen (C N) were detected in this comet well over 4 AU from the Sun. 

At far distances, the activity on a comet is driven by the release of highly volatile 

gaseous species, mainly CO, from the surface of its nucleus. Hence detection of 

OH came as a surprise. Investigations of the pre-perihelion dust environment of the 

comet by Fulle, Cremonese, and Bohm (1998), showed that the comet was active 

t.hroughout its approach to the Sun from 13 to 4 AU. The comet was most probably 

already active, much before it reached a distance of 13AU from the Sun. The molec

ular species C3N, SO, and N H2CHO were detected for the first time in a comet 

(LiH et al. 1997) from millimeter-wave observations of Hale-Bopp, . H NCO, first 

det.eeted in comet C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake), was confirmed from comet Hale-Bopp 

obHervations. A number of other molecular species were detected, including H NC, 

(JCS, HCO+, CO+, and CN (the last two were first detections in a comet at radio 

wavelengths) . 

Extensive work has been carried out by several groups on cometary dust, coma 

morphology and dust jet modeling. Jockers (1997), reported a review on extensive 

observations of the dust in Comet Hale-Bopp. These concern direct imaging, the 

diRtribution of colors within the coma and the tail and also the polarization. This 
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comet had a somewhat higher degree of polarization when observed at large phase 

angles than other comets, indicating differences in the dust component. To explain 

the high polarization, smaller dust grain sizes are proposed. Polarizational obser

vations of this comet is more extensively discussed in Chapter 5 and the data sets 

of polarization of the central coma, from literature, is tabulated in Table E.1 of 

Appendix E.1. 

The morphology of the comet's porcupine-like appearance in 1996 and the expand

ing, nearly concentric dust halos, in 1997, were modeled by several groups, including 

the present work (see Chapter 4). Sekanina (1997c, 1998b) modeled the shells and 

jets by employing a Monte-Carlo computer-simulation technique. From jet simula

tions and morphological modeling Sekanina (1997b) pointed out the existence of an 

active satellite of the nucleus. 

Most valuable information on the nature of silicates came through infrared obser

vations of the comet (Hayward, Hanner, and Sekanina, 2000, Wooden el al. 1997, 

Wooden el al. 1999, Hanner el al. 1983). Ground-based and space-based observa

tions of the detailed infrared spectrum of Comet Hale-Bopp have revealed for the 

first time many new spectral features which can be assigned to particular minerals 

with a great degree of certainty. 

The spectral energy distribution from).. = 3 to 1311 was dominated by a 1011 sil

icate feature with a strong underlying continuum. The 1O.01l peak was sharper 

in Hale-Bopp near perihelion than in any previously observed comet except comet 

Mueller (0/1993 AI) at 2AU. The 1011 silicate feature contains a 9.3j.t shoulder at

tributable to amorphous pyroxene, broad emission from amorphous olivine at 9.7j.t, 

and the 11.2p. peak a,.c;;sociated with crystalline olivine. When close to perihelion, 

a newly discovered 9.311 peak was identified as M 9-rich crystalline pyroxene. The 

Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) Short Wavelength Spectrometer (SWS) spectrum 

also shows the strong far-IR peaks of crystalline olivine at 1811, 2311, and 331l. The 

color temperature of the 3 to 5j.t continuum was f"V 1.8 times the equilibrium black

body temperature at the relevant heliocentric distance. Both quantities are larger 

than in any previous comet and indicate a high abundance of submicron dust parti

cl(~s. The high M 9 content of the pyroxenes in comet Hale-Bopp implies that they 
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are either pristine solar nebula condensates or pre-solar grains such as the M g-rich 

crystals recently discovered by ISO around asymptotic giant branch stars. 

It is interesting to compare the infrared spectra of Comet Hale-Bopp obtained from 

the ISO, with the spectra of stars which are surrounded by circumstellar dust. As 

Waelkens (1997), pointed out, there are great similarities, but also some differences. 

For instance, the spectrum of the star H D 100546 also displays the minerals men

tioned above, as well as crystalline water, but contrary to the Comet, it also has 

strong spectral features of organic components in the 3.5J.£ band. 

There may thus be a close relationship between comets like Hale-Bopp and the mate

rial observed in circumstellar disks, e.g. around the southern star Beta Pictoris. All 

of this may provide valuable new information about the formation of the cometary 

reservoirs in the solar system (Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud). It has been suggested 

(Wooden el al. 1999) from the analogy with the young-star spectra that the crys

talline nature of the silicates in comet Hale-Bopp dates from the early evolution of 

the solar system, and also that an Oort Cloud or a Kuiper Belt is presently forming 

around young stars observed by ISO. 

Compared to other comets, the dust production of Comet Hale-Bopp was enormous, 

for instance it was 100 times more than in Comet Halley at comparable heliocentric 

distances. Similarly, the dust-to-gas ratio was very high, which ranged between 

2 and 5 (i.e. Fulle, Cremonese, and B6hm 1998). The dust production at the 

maximum reached about 4 x 105 kg/sec, but since the nucleus is so large, the entire 

maSH loss during this passage is probably still less than 0.1 % ofits total mass (West 

1908). 

C()me~ Hale-Bopp has shown high activity and has been intrinsically very bright at 

relatively large diHtances from the Sun; in fact, it is intrinsically the brightest comet 

to date, whose orbit passes inside the Earth's orbit since the great comet of 1577. 

ItH high rate of activity is the reason why it has created much excitement in the 

a.st.roIlomical community. 
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1.7 Comet 81P/Wild 2 

Apart from comet Hale-Bopp, another comet, 8lP /Wild 2 had reached its perihelion 

in 1997. Comet 81P /Wild 2 is a short period comet. It is a relatively new comet to 

the inner solar system and therefore represents a comet which has not been overly 

heated and degassed by the Sun. Originally it was in an orbit between Jupiter and 

Uranus. Its orbit was altered due to close approach to Jupiter on 10 September 1974. 

It now orbits between Mars and Jupiter. It is a Jupiter family comet, discovered in 

1978 (Wild and Marsden 1978). This comet has attained importance because of the 

STARDUST mission. 

The STARDUST is a NASA spacecraft launched on February 7,1999. If everything 

goes on as planned, the spacecraft will flyby comet 81P /Wild-2 on January 2, 2004, 

at a distance of 150 km from its nucleus and collect samples of dust and volatiles in 

the coma of the Gomet. It will then return these samples to Earth for detailed study. 

It will also image the comet nucleus. Sample collection will be achieved with the use 

of aerogel, a low-density (0.002 gm/cm3) inert microporous (99.8% air) silica-based 

Hubstance which will allow capture of high-relative-speed particles with minimal 

physical and chemical alteration. Each particle is expected to be less than a micron 

in Hize. After all collections are complete, the aerogel will be sealed in the sample 

vault. of the sample re-entry capsule, and the samples will be recovered on Earth in 

January 2006, for study. The spacecraft is equipped with other sensors including 

a cim;t flux monitor. The dust flux monitor is a combination of low and high rate 

Hyst.erns, a large area momentum sensor (LAMS) and PVDF sensors1 respectively, 

seuHitive to different momentum ranges (McDonnell et al. 1999). 

Cornet 81P /Wild 2 was selected as the target for study by the STARDUST space 

rniHHion becam;e of its being a new member of the Jupiter family of comet and 

bpcause of the promise of a trajectory offering a low encounter velocity of 6.1 km/s 

(Meech and Newburn 1998). 

Sarmeeanie et al. (1997) from their mid-infrared imaging of comet Wild 2 reported 

that there was no evidence for excess silicate emission. Due to the absence of 

I PVDF sensors are piezoelectric sensors uniquely suited for the measurement of induced stresses 

ranging from bars to hundreds of kilo-bars. 
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silicate emission and low maximum polarization of comet Wild 2 compared to other 

comets, Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd (2000) suggest from their polarimetric 

observations, that this comet could be less dust rich. However, a comparison between 

the dust to OH and eN ratios for this comet by A'Hearn et al. (1995), indicate 

that this comet is rich in dust. 

Spectroscopic data of comet Wild 2 was collected and analyzed by Fink, Hicks, and 

Fevig (1999). Their imaging data indicate noticeable coma activity around February 

01 1997, followed by relatively constant outgassing. The comet's visual magnitude 

shows a steep 25logrH dependence on the heliocentric distance rH, indicating a 

mature crust common with Jupiter family comets. 

1.8 The Objective of the Thesis 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the dust from selected comets, viz. comet 

C/1995 01 Hale-Bopp and comet 81P /Wild 2. Instrumentation, observations, data 

reductions, and modeling of cometary jets, form the ground work of this thesis. In 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 9, instrumentation, observations, and data reductions are 

covered. Chapter 4 deals with modeling of dust jets from comet Hale-Bopp. In 

Chapter 5, investigation of polarization of comet Hale-Bopp and Wild 2 are taken 

lip and the spectropolarimetric data is modeled. Using the results of Chapter 4 

and Chapter 5, the color of the dust shells in the post-perihelion images of comet 

Hale-Bopp is investigated in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, the conclusions and plans for 

ext.ended work are presented. 
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Chapter 2 

INSTRUMENTS, 

OBSERVATIONS & DATA 

REDUCTIONS 

In this chapter, the telescopes and some of the instruments used for this study 

are discussed before going into the observations and the observational techniques. 

After touching upon the basic reduction and calibration methodology, the image 

enhancement techniques are discussed. 

2.1 Telescopes, Back-end Instruments 

and Detectors 

A telescope with a back-end instrument and a detector form the back-bone of ob

Hervational astronomy. Celestial information is brought to us by photons of light. 

A telescope collects these photons, the back-end instrument analyses them and the 

deteetor registers and stores the information for further analysis. 

The observational data used in this work were mainly obtained from the telescopes 

at t.he Vainu Bappu Observatory (VBO), Kavalur (78°E, 12?5 N, and 730m, above 

mean flea lf~vel), which is operated by the Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA). 

The time zone for the observatory is 5hours 30min. 

27 
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Additional data observed by Andreas Hanel and Erwin Heiser, at the Observatory 

of Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Osnabriick, Germany, form part of this work. 

The telescopes used at VBO are the 2.34 m Vainu Bappu Telescope (VBT) and the 

1.02 m Carl Zeiss reflector. VBT has a prime focus of f /3.237 with an image scale of 

27.1 arcsec/rnrn and a cassegrain focus of f /13 with an image scale of 6.8 arcsec/mm. 

The prime focus was used for imaging the comet, while spectropolarimetry was done 

at the cassegrain focus with the newly built spectropolarimeter. VBT has an English 

(equatorial) mount, which is commonly known as a horseshoe mount. The 1.02 m 

Carl Zeiss reflector also operates at two foci: an f /13 cassegrain focus with an 

image scale of 15.6 arcsec/mm and an f /30 coude focus with an image scale of 

6.7 arcsec/mm. For our investigations, this telescope was used only at cassegrain 

focus for imaging the comet. The 1.02 rn Carl Zeiss reflector is a Modified English 

(equatorial) mount. The telescope tube and the counter weight are on either side of 

the polar axis. 

At the observatory of the Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Osnabriick, the observa

tions were made with a 60 em (f /12.43) telescope. 

The back-end instruments used in data acquisition, were an imaging camera with 

filters and the newly built spectropolarimeter for the VBT (f /13) at the cassegrain 

foeus. 

2.1.1 Imaging camera 

An imaging camera (Fig. 2.1) consists of a filter wheel and a detector, mounted at 

the telescope fOCllS, where the objects of study can be imaged onto the detector 

through different filters. A field-flattener, like the Wynne corrector at the VBT 

prime, provides a good distortion free image over an extended area on the fiat 

ima!!;e plane. At the 1.02 m Carl Zeiss telescope, no field flattener is provided at 

caHHcgrain f /13 focmi, since the depth of the field is larger and the field distortion 

ovm the detector area is negligible. The exposure of the image is controlled by a 

shut.t.er in front of the detector. In Fig. 2.1, the gray lines touching the edges of 

the CCO detector are the beam limits seen by the detector. To avoid vignetting, 

care must be taken that any optical element (i.e. the field flattener, the filters, the 
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Field corrector [:~!!=~i~=I~~J (WYNNE) 

I'll ter ,,,heel 
Filter 

\.:J 
_ .......... _ Shutter 

___ CCD Detector 

Figure 2.1: Schematic Diagram of the VBT Prime Camera 

shutter and the detector window) should be sufficiently larger than the beam limits. 

A field magnification or reduction is also possible by changing the effective focal 

length of the telescope using additional lenses. A Barlow lens will increase the 

effective focal length and magnify the image on the image plane. A Shapley lens, on 

the other hand, will reduce the effective focal length so that a larger field is imaged 

on to the detector. 

2.1.2 Spectropolarimeter 

An optical, dual beam, automated, medium resolution spectropolarimeter (O-DB

AMRSP) for the f /13 cassegrain focus of the VBT, has been fabricated as a part of 

this work. The details on the instrumentation, data-acquisition and reduction for 

the speet.ropolarimeter are discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.1.3 Detectors 

For all observations, Charge Coupled Devices (CCO) were used as detectors. A oeD 
consists of an array of two dimensional (2-D) detectors made of a semiconductor 

device. An incident photon on the CCO creates a hole-electron pair through photo-

electrie effect. This electron is then trapped in a potential well at the point of 

incidence of the photon. The potential wells are in a (2-D) array and are mainta.ined 

by applying a suitable electrostatic voltage. The electrons trapped in this 2-D array 
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of potential wells are proportional to the incident photons. Each of these 2-D array 

element of potential wells is referred to as a "pixel". 

When an exposure is completed, charges from different pixels are read. out one by 

one linearly. The electrostatic voltage maintaining the potential wells in each pixel 

is modified with a clock pulse in such a way that the charges stored as packets in 

each pixel, flow from one pixel to the other without mixing and are measured and 

digitized. The gain in the detector is set by biasing the semiconductor. We finally 

obtain a matrix of numbers representing a brightness map as the data. 

CCD detectors have a high dynamic range, linearity and stability. The spectral 

response of these detectors are best in the red region of the spectrum. The blue and 

UV response of the detector is improved by a fluorescent coat like Meta-chroDle II 

(MC II). Recently, the quantum efficiency of the CeD detectors has been further 

improved by making back illuminated CCD chips. 

At the VBT prime and cassegrain foci, the ceo was a Photometries syste:rn. with 

a Tekl024 chip in a liquid nitrogen cooled dewar. This CeD has a pixel size of 

24p. x 24J.t. The acquired data from each pixel is digitized to an unsigned 16hit 

number. The average bias count for this system with Gain = 1 is ~ 950 counts_ 

The detector gain and readout noise are 9 photons/datanumber and 10 photons 

respectively. At the 1.02 m Carl ZeiRs telescope, we used a Photometries CCD 

systmn with a 384 x 576 pixels Thomson chip in a liquid nitrogen cooled dewar. 

The pixel size for this detector is 22J.t x 22/.£. The acquired data from each pixel is 

cligitiiled to a 14bit number. The average bias count for this system with cgain = 0 is 

::::: :~[)O C()Unt-H. The cl(~ted.or gain a.nd readout noise are 27.26 photons/datanurnber 

and 17.HO phOt01/.8 feHpectively. 

At, t.lw ()bH(~rvator'y of thl' Naturwisseuschaftlicher Verein Osnabrlick The detector 

waH a SBIG ST-6 CeD camera that has 375 x 242pixels with 23p. x 27p. pixel size_ 

2.2 Observations 

()bHPI"Vat.iolls of Comet 1995-01, Hale-Bopp were carried out from VBO from NoV'em-
1 th for it 

I>pr 1995 to March 1998. Beyond March 1998, the comet was extreme Y sou 

. . ht th of observation tilde to 1)(' ohserved from YBO. ApprOXImately two mg s per mon 
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was obtained on either of the telescopes for the observations. F' Ig. 2.2 shows some 
of the images obtained during this 3 year period of comet observaf f 

lOns rom VBO. 

Figure 2.2: Some of the best images of Comet 1995-01 Hale-Bopp, obtained from 
1995 to 1998 at VBO. The plate scales for each image in the mosaic are different. 

Spectropolarimetric observations of comet 81P /Wild 2 and comet 1995 01 ~ Hale

Bopp were successfully carried out on April 23 and 24, 1997. Further spectropolari

m(~tric observations of these comets were not successful owing to bad sky conditions. 

A brief log of observations carried out from VBO is tabulated in Table 2.1. In 

addition, standard stars were observed on several other nights just for calibrating 

th(~ newly built spectropolarimeter. 

Ohsm'vations from the Observatory of the Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Osnabriick 
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Date of Telescope Type of Observation 

Observation & Focus 

4 Nov 1995 VBT-Prim R & I filter Imaging. 

5 Nov 1995 VBT-Prim R & I filter Imaging. 

6 Nov 1995 VBT-Prim R & I filter Imaging. 

11 May 1996 1.02m-Cass White light Imaging. 

12 May 1996 1.02m-Cass B, V, R & I filter Imaging. 

24 May 1996 VBT-Prim B & R filter Imaging. 

11 Jul1996 VBT-Prim A4861/50A, ,X5154/77 A, R & I filter Imaging. 

6 Oct 1996 VBT-Prim A4861/50A, 'x5154/77 A, R & I filter Imaging. 

4 Nov 1996 VBT-Prim 'x4861/50A, ,X5154/77A, R & I filter Imaging. 

18 Feb 1997 VBT-Prim A4861/50A, A5154/77 A, & R filter Imaging. 

8 Apr 1997 1.02m-Cass A3870/62A, A5141/118A, A5260/57 A& R filter Imaging. 

9 Apr 1997 1.02m-Cass A3870/62A, 'x4062/62A& R filter Imaging. 

10 Apr 1997 1.02m-Cass ,X3870/62A, A4062/62A, A4450/62A, A5141/118A, 

A5260/57 A & R filter Imaging. 

11 Apr 1997 1.02m-Cass A3870/62A, A4062/62A, ,X4450/62A & R filter Imaging. 

12 Apr 1997 1.02m-Cass A5260/57 A & R filter Imaging. 

2:3 Apr 1997 VBT-Cass Spectropolarimetry (4500Ato 7500A) 

24 Apr 1997 VBT-Ca..c.;s Spectropolarimetry (4500Ato 7500A) 

2 May 1997 1.02m-Cass Cometary & R filter Imaging. 

8 May 1997 1.02m-Ca.c.;s Cometary & R filter Imaging. 

!) Oct. 1997 VBT-Prim B, V, R & I filter Imaging. 

7 .lan 1998 1.02m-Cass R filter Imaging. 

:31 Mar 1998 1.02m-CasH R filter Imaging. 

Table 2.1: Log of the Observation from VBO 
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Date of Exposure. Type of Observation 

Observation 

8 Sep 1996 30s White light Imaging. 

15 Sep 1996 30s White light Imaging. 

6 Oct 1996 30s White light Imaging. 

2 Feb 1997 Is White light Imaging. 

4 Mar 1997 Is White light Imaging, with Shapley lens 

7 Mar 1997 Is White light Imaging. 

11 Mar 1997 Is White light Imaging. 

21 Mar 1997 Is White light Imaging. 

31 Mar 1997 6s R filter Imaging. 

2 Apr 1997 Is White light Imaging. 

3 Apr 1997 Is White light Imaging. 

6 Apr 1997 Is White light Imaging. 

9 Apr 1997 2x 3s White light Imaging. 

15 Apr 1997 5s R filter Imaging. 

16 Apr 1997 2x 6s White light Imaging. 

2 May 1997 2 x lOs White light Imaging. 

Table 2.2: Log of the Ohservation of Comet 199501 Hale-Bopp from the Observa
tory of tlw NaturwisscIlschaftlicher Verein Osnabriick provided by Andreas Hanel. 

is also tabulated in Tahle 2.2. The March 4, 1997 image was taken with a Shapley 

l('lls, wit.h an effective foeal length of 423 cm (j /7.05). All the images except those 

Oil Mardi 31, 1997 and April 15, 1997 (which were obtained through a R filter) were 

()ht.a.ilH~d iII whitE~ light (without a filter). These images had been presented at the 

AG Ilwet.ing in Inmlbruek 1997 and have been published by Heiser (1998). 

2.3 Guiding on the Comet 

Guiding the telescope is required during observations to compensate for the reI a

tivn motioIl between Earth and the object and for compensation of the mechanical 

f!PXurCH of the tciescope. In an equatorial mount telescope, as in case of our ob-
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servations, the telescope is tracked East to West at a velocity of 15arcsec/sec to 

compensate for the rotation of the Earth. The slight errors in this velocity and 

telescope flexures, are corrected by an online guiding. 

One of the ways of online guiding is performed by using a parallel guide-telescope 

looking at the object of observation, or a nearby field star. If the object of observa

tion is extended, it is easier to guide on a field star, which is a point source. Another 

method of online guiding is by using the field from the main telescope itself. Light 

from a nearby field star, just out of the field of the main detector" is observed. In 

Fig. 2.1 both these methods of online guiding are schematically shown for VBT 

along with the schematic diagram of the VBT prime camera. The parallel guide

telescope was fixed with an eye-piece for manual guiding. During comet observations 

at low hour angles, it was difficult to physically reach the eye-piece for guiding. So 

an adapter was made and the eye-piece was replaced with an Intensified 000 (1-

OOD). The video signal from this 000 was displayed on to a monitor in the console 

room for remote guiding using the parallel guide-telescope. Remote guiding using 

the nearby field from the main telescope with an 1-000 camera already existed. 

Here, the light from a nearby field star is bent with a beam folding prism into the 

I-CCD camera (Fig. 2.1). 

Guiding is performed by restricting either the object or the guiding field star, from 

drifting. This is executed by occasional fine adjustment of the movement of the 

telescope in right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec). 

Tlw advantage of using a parallel guide-telescope is that guiding is possible on the 

objec:t itself. However, the major disadvantages are: a) Relative mechanical flexures 

hetween the guide-telescope and the main telescope may exist and a drift between 

Uw t.eleStOlws when pointing at different locations on the sky cannot be ruled out. 

lJ) Tlw guide-telescope aperture is generally much smaller than the main telescope, 

hence for faint objects or faint field stars, there might not be enough flux to guide 

OIl. 

The advantages of guiding on a nearby field star observed through the main telescope 

are: a) Freedom from relative mechanical flexures. b) Flux level is certainly much 

higher and guiding on fainter objects, is possible. However, in this method it is 
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not possible to guide on the object. This becomes a major disadvantage for solar 

system objects, which have a relative velocity with respect to the field star. For 

comets especially near perihelion and closer to Earth, this velocity is much higher 

than when they are far away. 

For guiding on a comet, we calculate its movement at regular intervals, 0: = 6a/dt 

in RA and J == 66/ dt in Dec and apply these as corrections to the telescope's 

track rate. However, online guiding as mentioned above will still be required for any 

residual drift. Guiding on a nearby field star observed through the main telescope 

is also possible if provisions are there to provide a velocity to the guiding unit in an 

opposite direction so that it can compensate for the relative motion between a field 

star and the comet (A'Hearn 1995). Such a guiding unit is ideal for observations of 

solar-system objects. However, due to non availability of such provision, at VBO, 

tracking had to be done using the 10 inch (J /16) parallel guide telescope. The track 

rates of the telescope was adjusted to follow the comet and for fine adjustments, 

we used the 10 inch (J /16) parallel guide telescope fitted with an I-CCD. A zero

point correction between the field of the main telescope and the guide telescope was 

performed close to the object of observation to minimize the relative flexure effects. 

At the 1.02 m Carl Zeiss telescope, the guiding was done manually using the 8 inch 

(J /16) guide telescope. 

Gllidil1~ for the spect.ropolarimetric observations was done at the slit jaws of the 

spm:tropolarirnet(~r. For more details see Chapter 3. 

2.4 Error Theory and Data Reduction 

For all observations presented here, data were obtained using a CCD detector. Thus 

in this section we will discuss the error theory and data reduction techniques per

taining to CCD data only. 

2.4.1 Signal to Noise (SjN) 

Tlw data from a CCO is obtained as a matrix of numbers 8i ,j representing a bright

IWHS map. The Signal to Noise (8/ N) is an index to describe the quality of this 

hright.ness map and provides a limit on how precisely we can distinguish differences 
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in brightness between the pixels. So what causes noise in a eeo data? Some of 

it arises from the fundamental properties of light itself. Photons, even from a per

fectly constant source, arrive at the detector in sporadic bursts and are governed by 

photon statistics. When a photon strikes a pixel of a CeD, there is no guarantee 

that it will actually produce an electron-hole pair. This randomness is also because 

of the quantum nature of light. The fraction of photons recorded defines the quan

tum efficiency of the detector. Apart from the quantum efficiency of the detector, 

there is the readout noise. When the signal generated by light falling on a eeD 
is collected, amplified and converted to a digital value, noise is introduced at each 

step of the process. Since this noise is added by reading the signal, it is called the 

readout noise. 

No matter how good the eeD or how careful we are in our work, the number of 

photons recorded in a given amount of time is uncertain by at least the square root 

of the number that has been collected (SIN = .J§). This particular relationship 

between the signal and the noise arises whenever some randomly occurring events 

are counted within a fixed interval, and is called the Poisson statistics. 

2.4.2 Basics Calibration and Removal of Systematic Errors 

A ceo data Ret has some systematic errors. The basic reduction procedure for 

a ceo data COIlsiRts of removal of these systematic errors. An element Si,j of an 

Ilnprocess(~d CCD data can be represented as 

(2.1) 

Where Gi,j is the pixel gain factor, Pi,j, the flux from the object, Bi,j(t), the back

ground sky, di,j(T, t), the dark counts, and bi,j, the bias value for the duration t of 

this exposure and the temperature T of the detector. The systematic errors, bi,j, 

eli,) (T, t), and Gi,j have to be estimated and removed from the observed eeD data. 

Let us investigate (~aeh of these systematic errors in more depth, so that it may be 

(~stimated for calibration, keeping the resultant SIN as low as possible. 
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2.4.2.1 Bias Correction 

The bias is an intrinsic property of a CCD detector. The CCD is biased to a 

value bi,j to set the gain of the detector. So at the beginning of an exposure, the 

CCD detector already has this residual count. A straight readout with a zero time 

exposure provides us with the Bias bi,j values. Bias correction is performed by 

subtracting the bias frame from the observed data. 

When one image is subtracted from another like the bias correction, the 81N of the 

resultant image will be. 

81N= 81 -82 . 

IN? +N? 
(2.2) 

Although the two signals are subtracted, the noise still adds quadratically. This 

reduces the 81 N of the resultant image. We can cut down on this degradation by 

reducing the noise in the bias frame. This implies that we need bias frame with 

a very high 81 N. We achieve this by averaging or median combining many bias 

frames to obtain a "master" bias frame. This master bias frame is then subtracted 

from the observed frame so that least degradation in 81N is achieved. 

2.4.2.2 Dark Counts 

Even in the absence of light, electrons accumulate in a CCD. These are responsible 

for t.he dark counts. The term di,j(T, t) in Eq. 2.1 represents this quantity. It 

increases wit.h t.emperat.ure T of the detector and the duration of the exposure t. 

To miniIIli~(~ di,j (T, t), the t.emperature T of the detector is reduced by placing the 

CCo chip on a cold finger. The cold finger is cooled through variety of techniques 

lik(~ oil, water, Peltier or liquid nitrogen cooling. 

For removal of t.he dark counts di,j (T, t), an exposure is taken with the shutter 

elm-,ed. The duration of this exposure and the temperature of the detector, should be 

identical to that of the data observed. It is thus advisable to take a dark observations 

just before or after the actual observation. In a dark observation, we obtain 

(2.3) 

di,j(T, t) is obtained by bias subtraction from the dark observation 8~j' When 

dj,j(T, t) is subtracted from the bias corrected observed data, further deterioration 
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in the SIN will occur as shown in Eq. 2.2. It is thus always advantageous and 

advisable, to maintain the dark di,j(T, t) to a negligible level; so that the dark 

counts could be entirely neglected from the reduction process. This will not only 

save the precious observation time but also reduce deterioration of the S / N due to 

an extra subtraction. 

At the VBO, the CCDs used at both the telescopes are liquid nitrogen cooled to 

173 K (-100°C). At this low temperature, di,j(T, t) is negligible (less than one 

count) for an exposure time t < 60 min. The exposure time t is therefore always 

restricted to less than 60 min. If required, multiple short exposures are taken and 

co-added. For our observations, we did not require long exposures. The longest 

exposure was for the spectropolarimetric observations of comet 8lP /Wild 2, which 

was of 30 min each (see Chapter 5). In our analysis and data reduction, therefore, 

dark counts were completely neglected. 

2.4.2.3 Flat-field Correction 

In Eq. 2.1, Gi,j represents the variations in pixel to pixel response of the CCD 

combined with the non-uniformity of the chip illumination caused by the shadows 

cast on the CCD. The shadowing on the CCD could be caused by obstruction of 

light by dm;t partides 011 lenses, filters, or the optical windows in front of the CCD. 

The vignetting of the optical Hystem will also cause a ring like shadow on the CCD. 

To obtain Gi,j, an evenly illuminated surface is observed. This data after bias and 

dark eorrectioIlH, will be of the form 

(2.4) 

where C(t) iH a eOIlHtant value representing the evenly illuminated surface. This 

frame could then be normalized by the median value of S!,j' to remove C(t) and 

obtain Gi,j . 

The fiat-field corrected data is obtained by dividing the bias and dark corrected 

observed data, by the fiat frame S!,j. We eventually obtain Fi,j(t) + Bi,j(t) in Eq. 2.1 

from the data, which is proportional to the actual intensity of the object and the 

background sky. The normalization of the fiat frame by the median value of Sr.j' to 

eliminate C(t) is redundant because only the proportionality constant to the actual 
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intensity is modified by l/C(t). If the data of the flux calibrator (i.e. photometric 

standard star), and object data are flat-fielded by the same flat, it is not required 

to eliminate C{t). 

Flat-field Correction of an image will again alter the SIN of the result due to 

division, and the resultant SIN will be 

1 

SIN = V(SIN);2 + (SIN);2' 
(2.5) 

In equation (Eq. 2.5), the subscripts 0 and f refer to the observed and flat-field 

frames respectively. The degradation of SIN of the observed frame by flat-fielding 

is minimized when the flat-field frame has a much higher SIN than the observed 

data being processed. Thus multiple flat-field images with high SIN are combined to 

form a master flat-field frame with an even higher SIN. This master flat is used for 

calibration of the observed frame. An averaging or a median is used for combining 

the flat images. Since noise follows Poisson statistics, it tends to distribute evenly 

on both sides of the real value. Thus a median combine will be closest to the real 

value. 

The requirement for obtaining a flat-field frame is to observe an evenly illuminated 

surface. A flat white board is fixed on the dome of the telescope and illuminated 

with tungsten or halogen lamps. This well illuminated white board is some times 

used as a fiat-field HOurcC and is generally called a "dome-flat". However, for flat 

fielding an imaging data, flats obtained by imaging an evenly illuminated twilight 

sky, known CIS "sky-fiat", is preferred to a dome-flat. Over the small section of the 

sky observed by the telescope, the twilight sky is more evenly illuminated than a 

dornc-fiat. 

In spectroscopy and spectropolarimetry, light is dispersed in wave-length on the 

CCD. Hence in the spectroscopic and spectropolarimetric sky-flats, all the telluric 

and sky lines appear on the CCD. This intensity variation makes the flat unusable. 

Hence for obtaining flats during spectroscopy or spectropolarimetry, sky-flats fail 

and dome-fiats have to be used. Techniques of obtaining flats for spectropolarimetry 

is discussed in Chapter 3. 

Flat field calibration for spectropolarimetric and spectroscopic data are identical 

and more complex than flat fielding an image data. In a spectropolarimetric and 
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spectroscopic flats, along with intensity response there is a wave length dependent 

response of the CCD along the spectral dispersion axis (Gi ,; ===> Gi,jg(A)). The 

dome-fiat has it's own spectral variation depending on the spectral energy distribu

tion of the illuminating source and on the reflection properties of the white board. 

C(t) can no more be considered a constant, but a wavelength dependent C(A, t). A 

bias corrected spectropolarimetric or spectroscopic flat will be of the form 

(2.6) 

It is not possible to separate g(A)C(A, t), hence both the quantities are normalized 

to obtain Gi,;, The g(A) calibration of the data is performed later using a spec

trophotometric standard star, by normalizing the continuum, or using a differential 

technique as used in spectropolarimetry (Chapter 9). 

Normalization of g(A)C(A, t) is performed by first averaging the spectroscopic fiat 

over an aperture along the spatial axis, perpendicular to the dispersion axis to obtain 

a one dimensional spectrum. This spectrum, is further smoothed by fitting a cubic 

spline or a polynomial function along the dispersion axis. This fitted spectrum 

corresponds to g(A)C(A, t) term. The spectroscopic flat S{,j is then normalized by 

this fitted spectrum, to obtain Gi ,;, which is the normalized flat independent of 

g(A)C(A, t) (Eq. 2.6). 

In a speetropolarimctric or spectroscopic fiat, the SIN is dependent on A through 

g(A)C(A., t). When the red region of the spectra is well exposed, with a good SIN, 

the bluc regioIl is under exposed and as a consequence, has a poor SIN. If the SIN 

of the bluc region haH to lH~ improved through a longer exposure, the red region of the 

flat will saturate. The SIN can to some extent, be improved by co-adding mUltiple 

flats. Sometimes the red region and the blue regions are separately flat-fielded. Due 

to theHc complexities, it is sometimes advisable not to flat-field spectroscopic or 

speetropolarimetric data. The error introduced in the data by fiat-fielding using 

a poor fiat frame, may be larger compared to the systematic response Gi ,; of the 

detector. During spectropolarimetric data reduction, the systematic response Gi,j is 

automatically eliminated if the complementary observations at QO and 90° or at 45° 

and 135° of the HWP are taken at the same region of the detector (see Chapter .9). 
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2.4.3 Extraction and Wavelength Calibration 

Spectroscopic and spectropolarimetric data requires extraction of a one dimensional 

spectrum (counts vs pixels) from the spectral image. Apertures are defined on the 

spatial axis of the 2-D spectropolarimetric or spectroscopic data. For spectropo

larimetric data, dual apertures are defined corresponding to the ordinary and the 

extraordinary spectra (see Chapter 3). The one dimensional (I-D) spectrum is ex

tracted from each aperture by adding the flux from the pixels of the spatial axis 

within the defined aperture. 

The dispersion axis may be tilted and may not exactly match with the row or the 

column of the CCD data array owing to misalignment between the CCD and the 

grating. The spectrum may also be slightly curved. These problems are taken care 

of by tracing the aperture center of a stellar spectrum by searching for the peak 

flux along thc dispersion axis. The olle dimensional spectrum is extracted along the 

traced path. 

This speetrurn haH to be wavelength calibrated so that the count vs pixel data 

is converted to counts V8 wavelength spectra. Calibrators, such as Fe - Ne and 

Ff. - Ar sonreeH, are used and tlwir spectra are obtained between the observations 

of the program object.. Tlws(l spectra are mmd for finding the pixel to wavelength 

I'<~lati()n, which is tlWIl applied for wavelength calibration. Sometimes, the telluric 

lines OIL the spC'dra can alHo hI' Ils(~d as calibrator lincs. 

2.4.4 Correcting for Rectangular Pixel CCD 

The ceo det(~ctor used at tlw Obscrvatory of the Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein 

Osuabriick has a rectangular pixel (231'- x 27/-L). An interpolation on the images were 

performecl, using a quadratic polynomial and the pixels were scaled to a square pixel 

of 27Jl x 271L to yidd an image Hizc of 319 x 242 pixels. Such a transformation is 

eHH(mtial for further procmlHing, e.g. image enhancement or photometry. 

2.4.5 Software Packages for Data Reduction 

The data reduction was carried out using the IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis 

Facility) Hoft.waI'(~. IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Obser-
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vatories which is operated by the Association of Universities Inc. (AURA) under 

cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation. 

Bias and flat field calibration can be performed using tasks in the ccdred package 

of IRAF. Master bias is created using the zerocombine task. Master flat is made 

by combining the bias corrected flats using ftatcombine. The task ccdproc does 

multiple processing and can be used for bias as well as flat field corrections. The 

task apnormalize in specred package of IRAF is used for normalization of the flats 

for spectroscopic data. The extraction of the spectra, including the tracing of the 

aperture and background sky subtraction can be performed using the apall task. The 

tasks identify, reidentify, refspectra and dispcor are used for wavelength calibration. 

Corrections for rectangular pixel CCD could be made using the magnify command 

in IRAF that interpolate two dimensional images. 

2.5 Image Enhancements 

After pre-calibrat.ion of the dat.a, furt.her proeessing is required depending on the 

scientific aim for which Uw data is going to be utilized. Image Enhancement tech

niques are required when one wants to look at faint features in the images. Images 

obtained from ground based obsprvatiom; are affectEld by the atmospheric scintilla

tion and h(~Il(~(~ aw se(~ing limi t.ed. Tlwrc~ are methods of modeling the atmospherk 

seeing so that the images could \)(' deconvolved to account for the atmospheric ef

fc~c:ts. Hen~, HIlC~h dc~wnvoll1ti()11 t.c~dllliqlws will not he dealt with, since it is beyond 

the Hcope of' tlw pre'scmt work. 

From the hias and flat.-fidd correct.c~d imagcH of comet Hale-Bopp (Fig. 2.2), faint 

jet and shell features emi)('ddc'd ill the comet's coma are noticed. In order to model 

the shapes of tlwsp jds and t.lw shells, it. is first required to separate out the over

whelming cout.rilmtioll of the C(lIlla in which the jets are embedded. Several image 

ellhanccmwut. t,(~chl1iqups haY(' \wcm applied to comets by various authors to bring 

out the fine Htructures such as t.he jets and the shells (e.g., Klinglesmith 1981; Ma

tm;ka et al. 1978; Sekanina and Farrell 1978; Wood and Albrecht 1981). The most 

common techniques utilize spatial filtering or derive intensity derivatives in some di

rectionH. These nwthods reduce the effect of the steep intensity gradation and allow 
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one to stretch the contrast. In all these approaches, great care must be exercised to 

identify the processing artifacts. 

One of the most prevalent of such techniques was, until recently, the unsharp mask

ing technique, which is essentially a photographic technique. In this technique, an 

unfocused image is made on a photographic plate. It is then kept in front of the 

original observed plate as a mask and the unsharp masked image is obtained. This 

technique essentially filters out the lower Fourier frequencies to allow an image of the 

higher Fourier frequencies to be made. In a digital CCD data, the unsharp masking 

technique is mimicked by "median-filtering", as it is based on the same concept. 

The "Gaussian--fil tering" instead of median-filtering, is sometimes useful where a 

point-spread function of the image is definable. Median-filtering is performed by 

subtraction of t.he image by its median image. A median image is made by defin

ing a box around each pixel. Counts in each pixel of the image is then replaced 

by the median value of the pixels in the box around it. In Gaussian-filtering, the 

image is s\lhtra.d~d by its Gamisian convolution. The choice of an optimum box in 

median filtering and an optimum value of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

in Gaussian filt(~ring mllst be found depending on the image quality and size of the 

feat.ures to he d(~lineat.ed. 

Therr aw ('V('11 h(~t.t.('r teehniqups for enhancement of cometary images, like the radial 

anel rot.at.ional shift algorit.hm by Larson and Sekanina (1984). Due to a somewhat 

sphNical HYlIlJlIPt.ry ill cometary ~oma, this technique works extremely well with 

(,Ollwt illla~ps. This technique suppresses the strong radial intensity gradient in the 

collla to ('lIhaw'p HIlHl.ller fluctuations like the jets and the shells. 

2.5.1 The Radial and Rotational Shift Algorithm 

. . d h' 't' I . t for inter-Tlu' bril!;ht,('st. mmet pixel on the CCD Image IS use as t e IDl la pom 

llolating t1w (~(~l\t.m (:Eo,yo) using a marginal distribution in x and y around it. 

ThE' image fo(-i,.1) is rotated around this center (xo,yo) by an angle -b..O and +6.6 

to (~I'I~at.p the two rotationally shifted images LL:l.8(i,j) and hll.o(i,j). A residual 

imagp l.ql)(i,j) is then calculated by 

1.96 (i, j) = 2Io(i, j) - (I_M(i, j) + i+AfJ(i, j)) . 
(2.7) 
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Similarly, the radial shift images Lt::.p (i, j) and I +t::.p (i, j) are made by shifting the 

image radially by -I::::&p and +I::::&p from the center (xo,Yo) and the residual image 

Isp (i, j) is calculated by 

ISp(i,j) = 2Io(i,j) - (I-t::.p(i,j) + I+t::.p(i,j)). (2.8) 

The best way to apply the rotational shift algorithm to an image is, to perform an 

image transformation from Cartesian (x,y) coordinate to Polar (p, 9) coordinate. In 

the new coordinate system, p is the radial distance from the comet center (xo,Yo), 

while 9 is the angle between a reference axis and the radial vector p. 

j(J = Arctan (~y - Yo) . 
~x - Xo 

(2.9) 

Here the integer (ix,jy) coordinates are equivalent to the Cartesian (x,y) coordinates, 

while (ip,j(J) are equivalent to Polar (p, ()) coordinates. 

As an example, Fig. 2.3 illustrat(~s this transformation. The image on the right, is 

the (p, 0) transform of the iIIlag(~ on the left, of comet Hale-Bopp observed on 10th 

April 1997 from VBO. The left edge of the right image is the center (xo,Yo) of the 

comet. The spiraling jets and HhdlH 011 the left image transform as near vertical 

stripH OIl the right. image. 

The radial and rotational shift iH now extremely easy on this transformed image, 

It ±t::.(J( i p, jo) - [t(ip,jo ± 1::::&0), 

It ±t::.p(ip, jo) - It(ip ± D.p,j(J), (2.10) 

It ±t::.p,±t::.(J (ip, jo) [t(ip ± D.p, jo ± 1::::&0). 

The residual imag(~ ean also be calculated directly as a transformed image It Sp (ip, j(J), 

[ts9(ip,jo) or [tsp(J(ip,jo) applying the concepts ofEq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.8. The residual 

image can then be inverse transformed to obtain the jets and shells enhanced image 

of the comet in the (x,y) system. The choice of D.p and 1::::&0 depends on the jet and 

shell featureH in the image. Again, the optimum D.p and I::::&(} are chosen, depending 

on the gradient of the faint features, so that in the final image, the jets or shells are 

best enhanced with least processing artifacts. 
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x-----.--

Figure 2.3: (:x:, y) to (p, (}) trawifoflllation of Cornet Hale-Bopp image observed 
on 10th April 1997. The image OIl the righ t is the (p, (}) transform of the image on 
the left. 

The residual image 1$ constrllct(~d by the radial shift algorithm maps the rate of 

change of intensity at a giwn {J, whil(~ the reHidual image Is made by the rotational 

shift algorithm maps the rat,(\ of change of intensity at a given e. Thus the residual 

image [8' is tlwrd()n~ dfediwdy a df~rivatiw of the image 10 in p and e. 
Tlw images of comet Hak-I3opp wnH~ enhanced using this radial and rotational shift 

algorithm. A rotation shift of ~(} = ± 10° seemed suitable for these images. The 

enhanced imageH thus obtained are used for morphological modeling of the dust 

ejecta from tlw tOIlwt in Chapter 4. 

In spite of tlw effed.ivmwss of the above mentioned techniques to enhance the fine 

structlln~s in irnag(~s, the photometric information of the images are lost and the 

enhanced imag(~s canIlot lw used for photometric studies. For such studies, we 

normaliz:e the image with a synthetic coma as explained below. 

2.5.2 Normalization by a Synthesized Coma 

It is assumed that in a comet, the coma is formed from a constant, spherically 

symmetric outflow of gas and dust. The number density of dust grains falls aR 1/ p'2. 
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In an image, integration of all such gra.ins along the line of sight for such an outflow, 

will produce a 1/ P surface brightness gradient. So by dividing an image of a cornet 

by a 1/ p profile, the irregularities in the outflow will be emphasized. The intensities 

in the observed image io(i,j), can he represented by Ioc(i,j) and IOJ(i,j). The 

former represents the constant and spherically symmetric outflow of the coma and 

the latter the spatial irregularities in the outflow. 

(2.11 ) 

A synthesized image with a 1/ p profile is created centered at the coma center (Xo, Yo) . 

This image is then convolved either with a well defined point spread function (PSF) 

of a star in the image or by a Gaussian profile, as it very well approximates the PSF 

due to seeing. This convolved synthesized image IS(J(i,j) is equivalent to Ioc(i,j) 

by a scaling factor k. 

(2.12) 

The observed imag(' iH dividn<l by thiH eOllvolvcd synthesized image of the coma, 

whith results in 

1 (:,') = loCi,)) 
(IN /',./ I (::) 

'~(' 1".1 
= k (1 + 10J(i,j)). 

10 (,. (i, j) 
(2,13) 

The scaling factor k is clC'!.('nJliIl(~d froIll t.he r(~gi()n of the image where there are no 

strong jets or she'll:; a.nd SUrra('P hrigh1.lwsH dndilles nearly as 1/ p. 

In the Apri I 1907 illl<tAf'S of (,OIllC'!, I Iah·-Bopp, t.ll(~ region for determining k; is selected 

from t.he Nort.h-East. of t.li(' IIllril'IlH. W(~ t.ak(~ thn median value of this region in the 

imagn ION ('i".n as t.h(' value' of k. Frolll I~q, 2,13 

Io,,('i, j) = ~ I(I(i,j) _ 1. 
10 (, (-i, j) k 1.9(' (i, j) 

(2.14) 

The IlorlIlaliz(~d image' ('1'(' a 1.('( I using Eq. 2.14 is frm~ from the strong radial intensi ty 

graciicmt, whil(' a.t. t.h(' SHIll(' t.illle' t.}H' I'p\ative flux distribution is conserved. Such an 

image tan he Ilsed for phot.omdric lIlodeling. For morphological studies the radial 

and rotational shift a\gori t.blll is prderr(~d as it produces sharper features. This 

teehniq\w of nonnali~ati()11 hy a syntJW!.;iz(~d coma has been used by Hayward et. ai. 

(2000) on their Infrareci images. This technique is made use of to study the color of 

the dust j(~ts in Chapt(~7' 6. 
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Chapter 3 

AN OPTICAL, DUAL-BEAM, 

AUTOMATED MEDIUM 

RESOLUTION 

SPECTROPOLARIMETER FOR 

THE VAINU BAPPU 

TELESCOPE 

_____________ ._: ,-I,,:"IiIi"l ____________ _ 

Fabrication of all ojJUcal ,r.,,])(·(·tmj>olarillwtnr aH all add-on facility to an existing 

astronomical HpedrogmplJ at the VaiIHl DapIJIl Telescope is described. The polari

metric opt,ics COIlsist . .., of a P;IIJ(:}wmtWl.Ill desiglJ 11alf-wave plate and a modified 

Glan-Taylor j>o/;trizillg IWitIll splitter. IIlHtrumcntal response, calibration and char

a.cterizatioJl of tlU' 8'y.'It(,Ill MO prosonted. Performance of the spectropolarimeter 

has hccn aH.'iOSHOd Imsod OIl tlw r('filIlts of olJsC!rvations of polarized and unpolarized 

stal1dard Htar.'i. Tlw ;lttaiIlal>le accuracy of the instrument is found to be dependent 

011 the SIN of tlw data. Tlw preslmt data set yields an accuracy of", ±O.5% at 

4000A amI rv ±O.3% at 750oA, at a spectral resolution of rv7.2A. 

The Spectropolarimetric Reductioll software (SPRS) developed for reducing spec

tropolarinwtric data, is dw;aibed. T;u,ks like eliminating instrumental polarization, 
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telescope polarization and respOIlse corrections are implemented in the software. 

The SPRS is designed to be versatile, user friendly and compatible with the lRAF 

image processing package. It is also general enough to be used for reduction of 

spectropolarimetric data from other instruments. 

The preliminary version of the work presented in this Chapter has been published 

(Chakraborty 1999). 

3.1 Introduction 

Spectropolarimetry is a very powerful technique which has not been fully exploited in 

observational astronomy. Measurement of the polarization properties of astronom

ical sources can provide important diagnostic information not available by direct 

imaging or spectroflcopy. In partieular, data on the scattering properties of dust or 

electrons, and magnetic field Htrengths, tan be collected. The overall geometrical 

shape and the interior structllrc~ of (~xt.ellded scattering objects can also be studied. 

During the last few d(~eades, t.he t.echnique has been applied to a number of research 

fields induding quasar emiSHioll medmnislll (Autonucci et a1. 1996), active galaxies 

(e.g., Miller & Goodrich 1090; Brilldlp do al. 1990), dust in the SMC (Rodrigues et aI. 

1997), magnetic whik dwarfs (Sdlllli<it. et a.l. 1986), Herbig-Haro objects (Schmidt 

& Miller 1979), post.-AGB I'dl!'rtioll 1l('I>lllcu~ (Schmidt & Cohen 1981; Trammell et 

al. 1991), ('001 reel variable st.arH (Boyle d ai. 1986), symbiotic stars (Schmid & 

Schild 19(0), Wolf-Ra.yl't, st.ars (McL(,ttll pt al. 1979), and comets (Perrin & Lamy 

1987; Myms & N ordsi('('k l!)S,I; Chakraborty and Va..'mndhara in preparation). 

Despite collsiderahip dfortH, ast.ronomica.l polarimetry remains relatively difficult, 

partly beeallHn of t.lw complexit.ies ill dat.a reduction as well as analysis. Estimation 

and eliminatioll of syst.mnat.ic errors such tl. .. "l instrumental and telescope polarization 

pose a great difficulty. 

The speetrop()lariIIlet(~r descrihed by Miller et a1. (1988) using an achromatic half

wave plate and a thin-film polarbdng beam-splitter, has a very high efficiency over 

a somewhat limited WaV(~lcIlgth range. The need for dual-beam spectropolarimetry 

was diseussed in their paper. Single-beam polarimetric instruments, which com

pletely throw a.way one of the croSH polarizations, can operate only if the polarization 
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is modulated at a frequency higher than that at which system parameters change. 

A modulation frequency of about 10 Hz or higher is normally used to ensure that 

astronomical seeing changes and guiding errors do not significantly affect the data. 

The advantage with the dual-beam spectropolarimeter or imaging polarimeter, is 

that one can apply a differential technique between the two cross polarized beams, 

to eliminate the sky and instrumental transmissivity. One can also, in an efficient 

manner, estimate and remove the instrumental polarization during the reduction of 

spectropolarimetric data (Walsh 1992; di Serego Alighieri 1997). 

Most often, the polarimetric optics are fitted onto existing or previously designed 

spectrographs. This is convenient and cost effective, since the instrument can also 

serve as a normal astronomical spectrograph. Among the recent spectropolarimeters 

are those built for the 3m telescope at the Lick Observatory (Miller et al. 1988), 

the 2.7m telescope at Mount. Locke, the 5m telescope at Mount Palomar and the 

Keck telescope (Goodrich 1991; Goodrich et al. 1995). A multi-mode instrument, 

namely, FORS wit.h Hpectropolariuwtrie capability is now being built for the VLT 

(Mitsch et al. 1994). 

This Chapter, describm; a dual-beam, medium resolution, long-slit spectropolarime

ter which has heml built for the 2.34 m Vainu Bappu Telescope (VBT) of the In

dian Institute of Ast.rophysicH (HA), India, as part of the Ph.D. dissertation. The 

spec:tropolarimetric f(~duct.ioll software (SPRS) and its compatibility with IRAF re

ciuetion packageH aw disCIISHC<l. 

3.2 Basic Experiment 

Light can he flllly deHCTil)(~d by four parameters known as the Stokes parameters: 

I ().), the total illtmlsi ty, Q ().) and U (>.) describing linear polarization, and V (>.), 

describing circular polarizat.ioIl. 
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Figure 3.1: Sampling the Stokes vectors. The symbol 0 shows the direction of 
propagation of the electromagnetic wave and a is the amplitude. 
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To obtain maximulIl information from light, the task of observational astronomy is to 

study t.lWs(~ Stok~'s paranwters as a fundion of wavelength A, their time variability, 

and th~ scattpring din~cti()n, which are important for studies of solar system objects. 

The magnitude of Iirwar polarilmtion is given by 

(3.1) 

and the pOHitioIl a.ngl(~ of th(~ el~etric vector is along 

(-) = 0.5 x arctan (U IQ). (3.2) 

To measure Q and U, the wavefront needs to be sampled at different angles through 

an analyzer. To achieve this, one could either (a) rotate the analyzer or (b) rotate the 

incoming wa.vefront relative to the analyzer. Due to physical constraints, especially 

in dual heam polarimeters, the latter is generally adopted in modern polarimeters. 

Rotation of the incoming wavefront relative to the analyzer is possible with a wave 

n~tarder like a half-wave plate! (HWP). A simple HWP is wavelength dependent. 
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Pancharatnam (1955) demonstrated construction of an achromatic wave plate by 

stacking three normal HWPs together. In the design by Goodrich (1991), a stack 

of such achromatic HWPs, made from quartz and magnesium fluoride (MgF2 ) were 

used in the Pancharatnam configuration to obtain a superachromatic performance. 

In the present design, we use a superachromatic HWP and a polarizing modified 

Glan-Taylor prism (MGTP) as a dual-beam analyzer to measure Q and U to deter

mine the linear polarization. 

3.3 Instrumentation 

The long slit Cassegrain spectrograph built by the Boller & Chivens Division of the 

Perkin-Elmer Corporation, USA for the Anglo-Australian Observatory (AAO), was 

acquired by IIA in 1985. After acquisition, the spectrograph camera was replaced 

with a Carl Zeiss camera of 110 nan aperture and 150 mm focal distance. The 

camera is a semi-solid Sdllniclt-CaHH(~grain system so that a CCD could be used as a 

cieteetor. The fidd iH flatterwc} and corrected for an angular field of ±5°; A T KI024 

Photometries liquid N'2 eooled CCO is now used as detector. An intensified CCD in 

video-mode is used for remote slit guiding. 

Tlw spec:tropolarinwt.er, waH designed aH an add-Oil equipment to this spectrograph. 

Fig. 3.2 Hhows t.Iw opt.ical layout. of t.he Hpec:trograph. To allow the dual polarized 

lwaIllH, tlw Hpect.rograph sllllt,t.er waH replaced by a larger shutter of 63.5 mm aper

t.ure. The Hp(~d.ropolarirnet.(~r iH !lOW remotely operated from a 66 MHz Intel-486 

PerHonal Computer ill t.he cOIlHoie room. 

The polariIll(~t.rk Opt.itH consist.ing of t.he HWP and the MGTP, follow closely the 

(lc~Hign hy Goodrich (1991). Three plat.es of single M gF2 and three plates of crystal 

(lUart.~, cemented wit.h try tranHmitting Sylgard elastomer constitutes the super

achromat.ic HWP, optimi:;r.cd for 3500 to lOoooA (see Appendix A.1). It has a 

diameter of 28.6 mIll and haH lIO anti-reflection coating. 

The MGTP, with a 10 nun elear a.perture, is made of A-grade calcite, without 

anti-reflection coating. The MGTP separates the cross polarization into two beams 

(or'dinary and extmordinary), parallel to each other and separated by 11.86 mm. 

The ray ciiagram through t.he MGTP in Fig. 3.3 shows schematically how the par-
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Figure 3.2: The uptical layout of tiw Boll(!r & Chivens spectrograph. M3 is a flat 
folding mirror. Original drawing Courtesy, Dr. Greg Smith, Meeh. & Opt. Design 
Group, AAO. The drawing has lwell modified to the present spectropoiarimetric set 
up. 

alle! out.put. beams aw achieved. A path length compensator (PLC) is required 

Oil the £!:J.:tnw1'fiiuo,'f'Y beam, so t.hat both beams eould be collimated by the same 

collimat.or. Extinction of Uw dual output l)(~am is specified to be ~ 10-4. 

Tlw PLC iH a right re(~tallglliar prisIIl of fused quartz with a 10 mIll clear aperture 

and wit.h a thieknesH of 19.845 mrn. The entrance and exit surfaces have been 

polished to a high accuracy. 

Si~es and pOHition of the thwe optical components (HWP, MGTP, PLC) are opti

mi;l,ed to accept the f /13 beam of the telescope. The optical elements were custom 

built to our Hpecifieations by Karl Lambrecht Corporation, Chicago, U.S.A. The lab 

test of these optics are provided in Appendix A. 

The polarimetric opties is mounted on to the spectrograph in two separate sections. 

Sedion-l is attached at the top of the spectrograph flange, protruding through the 
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central hole of the telescope's instrument mounting flange, while Section-2 replaces 

the existing filter wheel of the spectrograph (Fig. 3.2). Fig. 3.3 gives a sketch of 

these attachments (not to scale) with reference to the spectrograph slit. 

• 1 • 
• 1 • 

f/13 Beam: 1 : Cassegrain 
• ',ED: ~ 

, 1 ' 
...................................... " • '1' • : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 

: SECTION - 1 ' 1 ' : 

Filter, wheel : 1 : Stepper : 
, 1 , ' 

.E====T==~".C,::::::~:{-".:::::::~ :~~~r ~ 
: lOOt Polarizer 

filter 

To the Spectrograph Colimator 

f 
Figure 3.3: Ske(,cll of tlw two S(diollS Illounted on to the spectrograph to convert 
it to a spoctropoiariIlwtor (Fi97J,1"(~ not to Scale). Section-l contains the HWP and 
8(~cti()Il-2 }wwms t.1w MOTP + pte R88omlJly. 

3.3.1 Section-1 - Mount for the Wavefront Rotator 

The HWP is mount.ed eentered 011 the optical axis. The mount is designed to keep 

it v(~ry dose to tlw slit of the spectrograph to avoid vignetting. The HWP mount 

is attaehed t.o a 1:4 spur gear unit with anti-backlash tension spring mountings. 

The gear is fixed on a K A030X PO slim bearing supplied by Kaydon Corp., USA. 

This provides practically no axial deflection to the HWP during its rotation around 

the optical axis. The pinion is coupled to a stepper motor M061F DOB, "Slo-syn" 

Warner electric, USA. The stepper motor torque is overrated by 10 times. 
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For moving the HWP by an angle l Q/2, the exact number of pulses provided to the 

stepper motor is 

no = Integer of (4 x ~~:), (3.3) 

where 4 is the gear ratio and 1?8 is the step angle of the stepper motor. The 

rotational accuracy of the HWP, in the worst case when Q is not a multiple of O?9, 

is O?45, which is the rounding-off error ((O'Q)r S O?45). Driving the stepper motor by 

providing exact number of pulses, has been found to be extremely reliable. However, 

as a further check, the position angle of the HWP, is read by a 4-bit absolute encoder 

with 4 binary coded limit switches at 16 positions of the HWP. This encoder signals 

back the position angle of the HWP at intervals of 22? 5 to the instrument control 

computer. An extra limit switch is provided on the encoder to reset the HWP to zero 

position by resetting the gear. Though higher precision (lObit) absolute encoders 

are available off the shelf, we choHe to tailor make our encoder for the following 

reasons. The encoder iH uHcd only for eroHH-checking the angle moved and does not 

play any role in the actual Hlovement of the HWP. Seeondly, due to constraints in 

available space, the encoder has to be compact and a compact 10 bit encoder is 

extremely expensive. 

During an expOSl\n~, t.he HWP is held fix(~d by keeping the stepper motor energized. 

A filtm- w}u·d wi th a free-hole for normal observatioIls and a staek of linear polarizing 

filters for ()1l-liIl(~ ca.liilratioll (Section 3.6), is provided in front of the HWP. 

3.3.2 Section-2 - Mount for the Polarimetric Analyzer 

The order I'mparatiug filter wheel of the spectrograph has been modified for mounting 

the polarimet.ric analy:;"illg unit, consisting of the MGTP coupled with the PLC. A 

hori~oIltallllovellHmt of this unit, along the length of the slit, has been provided for 

fiue adjuHtnwnts across the optical axis of the spectrograph. Precise leveling of the 

moving optics was eusured by accurate surfacing. The wheel is locked into position 

through a notch and a spring loaded ball. The 10 mm aperture at the entrance of 

the MGTP, along the slit, ha..'l been masked on either side by about 1 mm, with 

I As per the convention, the rotation of the HWP is expressed as 0/2 because the incoming 

wavefront through the HWP is rot.ated by twice this angle. 
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a decker mask. This restricts the slit length to 8 mm or 48 arcsec. The masking 

is necessary to ensure that the diverging f /13 beam does not hit the sides of the 

MOTP or the PLC. 

The PLC is held pressed to the on-axis exit of the MOTP. To avoid fringing, an 

optical oil drop with a refractive index of 1.5150 ± 0.0002 at 5875.618A was used 

between the MGTP and PLC. Normal spectroscopic observations can also be con

ducted by rotating the wheel to permit an order separating filter or an empty slot 

across the optical axis instead of the polarimetric unit. 

A He - N e Laser was used for alignment of these optical elements on to the spec

trograph and tests with the telescope were performed. The final mechanical com

ponents were surface treated with electro-blackening to minimize internal scattering 

in the instrument. Detailed (mgineering drawings of these Mechanical components 

are provided in Appendix C. 

3.4 Instrument Control 

The existing instrulJwut controls at the VBT have been used with minimal mod

ifieatiolls for driving the spc~d,l'Opolarirneter. The spectropolarimeter is remotely 

eornmanded hy a. 6G Mil", PC, and mils on PASCAL codes, specifically developed 

by Ravi et. al. (lnnn) (s(~e Al)p(~ndi'J; D.l). 

The instrUllwnt cont.rol programs and the data acquisition software are installed on 

separate computers. This pCH"Iuits simultaneous operation of the instrument and 

data acquisitiou. Cross-communicat.ion between the two computers is achieved by 

sensing the SP(~d.ropola.riIIwkr shllttm hy the instrument control computer, while the 

shutter it self is op(~rat.ed hy the data acquisition computer during exposures. Each 

time the shutter clOSE'S after all expmmre is over, it is sensed and the HWP is rotated 

to the next im;trunwllt S(~tt.iIlg. This instrument movement is completed by the time 

the data is being transfewd from the CCD to the data acquisition computer for 

display and storage. The macro routine which controls the data acquisition sequence, 

ensures that the next set of data acquisition with the new instrument setting is 

automatieally initiated as soon a.C' the previous data is saved. Thus for example, the 

required four observatiolls with HWP position 0°, 22?5, 45° and 67?5 (0 = 0°,45°, 
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90°, and 135°) are initiated through a single macro command. The advantage with 

such an automation is that time between the exposures is not wasted in typing the 

same sets of commands and ensures quick succession of data acquisition. 

3.5 Depolarization of the Dome/Sky Flats 

The spectropolarimetric data set must be fiat fielded like conventional spectroscopic 

data, in order to correct for the pixel to pixel response variations on the CCD. 

Both sky and dome fiats are intrinsically polarized, although in the latter case lower 

polarization levels can be achieved by illuminating the dome-fiat surface from all 

sides as isotropically as possible. Hence, it is necessary to depolarize the incoming 

light. However, a perfect depolarizer does not exist, and can only be approximated 

by pseudo-depolarizers, for which the outgoing radiation is un polarized only if it is 

averaged over some wavelength range .x, a period of time t, an area A or position 

angle e. The Mud!!'r mat.rix definition of sueh a depolarizer is (Billings 1951): 

dll 0 0 0 

[D] = ! ! ! ! [M(A, t, A, E-»)].d;\.dt.dA.de = 
0 0 0 0 

(3.4) 
0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

when~ [D] is t.hc~ avera!!;e Mlldlc'!" Illatrix for depolarizer and [1\11(;\, t, A, e)] is the 

Mud!m matrix (If t.lw ("OlllporH'llt. t.o he used for depolarization. In spectropolarime

t.ry, an int.egrat.ion owr waveleugt.h ). is rukd out. To preserve the spatial information 

of the fiat, an iIltc~gra.tioIl ()v(~l' A is also ruled out. Hence we adopt an averaging 

over t anel (-). 

TIw HWP is madc' t.o rot.at.e at. a rate of 9.375 half-revolution/min continuously 

during the (~xposun~. Using a 300l/mm grating, an exposure time of ~ 1.5 min is 

n~quin~d to obt.ain a dom(~-fiat with good S/ N. An average of 14.063 half-revolution 

is HillS possible per (~xpmml'e. To improve this number, a macro for continuous 

acquisition of ahout 3D expormres whil(~ the HWP is kept in rotation, has been 

written and teHted. This df(~ctively increa.'Ies the average to 421.82 half-revolutions. 

A similar technique of depolarizing dome-fiat has also been described by di Serego 

Alighieri (1997). 
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Thus, delinking the instrument control computer from the data acquisition computer 

permits automation during data acquisition as well as depolarization during dome 

fiat acquisition. 

3.6 Calibrations with a 100 % Linearly Polarized 

Source 

The spectropolarimeter was calibrated with 100 % linearly polarized light. Varia

tion of the polarization response and the zero point offset of the position angle of 

polarization with wavelength were obtained. 

White light from a 12V 50W halogen lamp was first dispersed through a ground 

glass and then collimated with a Zenith f=58 mm camera lens. This collimated 

beam was passed through a polarizing prism to obtain the 100 % linearly polarized 

light. This polarized light was then passed through a pinhole aperture, which acted 

as a point source object. The pinhole is then imaged on the slit using another 

Zenith camera lew; (J=BO nun) with the required aperture of f /4.66 to simulate the 

telescope's f /13 beam. Since the distance from the lens to the slit was constrained 

at 169.3 HlIn, the pinhole ap(~rture was placed at a distance of 151.7 mm from the 

lew; so that it could 1><, ill fo(:used on to the Hlit (Fig. 3.4). 

Spectropolarinwt.ric dat.a of t.his 100% polarb:ed source were acquired at Q = (00 , 

45°, 900, 13ri°). Tlw sp(~dro~raph slit.-width waH kept. at BOOp,Tn corrcHponding to 

a n~soillt.ion of approximat.dy triA. UHing this data, Pr.().), the linear polarization 

wspOIlse of the spectropolarimeter (Fig. 3.5a) and B c ().), the zero point offset of 

t.lw position angle of polari~at.ioll (Fig. 3.5b), were estimated using Eqs. 3.B to 3.18. 

Though t.lw spectropolarilIwt.(~r with t.he Huperachromatie HWP has a uniform po

larizat.ion rm,;pOIlHe over 4500 to 750oA, the trade off is in the angle ec ().), which has 

a variation of approximately ±2°. The curve in Fig. 3.5b has been zero offsetted by 

(-)0 = C-1 r (6000A). The Hcatter in p(.().) and ec ().) at ). < 4500A is due to photon 

ll()iH(~ error. Thefw two curveH are IlHPd for correcting the instrumental response of 

the Hpec:tropolarimet(~r aH diReURR(~d in the next section. 

An on-line calibration dwtk can he obtained, by observing a bright star through the 
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Figure 3.4: Tlw Ex]>(!rinwntal setup for the calibration with a 100 % polar
ized source. Tlw po/al'iIlwtric attachments to the spectrograph, is integrated with 
Sectioll-1 and S(!c:t.iOIl-2 (Fig. 3.3) (Figm'e not to Scale). 
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Figure 3.5: Variation of tlu' p()lari~ati(m response and the zero point offset of the 
position angle of polari;mUoIl wit,h wavdcIlgtlI of the spectropolarimeter. 

linear polarizing filters plated aboV<' Ow HWP as described in Section 3.3. However, 

chara<:terizillg Ul(~ illstruUl('llt is f('('olllmerHied at least once before an observing 

season, IIsing whit(~ light and tlH~ polarizing priHm, which has a much higher efficiency 

than the stack of polarizillg fiIt.m-s. 

3.7 Analysis and Methodology 

Analysis of Uw spedropoiarimetric data demands extreme care mainly because the 

data is contaminated by large instrumental polarization introduced by the telescope 

and the asyrnnwtrie rdiediollH in the spectrograph. The polarization introduced by 

these sourees are however systmnatie, anel can therefore be estimated as described 

in the following sectioIls. 
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3.7.1 Estimation and Elimination of Telescope and Instru

mental Polarization 

State of polarization of the incoming light received by the detector can be represented 

as the Stokes vector §ObS('\), and can be written as 

where So is the electronic zero-point error. 8dome (.A) is the Stokes vector representing 

the stray radiations that bypass the telescope. Mi('\) is the Mueller matrix for the 

instrumental polarization. 8('\) and §b('\) are the Stokes vectors for the source and 

background respectively. Mt (,\) is the Mueller matrix for telescope polarization. 

The instrumental polarization due to the telescope should ideally cancel out as it 

is in Cassegrain mode and has symmetrical optics. The matrix Mt{'\) should in 

principle be unitary. However, in pract.ice, a finite telescope polarization is observed 

due to asymmetric ddect.s, non-uniform alurninization and dust on the primary and 

secondary mirrors. 

Eq. 3.5 looks eornplicated as such, hut fortunately many elements of the matrices 

vanish or can he parameterized. Proper bias correetion will remove 80. For esti

mating Mi{'\) . C~I()nH'(A), we point.ed t.Il(~ t.elescope to the bright moonlit sky close 

t.o tlw moon wit.h t.lu' primnry mirror flnps of the telescope closed. Moonlight scat

t.ernd froUl tlw t.e!PHCOPP donw and tlw t.deseope body, that bypassed the telescope's 

primary mirror, werr f('cord(~d. Tlw obs(~rvat.ions of the same region of the sky was 

them wpeated with the primary mirror flaps 0lwn to get §b('\). We found §dome('\) 

to be below the photoll nois(~ level of the sky, and therefore, in the present case this 

eall be negleded ill comparison with §h('\). Hence after bias subtraction Eq. 3.5 

reduces to 

(3.6) 

Proper sky subtraction from each of these Stokes spectra will eliminate Mi{'\)· Mt {'\)· 

Sh(A), after which the equation finally reduces to: 

(3.7) 
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where 81 (>..) = Mt (>..) ·8(>..). The Mueller matrices Mi(>") and Mt (>..) can be param

eterized and estimated as shown below. 

3.7.1.1 Correction for Instrumental Polarization Mi (>..) 

The light from the object is separated into ordinary and extraordinary rays by 

the MGTP. As the two rays travel through the spectrograph, (folding Mirror, Col

limator and Grating) their intensities are affected differently due to dependence of 

the response of the spectrograph optics on the state of polarization of the light. 

However, since the ordinary and the extraordinary beams are already separated, 

polarization cross-talk is eliminated. The Mueller matrix Mi{>") reduces to a simple 

gain factor G(>") and transmission factor T(>"). Elegant methods have been devised 

by various anthon; to cancel out thcse factors. We adopt the method described by 

Walsh (1992), and eli Serego Alighieri (1997), as explained below. 

With the HWP at n = 0° the ordinary L8(>") and the extraordinary L3(A) spectra 

of a given source are: 

L~(>") = ~(I(>") + Q(>..)) . Go(>") . To(>..) , 

L~(>") = ~(I(>") - Q(>..)) . Ge (>") . To(>"), (3.8) 

whew Go (>") and G f.(>..) are the gains of the instrument after the MGTP for the 

oTd'inaTY and Ow (·:rt1'(]'ordinuTY beam respectively and To is the transmission of 

the sky and the iustrument. hefore the MGTP during the exposure at a == 0°. 

Similarly, with the HWP at n = 90° we get, the L~o(>") and L90(>") spectra: 

L~o (>..) = ~ (I (>..) - Q(A)) . Go(>") . Tgo (>..), 

L~o(>") = ~(I(,X) + Q(,X)) . Ge (>") . Tgo('x), (3.9) 

where T90 is the t.ransmission of the sky and the instrument before the MGTP during 

t.he exposure for (~ = 900. 

Using thcse four spectra we toIIlput.e the square root of the ratio: 

1 

R (,X) = [ L8('x)/ La ('x) ]'2 = (I(A) + Q(A)) . 
Q L80 (A) / L~o(>") 1(>") - Q(A) 

(3.10) 
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The normalized Qn (A) Stokes parameter can be calculated from 

(3.11 ) 

Similarly, from the exposure with the HWP at Q = 45° and Q = 135°, we compute 

(3.12) 

and the normalized Stokes parameter Un(A), 

U (A) = U(A) = RU(A) - 1 
n J{A) RU{A) + 1 . 

(3.13) 

The ratios RQ{A) and RU(A) determined from the observed spectra using Eqs. 3.10 

and 3.12 are free of the different grain factors Go{A) and Ge(A) for the two beams 

and the changes in the sky transparency Ta(A) during exposures at Q = 0°,45°,90° 

and 135°. 

3.7.1.2 Correction for Telescope Polarization Mt(A) 

The procedure, dm-wrihed ahove, pmmits estimation of 81 (A) from the observed sky 

and bias subtracted data (Eq. 3.7). Tlworetieal determination of Mt(A) for comput

ing 8(> .. ) from 81 ().) is difficult.. Hence the eorrection to the telescope polarization 

iH normally oiJtailwd from ()hH(~rvatioIlH of Htandard un polarized stars. 

WIHm I':ero polariil,ecl Ht,an<iard pola.riuwtric sourees are observed, one generally ob

t.aillH some Hignifkallt output ill (J7Io().) and Uno ().) due to telescope polarization. 

For large telescope polariil,atiollH, full Mueller matrix treatment is necessary. How

(,V<'r, <LH long aH thiH polaril':atiou iH small, e.g. in the case of a cassegrain telescope, 

it call l)(~ vect.orially added to tlw t.rue polarization signal of an observed polarized 

H()IlI'Ce (SerkowHki 1902), heIl(~(' 

(In ().) = (Jnl ().) - Qno(A), 

Un ().) = Unl ().) - UnO (A), (3.14) 

where Qnl (A) and Un1 (A) are the normalized Stokes vector obtained from obser

vationH of the polarized object and QnO{A) and UnO{A) are the normalized Stokes 

V(~ctor obtained from obf:lervations of unpolarized stars. 
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The linear polarization P(A) and position angle 8(A) are given by, 

P(A) = JQ~(A) + U~(A) - a~(A), (3.15) 

8 = 0.5 x arctan (U(A)/Q(A)), (3.16) 

where, 

V2€(A) forP ~ 0 

ap(A) = (3.17) 

€(A) for P » €(A), 

51 °.96 forP ~ 0 

ae(A) = (3.18) 

28°.65 x J Qa~u~ forP» €(A), 

f(A) = (Qn(A)aQ(A))2 + (Un (.).)au (A))2 
Q~(A) + U~(A) 

It is necessary to subt,rad a I' from P in quadrature in Eq. 3.15, since P is a statistical 

quantity and t.he nwasnred value is the most probable value (Serkowski 1962). 

3.7.2 Correction for Instrumental Response 

Finally, correction for t.he inst.ruIIwntal response was applied using the polarization 

efficiency Pc(>') of t.he spedropolarinwter and t.he zero-point offset 8 c(A) described 

in Section .'1.6. The t.nIP polariimt.ioll of t.h(~ source and the position angle are 

P(A) - P(A)/ Pc(A} 

B(A) = E-)(A) - 8 c (A) + 8 0 (3.19) 

(-;)0 is a cOllst.ant. Z(~ro-p()int offsd. clue to misalignment between the inst.rument's zero

point and the celestial North. Polarized standards with well determined position 

angles are observed to estimate E-)o. 

After calibration of P(A) and 8(A) using Eq.3.19, the stokes vectors Qn(A) and 

Un(A) can be recomputed. 

P(A) cos[28{A)] 

Un{A) - P(A) sin[28{A)] (3.20) 
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3.8 Spectropolarimetric Reduction Software 

A SpectroPolarimetric data Reduction Software (SPRS) was written to carry out 

the computations using Eqs.3.8 to 3.20. To make the software a general one, it 

has been designed as a task completely compatible with IRAF. The code has been 

written in Fortran-77 using "1M FO RT" calls. This enables the code to access the 

data directly in IRAF data format. The code has been e.mbedded into an IRAF 

script. The "task" command in IRAF has been used to define it as a new IRAP 

task "spolari". The parameters in "spolari" can be changed using the standard 

"epar spolari" command in IRAF. "Spolari" accepts the four spectra (La, L45 , L90 

and L135 ) in "multi spec" format of IRAF. Each spectrum contains two apertures 

for ordinary and extraordinary beams. 

With appropriate parameter sel<~etions using epar, the same package is also used for 

determining Instrumental reHpOllse P('(A) and 8 c(A) from a 100% polarized source, 

and the telescope polari1.:ation C2o(A) and UO(A) froIll an unpolarized star (Eqs.3.8 

to 3.13). 

The salient featurc~H of t.he package aw given in Table 3.1. Most of these features 

can be individually colltroll(~d uHing appropriate boolean flags and constants using 

epar. 

For basic pre-pro(:(~ssing, like til(' bias a.nd Hat-field corrections, image reduction 

packages in IRAF ('(111 Iw Ils('d. D1lI'ing pxtraction of the spectra, the versatile 

spectroscopic reduction packag('s in mAF are fully exploited. The "apall" task in 

the "specred" packag(~ of IRAF, provid(~H functioIls for defining, modifying, tracing, 

and extraetillg apertur('s froIll two dilll<'nHional spectra. The task also performs 

background subtraction, auel WIlIputeH the Poisson noise statistical error on the 

spectra. 

A "multispce" format is IlHed for tiw extraction of ordinary and extraordinary 

spectra as a single t.wo aperture da.ta file with multiple bands for each aperture. 

The computed POiHSOIl noisp statistical error for each spectra is stored by the apall 

package, along with its wHpect.ive aperture in a separate band in the file (See "help 

apall" in IRA F). Wavelength calibration of the extracted spectra are performed 

using the tasks in the "speered" packages of IRAF. 
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a. Median smooth La 

(The number of pixels for smoothening can be defined through epar). 

b. Compute Instrumental Response PcP,) and 8 c(..\) (Fig. 3.5) 

(Eqs.3.S to 3.13) and (Eqs.3.15 to 3.1S). 

c. Compute Telescope Polarization Qo(..\) and Uo(..\) from an unpolarized star 

(Fig. 3.6). (Eqs.3.8 to 3.13). 

d. Compute Qn! (..\) and Un1 (..\) of the program object (Eqs.3.S to 3.13). 

e. Perform Telescope Polarization Correction (Eq.3.14). 

f. Compute the respective propagated errors from the photon noise errors in 

the four input spectra La (Eqs.3.17 & 3.1S). 

g. Calculate P{"\) and (-)(..\) of tlw program object (Eqs.3.15 & 3.16) . 

h. Perform Instrumental ReHponHe Correet.ion (Eq.3.l9). 

z. Add a constant Offsd. angle to (-)(..\) for Zero Offset angle Correction 

8(..\) + Bo. 

J. Recompute Qn(..\) anel lJlI (..\) after Instrumental Response Correction on 

P(>.) and (-)(>') (lJ'(' pm'form(~d (Eq.3.20). 

Table 3.1: FO(ltlll'('.'; of S P R8 (SIwdroPolarimetric Reduction Software) 
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To perform wavel(~ngth calibration, dual aperture comparison spectra are extracted 

using the object image aH tJw rd(~rence image. Each aperture is individually iden

tified on the (:ompariHOIl Hppctra t.o (~lilIlinate the small misalignment between the 

ordinary and e'J;tnwr(l-inn'f'Y beaIllH. H()w(~ver, during dispersion correction, same 

dispersion is applied to hoth apertures HO that both apertures have the same number 

of data-pOints (pixeIH), starting wavelength and wavelength interval per pixel. This 

is extremely essential for preeiH0 wavelength alignment during computations using 

SPRS. 

The output file of the SPRS is a 5 apertures 2 bands spectra. Table(3.2) shows the 

content of each apertures and its bands. 
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IAP~I--------~1------B_an_d--~------2--__ ~ 
1 Total Flux F(>.) Error: O"F(>') 
2 Stokes parameter Qn(>') Error: O"Q(>') 
3 Stokes parameter Un(>.) Error: O"u(>') 
4 Polarization P(>.) Error: O"p(>.) 
5 Angle 8(>') Error: O"e(>') 

Table 3.2: Output file of SPRS; 5 Apertures, 2 Bands. 

The output spectra stores ?(>.) as 1 == 100% and 8(>'), in degrees. 

Since the instrumental response (Table 3.1,task b) and the telescope polarization 

file (Table 3.1,task c) are computed Ilsing "spolari", they are precisely in the same 

format as the output-file. (Jo(>') and Uo(>') are automatically read from apertures 

2 and 3 respectively, from t.he I.nl<'Hcope polarization file. Pc(>') and 8 c(>') are read 

from apertures 4 and 5 n'SI)('d.ively, from t.he instrumental response file. 

The total flux 

F(>.) = L;;(>') + L~(>') + L~fi(>') + L45(>') 

+L~;()(>') + L;;o(>') + L~:ifi(A) + L~35(>')' (3.21) 

can be used for spectrophot.olll(lt.ric investigation, after correction for instrumental 

response and sky pxt.iudion, by IIsinp; spectrophotometric standard stars, observed 

through the same iust.rIlIlwllt.. 

Spectropolariuwtric R(~dlld.i()ll Soft.ware ha.H been successfully tested and used for 

reduction of the dat.a obtairwcl by t.he I1w<iiUIIl resolution spectropolarimeter. 

3.9 Performance 

Spectropolarirrwtric observations of Comet Hale-Bopp and comet Wild 2 and Po

larimetric Stanciar<iH, have been made IlHing this instrument at the VBT. This work 

is presented in Chapter 5 (Pavan Chakraborty & R. Vasundhara in preparation). 

Here we present the result.H of only a few polarimetric standards observed on 6th 

and 7th March 1999 to evaluate the performance of the instrument. Multiple sets of 

observations were made of polarilled Htars selected from Hsu & Breger (1982) and 
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POLARIZED STANDARD 

Star Spectral N Mv >'max Pmax 8 u '" (1985) 
Name Type mag A % (deg) 

HD 147084 A5 II 8 4.54 6950 ± 60 t 4.46 ± 0.03 t 32.2 ± 0.1 

(0 Seo) 
HD 43384 B3Ia 3 6.27 5310 ± 110 t 3.01 ± 0.04 t 169.8 ± 0.7 

(9 Gem) 5498 ± 17 + 3.50 ± 0.06 + 

UNPOLARIZED STANDARD 

Star Spectral N Mv Filter 
PB • 

Name Type mag % 
HD 47105 AO V 5 1.9 B 0.076 ± 0.020 

(-y Gem) 
HD 127762 A7 III 8 3.0 B 0.002 ± 0.018 

(-y Boo) 

Table 3.3: Oh')crVf!d polarilmcl ami 11l1jJolarized standards on 6th and 7th March 
1999. 
N is the number of set.s of Ohservations . 
• au is the equatorial pm;it.iOlI angle in V filter (Hsu & Breger 1982) . 
• PB is the perecnt p()\ari~at.ioIl in the B filter Turnshek et al. 1990). 
t (Hsu & Breger 1(82). + This work. 

unpolarized stan.; from TllrIlshek et a!. (1990). A 300l/mm grating (blazed at 5000A) 

with a slit-width of 350JJ.Ill was Ilsed to yield a spectral range form approximately 

4000 to 7500A with a. wso\lltioIl of a.pproximately 7.2A. Table(3.3) gives the log 

of the observations, aIlel puhlished pola.rimetric result of the stars by Hsu & Breger 

(1982) and Turnslwk et al. (1990). 

The basic pre-proccsHing of the data was done with IRAF. The SPRS (Section 3.8) 

was used with 3 pixel smoothening. First, QnO(>') and UnO (>') were computed for 

each set of unpolarized stars. From a total of 5 + 8 = 13 sets, 3 sets were rejected. 

The output files from the remaining 10 sets were averaged to obtain a master set of 

Qno(>') and UnO {>') plotted as the crowded sets of points in Fig. 3.6. A continuum 

fit of QnO(>') and UnO (>') was made using a 15-order spline 3 to remove the glitches 

due to larger photon noise at the stellar absorption lines. The thick central lines 

in Fig. 3.6 are the spline fit to the data. The two enveloping lines are at the 10" 
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Figure 3.6: Effects oftdcscopr polarization QnO{>') and UnO {>') measured from the 
observations of unpolarizrd standards, on 6th and 7th March 1998. In each case the 
thick central line is the splim! fit to thp. data. The two enveloping lines are the 10-
propagated errors df~riw!d from Uw photon lloiHC errors in the four input spectra La 
(E'l8.3.17 & 3.18). 

propagated errors d<'rived from t.1l(~ phot.on IloiHe errors in th(~ four input spectra La 

(Eq.'i.3.17 & 3.18). 

The imltrumental m';I)(HlS(~ curV(~S P('(>') and E-)(,(>') (Section 8.6), and the continuum 

fit. for Q7Io(>') and UnO (>.) w(~W used t.0 oht.ain Q,,(>'), U7l {>'), P(>.) and H(>.) for each 

sd of polari:t,ed st.andard star obsmvatiolls. From 8 sets for the star HD 147084 and 

!) sds for t.he st.ar lID tl3;~8'1, 1 s('f, ('adl w(~I'(~ rejected after dose examination of the 

out.put. files. The remaininp; S('j,:-; Wm'(, (lwrap;ed t.o obt.ain a master sets for each star. 

Values of (In(>'), l!71(A), P(>.) and <-)(>') W(~f(~ recomputed using the corresponding 

master spt" It may be ll()t.(~d t.hat. t.he initial SIN improves, by performing averaging 

OIl t.he input. files mtlwr t.han tlw output. filp. The percentage of polarization vs 

wavelength for tlw two poiari:t,pd st.ars arc~ shown in Fig. 3.7{a,b). Filter polarimetry 

of thes(~ stars by Hsu & Dreg('I' (1982), have been over-plotted. For HD 147084, 

om result.s fitH extremdy well. For HD 43384, present result show a polarization 

largpr by 0.5%. We attribute this difference to the long term variation in P(>.) of 

0,25% during 1979-1981 for this star, as reported by Hsu & Breger (1982) and 0.7% 

during 1969-1971 reported by Coyne (1971). As further check, we fitted our results 

(P{A) 'liS >.) of this star using the Levenberg-Marquardt's method (Press et al. 1992) 
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Figure 3. 7: P()Ia.ri~(l.t,i()11 of Ht.;uulal'd st,aI'S. Hen! we present the result of Polari
metric staIJ(/ards fro1ll 11.'111 &- Bn'/!''('f (1982), o!J.'wrved OIl 6th and 7th March 1998. 
Filtl!r polarimetry of t.lH·S(' st,;m-i hy lIsn & Breger (1982), for stars (HD 43384 & 
tID 147084) have lW(,l1 OV('I'-pJo/'/'('d (filled sC}llan!H). Location of the starred symbol 
awl Ow (~()rf(!sfJ()IJdjllg CII1'\'(' inclint/,(' Ama.r and t.lw S(!rkowski (1973) 's relation. For 
9 GC!In tlw filled hexagoll mui t,he ('urv('; ('Ol'feH[JOluiR to tlw best fitting value of Amax 

and ['max ill tiU! fJrf'H(!IJ/, work. 

t.o comput.e the parallwt.(~rH 1'1/1(/,./' and AT/w.r, in the empirica.l relation by Serkowski 

(1973) for t.he wavdellgth <\(,)H'Il<\(,llC(, of polari7.ation due to the interstellar medium 

giV(m by 

(3.22) 

where K = 1.15. The fitt(~d vahwH of P max and Amax given in Table (3.3). The 

HIIlooth thick curve ill Fig. 3.7 HhoWH the fit.ted curve. The dashed curve indicates 

ttw Serkowski's f(~latioll IlHing Uw valueH of Amax and Pmax by Hsu & Breger (1982). 

Our fitted Pmax iH larger by 0.49% compared to the values quoted by Hsu and Breger. 

Our fitted value of Amax howev{~r matehes within 200A. The study of variability of 
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this star is out of the scope of the present work. 

The difference between the observed anglcs of polarization of both the stars (Fig, 3.7c), 

compare well with the difference of the values reported by Hsu and Breger (Over

plotted in Fig. 3. 7c). 

3.10 Further Improvements 

3.10.1 Instrumentation 

The instrument can be used for measurements of circular polarization by replacing 

the HWP by a superachromatic Quart(~r wave plate (QWP). The present design of 

"Section-I" permits such an alteration cwen during the observations if required. 

3.10.2 Reduction Software 

The prcsent verHiou of srn,s mllllot \)(' clir(!dly applied t.o It IOllg-slit spectropo\ari

metric observatioll, lIow('v('r, t.hc' H()rt.wan~ wit.h a littlp. moclifieation can handle a 

long-slit data as Hr.ri(~H of 1 d SP(,(·tropolariuH'tric' dat.a. 

Astronomical ObH(!I'VatioIlH an' ort(,11 photoll Ht.a.l'ved. Com;equcntly many astronom

ical spectra have a pOOl' S'/ N and an' ('ollHiclC'fably C'oJ'I'llpt.ed by photon noise, Many 

set.s of ohHervat.iOIlH WC'[,(' avc'rag('d alld W('J"(' also Hllh.ic'd.c~d t.o a median smoothening 

to improve tlw 81 N. Fouric'J' SIlI()()t,h('I1ill~ ('0111(1 also be applied to the data before 

t.lw application of til(' SPHS. Fliggc' & Solallki (1997) have developed a meth.od of 

ll()isc~ rnc\uctioJl ill tlHt, l"0I1 OJll i('al sppc:tnt llHing wavPld, packets. The wavelet repre

sent.ation of a signa.l diU' t.o t.iJ(' additional wavelength rCHolutioIl of the decomposed 

Hignal, offers gl'(~at, flc~xihilit.y ill de-Iloising astronomical spectra compared to the 

classical FOllric~r S1ll00t, hPll ing, Fligg(' and Solauki's code when incorporated as a 

pre-SPRS mociule, W01lld sigllifkantly improvE' th(~ acturaty of polarization mea

HIlWlIwntH. 
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Chapter 4 

DUST MODELING OF 

COMETARY JETS 

______________ ... 'I'~'· . mlQllll _____________ _ 

Jet and shell structuroH from (,Ollld, IIak-BoJ>JJ during tlw period September 1996 

to Octobe.r 1997, are lllOdd('el usillg clat,a from tlw Vaill11 Bappu Observatory and 

from tlJC observatory of tJJf' Nat,unviss('w·wlwftlidwr Verein Osnabriick. Evolution 

of jet and shdl Htruct.Uf('S cllll'ilJg Uw ])('riocl of ohHnrvatioIlH could be attributed to 

activity from SO/lrces 11('(11' +Gf)", +:~f)(), +G", - GO, -350 , -650 in latitude. Although 

110 cldii>l'l'(ttr! attolll])f, was IWlell' t,o />/;1.('(' t.JJ(1 HO/lreOH at HYlIlIIWtriC latitudes, the best 

fit, slwwH a I'C!l1wrkah/(' HYlllIlI('/.ry. [),W t,o changing Holar illumination geometry, 

WlliJc' ollly tlw HOIlt.}WrIJ SOlln'('H W('I'(' appan'llt.ly active during 1996, most of the 

HOIJrCCH appoared activ(' ill l'f./H'lIary 1997 ;mel Oct.oher 1997. In the 10 April image, 

Ilnder a noar pole-ol1 solar illIlIllinat.ioll, (,llrioI1Hly, only the sources at +650 , +5° 

and _Go appear to /)(' act.iw and IlOt, t.Jw HOllre(! at +350 • Pole positions which gave 

a f(!asOIUlNy good fit to tiw ohservod Hets of Hlwlls varied from 2600 to 2900 in right 

as(,(,IlHioll alld -500 to -GS" ill d('dinatioll. 

Around April 10, whih! tlw gas productioll from the equatorial sources is expected to 

be low due to the lwar grazing incidfmcr. of sunlight, the fractional area of the high 

latitude source is limitrd for a spherically symmetric nucleus. To explain the well 

defined shells due to rotation of tIl(! jets, we assume that the source at +650 occupies 

10% of the longitude belt and 100 in latitude. Assuming a radius of 35 km for the 
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comet corresponding to the upper limit of Weaver and Lamy (1997) and Sekanina 

(1997a), the area of 56 krn2 for this source could account for 29% of the observed 

total production rate of 4.0 x 1030 molecules/sec by Schleicher et al. (1997). The 

intricate shell patterns during February - May, 1997 could not be exactly replicated 

using the model of a single nucleus. Complexity of the shell structures can be 

better explained using the binary model of comet Hale-Bopp suggested by Sekanina 

(1997b, 1998b) with sizes of70 km and 30 km across. Approximate estimates of the 

longitude of the sources active between February and May, 1997 are presented. The 

lower limits on the dust to gas mass production ratio are estimated to be, 4.8 ± 1.1, 

3.4 ± 1.0 and 6.2 ± 1.3 on 18 Febmary, 10 April and 2 May, 1997 respectively. 

The work presented in this Chapter has heen pll blished (Vasundhara et al. 1997, 

Chakraborty et al. 1998, ami VaHIJIldlIara and Chakraborty 1998). 

4.1 Introduction 

Modeling of dust jetH and HIIPIlH from a conwt providcs information on the orientation 

of its pole. Intcr-separation of the HlwllH due to jets from a given latitude of the 

comet yields information 011 t.he t(mninal vplodty of the ejected grains, which in 

t urn depends on the Hize, natme and the lIlass loading of the gas by the dust. In 

the absence of the kn()wl('<l)!;c~ of tIw nat,me of th(~ grainR, limitH on the production 

rat(~s of the gas and dill-it. ("all 1)(' sd (Spkanina 1987, S(~kanilla and Larson 1984). 

Sekanina (1996) ('arried out. ddailc,d modeling of tlw three outburst events of comet 

Hale-Bopp, which oeClllTc'<i ill WOf). 

Start.ing May 199G, several ObH('I"WrS report.ed lIlultiple jds from cornet Hale-Bopp. 

O'Meara et al. (1996) report(~d ~wVf'ral secondary jetH in August 1996 which gave the 

(:omet the "appearance of a porcupine". Sekanina and Bochnhardt (1997a, 1997b) 

interpreted jet pairs (one pair per H01lrCe) aH tlw boundaries offan-shaped formations 

cleflc:ribed by dm;t ej(x:ted from th(~ sources continually between local sunrise and 

sunset. To explain the obHervatioIlS during May - November, 1996, they proposed 

two models, one with six Hources and a spin axis undergoing a complex motion and 

another with a fixed spin axis and a large diurnal dust ejection fluctuations for 

one of the jets. Sekanina (1998a) used Monte Carlo computer simulation to show 
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that the dust source producing the south westerly halo in the time-resolved image 

sequences by Jorda et al. (1997) is located at +550 and derived the pole positions. 

Samarasinha et al. {1997} constrained the direction of the spin axis of the nucleus 

referred to the ecliptic. The cometary jets were also modeled using the images of 

the comet obtained from the Vainu Bappu Observatory (VBO) during October 1996 

and October 1997 and 12 images of the comet obtained at the observatory of the 

Naturwissensehaftlicher Verein Osnabriick during September 1996 - May 1997 to 

determine the location of the active regions and the pole positions (Vasundhara et 

al. 1997, Chakraborty et al. 1998, and Vasundhara and Chakraborty 1998). This 

Chapter presents these results. 

4.2 Observations and Data Processing 

The observations (filter imaging) of (,OlIwt Hale-Bapp were carried out at the prime 

focus (f /3.237) of t.he 2.:~4 III VaiIlIl Bappll Telestope (VBT) and at the cassegrain 

focus (f /13) of t.lw 1.02 III td('S('.()l)(~ at VBO. The detectors used were the TK1024 

Photometries liquid llit.rog('11 ('()()l(~d CCl) at the 2.34 III telescope and the 384 x 576 

Thompson chip Photom('/,ri<-s liquid lIitrogml ('.ooled CCO at the 1.02 m telescope 

(Chapter 2). Irnag(~s tak!'n through R-filtn wew selected for investigating the dust 

shells and jets from this (·Olll!'\.. Tahl(' 1.1 giV<'s the log of theRe selected observations. 

Table 4.1: Journal of Observations from VBO 
Date Tim(' (UT) Exposu('(' Telescope Image Scale Phase 

arcsec / pixel Oeg 

1996 Oct.. 06 1 :3:GG 20 s(~C 2.34 m 0.60 19.4 
1996 Nov. 04 1:~::30 30 sec 2.34 m 0.60 16.9 

1997 Feb. 18 00:0:3 2 sec 2.34 m 0.60 35.4 
1997 Apr. 10 1 :3::~2 7 sec 1.02 m 0.36 43.3 

1997 May 02 13: :3:3 20 sec 1.02 m 0.36 29.2 

1997 Oct. 09 22: 12 10 see 2.34 m 0.60 18.6 

Observations from the observatory of the Naturwissensehaftlicher Verein Osnabriick 

were made by Dr. A. Hanel and Ervin Heiser with a 60 em (f /12.43) telescope. The 

detector was a SBIG ST-6 CCD camera that has 375 x 242 pixels (8.6 x 6.5 mm == 
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3.9 x 3.0 arcsec with f = 7460 mm) with 23 x 27J.1. pixel size. The images were then 

scaled to quadratic pixels to yield an image size of 319 x 242pixels. The March 4, 

1997 image was taken with a Shapley lens, with an effective focal length of 423 cm 

(J /7.05). All the images except those on March 31,1997 and April 15, 1997 (which 

were through a R filter) were obtained without a filter. 

The radial and rotational shift algorithm by Larson and Sekanina (1984) was applied 

on the Bias and Flat-field corrected images to suppress the strong radial intensity 

gradient in the coma to enhance smaller fluctuations like the jets and the shells. 

A rotation of ± 10° around the comet centroid in the rotational shift algorithm 

seemed suitable for these images. The images were then scaled over the comet's 

intensity range saturating the brighter field stars to obtain the best gray scale. 

These operations were carried out using the IRAF packages and the XV 3.10. 

The enhanced white light and R filter images from Osnabriick did not show sig

nificant diffenmcps in the structures. Further, while modeling the morphology in 

this chapter, we only model the shapes and separations and not the intensity. The 

white-light images were considered adequate for this investigation. 

4.3 Computation of the Track of the Dust Grains 

in the Jets 

0111' computer simulations are based on the basic concepts introduced by Sekanina 

(19810., 19811>, 1991) and Sekanina and Larson (1984). The model (Vasundhara 

20(H) pw<licts the loci of the dust grains as seen projected on the sky plane relative 

to the willet at any instant of time. The various stages of computation are explained 

in the following sections. 

4.3.1 Velocity and Acceleration of the Grains 

Tlw sources an~ assumed to emit jets of gas and dust from local sunrise to sunset. 

Diurnal changes in production rates from the sources are neglected. A mean period 

of 11.34 hr reported by Licandro et al. (1998), which is close to the value ofl1.35±.04 

hr reported by Jorda et al. (1997) is used in the present analysis. On leaving the 
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nucleus radially, the dust grains move under the combined force of solar radiation 

pressure and solar gravity. We neglect the gravitational force of the nucleus. The 

velocity Vgr and acceleration Q due to solar radiation pressure depend on the size 

and nature of the grains and the heliocentric distance. An attempt was made to 

investigate the composition of the grains using spectropolarimetric data in Chapter 5 

and continuum wavelength images in Chapter 6. For investigating the morphology, 

since the dynamics mainly depends on /3, the ratio of the force due to solar radiation 

pressure on the grain to the gravitational force, we estimated Q for a range of (3 values 

between 0.03 and 0.6, using the relation: 

(4.1) 

where g.9un(l) is the acceleration due to solar gravity at one AU (0.6 x 10-5 km/sec2 ). 

Note that r, the distance of the cometary dust grain from the Sun, should he in 

units of AU. 

The velocity attained by the grains by the time the dust and gas get decoupled 

from caeh other within a f(~w Iludcar radii (Probstein, 1969) was calculated using 

the empirical rdation hy Sekanilla (1981b): 

1 b 
- = a+-, 
v,qr V7J 

(4.2) 

wlww a anel b aw (:()(~ffic:ients which depend on the velocity of the gas driving t.lw 

dust., elust. and gas production rates, nature of the dust grain and the nuclear radiuH. 

Sekanin<t and Larsoll (1984) have used with success, this equation for dust emissioIl 

from disC:I'(~t(~ sources and point.ed out that the linear relation between (l/vgr , 1/ VfJ) 
ill Eq. 4.2 iH valid for grains of /i ~ 0.6, for slightly absorbing grains. 

4.3.2 The Geometry 

III a Himulation of the cometary dust jets, it is essential that the dynamics is treated 

vm:torially. Acceleration due to radiation pressure Q (Eq. 4.1) is in the Sun-conlf~t 

dif(~ctioIl, while tlw gravity OIl the dust particle due to the Sun is in the opposite 

directioIl. The initial velocity Vgr is radially outward from the comet. To compare 

thE' simulation of the cometary dust jets with actual observations on the skyplalH:~, it 
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is essential that the simulation be represented in a geometry as seen by the observer. 

The 3-dimensional simulation needs to be mapped and projected on to the sky-plane. 

The basic steps are given in the following sections. The geometry is shown in Fig. 4.1. 

The ascending node of the comet's equator on the Earth's equator is Nequ and that 

on the ecliptic is Neel' The points Sand E are the sub-Sun and sub-Earth points 

respectively and Nc is the comet's north pole. The vector Vgr is the ejection velocity 

of the grain and a the acceleration due to solar radiation pressure. 

<:> 

Figure 4.1: GflC)llwtry indicating the location of the source G and the direction~ of 
tIle initial v(!]ocity '/Jgr and accderation a of the ejected grain. The sub-Su~ pOlDt, 
suh-Earth point and the North pole of the comet are S, E, and Nc respectlVely. 
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4.3.2.1 Comet-o-Centric Spherical Coordinates Referred to the Comet's 

Equator 

In the simulation, we follow the track of the dust grain ejected from an active region 

G(u, 4>, R, t = 0) at longitude u and latitude 4> on the surface of a spherical nucleus 

ofradius R in the comet-o-centric frame referred to the comet's equator (Fig. 4.1). 

The longitude is measured along the direction of rotation of the comet from N equ . 

Relative to the comet, during time t, the dust traverses a distance Vgrt radially 

outwards from the comet and a distance ~at2 along the Sun - comet direction due 

to solar radiation pressure. Since the comet-o-centric distances of the shells are 

much larger than the size of the nucleus, the longitude u', latitude 4>' and radial 

distance r' (u', 4>', r', t = t) of the grain at time t reckoned after ejection are given 

by: 

r' cos 4>' cos u' - ('/Jgr eos 4> cos u)t - (1/2)(a cos B' cos U")t2 

r' cos 4>' sin 'Il' - ('/Jgr cos 4> sin u)t - (1/2)(acos B' sin U")t2 

r'Hill4>' (Vgr sill 4»t - (1/2)(asinB')t2 (4.3) 

where U" is the longitudp of the sub-Sun point S measured from Nequ and B', the 

com~t-o-c(mt.ric: lat.itude of Uw Sun. From Fig. 4.1, it is easy to see that 

U" = w + U' - 7r, 

where U' -Ti is t.h(~ COIIwt.-o-cmltrie longitude of the Sun measured along the direction 

of rotation of t.he comet from Ned, and w is the distance of Nee! from Nequ , both 

points being OIl the equatorial plane of the comet. The angles w can be calculated 

from the following relations: 

sin w sin i-sin € sin N 

cos w sin i-cos € sin J - sin € cos J cos N 

cos i-cos J cos € + sin J sin € cos N, (4.4) 

where i is the inclination of the comet's equator to the ecliptic. The angles N = 

'YCNequ and J, the inclination of the comet's equator to the Earth's equator are 
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related to the right ascension and declination of the comet's pole : 

N = a p + 7r/2 

J = 7r/2 - Op. (4.5) 

The expressions in Eq. 4.3 are strictly valid only if a is constant in direction and 

magnitude. A constant value of a may be a reasonably good approximation in the 

present case, as we fit only a maximum of 8 shells ejected during a time span of 

about 90 hours. 

4.3.2.2 Comet-o-Centric Spherical Coordinates Referred to the Earth's 

Equator 

The comet-o-centric coordinates (u', cjJ', r', t) of the grains referred to the comet's 

equator were then transformed to the comet-o-centric spherical coordinates with 

respect to the Earth's equator (A, D, r', t) where A and D are the comet-o-centric 

right ascension and declination of the grain. This transformation depends on the 

right ascension np and declination op of the north pole of the comet. The inclination 

of the comet's equatorial planc to the Earth's equator is given by J = 7r /2 - op and 

position of t.he node Nfl/u is given by N = ap + 7r /2. The comet-o-centric latitude 

of the Earth n, tlw position angle of the projection of the north pole of the comet 

OIl the sky plane f' and t.he anglcs B' and U' were calculated utilizing the equations 

Ilsed for (~aklllat.ing t.he planet-o-centric positions of the satellite with respect to the 

planets (Rhode and Sindair 1992). 

cos B sin U = cos J cos 0 sin(a - N) + sin J sin 0 

cos Bem;U cos 0 cos(a - N) 

sinB - sin J cos 0 sin(a - N) - cos J sin 0 

cosE sinP - - sin J cos(a - N) 

cosBcosP - sin J sin 0 sin(a - N) + cos J cos 0 

cos B' sin U' - cos i cos b sin(l- n) + sin i sin b 

cosB' cos U' - cos b cos(l - n) 

sinB' - sinicosbsin(l- n) - cosisinb, (4.6) 
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Where 0, 8, land b are the geocentric right ascension, declination, heliocentric 

ecliptic longitude and latitude of the comet respectively. The angle n = "(Necl can 

be calculated using the following relations: 

cos nsin i - cos J sin € + sin J cos € cos N 

sin n sin i-sin N sin J (4.7) 

The angles U, P and B are not directly needed for calculating the trajectory of the 

dust grain. These are nevertheless useful to visualize the effect of solar illumination 

on the comet, the orientation and aspect angle of the dust jet and shell patterns. 

4.3.2.3 Transformation to Geocentric Spherical Coordinates 

In the comct-o-ecntrie Earth's equatorial frame, position of the Earth is specified 

by the distance ~, right ascension o!c + 7r and declination -8e and that of the grain 

as (A, D, 1"), where (ne, 8e,~) are the geocentric spherical coordinates of the comet. 

The geo-centrie splwrical coordinates of the grain (og,8g) were calculated from A, 

D, 1", O'e, and fir Iltili~illg the rigorous expressions involving the comet-o-centric 

Earth's equatorial coordinat.es of the suh-Earth point and the grain (Gurnette and 

Woolley 1960): 

(1 + () cos c5 - 1] sin c5 

1} - ~tan Hag - a) sin 8 

wh(~re, 

r·' cos D sin(A - a)/ ~ 

"I - rJ(sinDeos8 - cosDsin8cos(A - 0))/6. 

( r'(sin D sin 8 + cos D cos c5 cos(A - a))/~, 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

wh(~rc ng and bg are the geocentric right ascension and declination of the grain and 

~ its geoccntrie distance. These equations, meant for computing the differential 

coordinates of satellites (here the grain) with respect to the primary (comet), do 

not make any assumptions regarding the latitude of satellites and hence are directly 

applieable in the present case of the comet - dust geometry. 
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4.4 Fit of the Observations to the Model 

The differential co-ordinates, .6.09 cos 89 = (09 - oc) cos 89 and .6.89 = 89 - 8c, of the 

dust grains with respect to the comet center on the simulated shell depend on the 

pole positions, location of the sources on the comet (Eq. 4.3), the parameter f3 of the 

grain and its velocity V9r given by Eq. 4.2. The simulated jet and shell structures 

were fitted with the observed structures by iteratively adjusting these parameters. 

In order to limit the computer file size of the simulated plots, the longitude sampling 

was selected between 5° and 30°. Such a discrete sampling however produces radial 

streaks in the 1996 and October 1997 images instead of a more realistic continuous 

surface of the ejection cones. 

4.4.1 Pole Position of the Comet and Latitude of the Active 

Sources 

In the images of Fehruary - May 1997, sets of shells were fitted with computer 

synthesized pa.tterns. At distances of about 3 AU and with seeing discs of about 

2 arcsee, the helica.l Htructun~ due to the diurnal motion of the comet in the 1996 

and October 1997 images are not discernible. For these images, pairs of jets were 

reeogni:;;ed as tlH~ projected boundaries of cones of jets generated by the rotating 

sources (Sekallina and BodlIlhardt 1997a) and these were fitted. The fits were 

deterlIlin(~c\ by viHllal matching between the images and the computed structures 

after HuperpoHillg tlwIll. Separation between the shells depends on the orientation 

of the line of Hight to the equatorial plane (i.e. the comet-o-centric latitude B), 

the latitude of tlw source, velocity and acceleration of the grains determined by the 

parameterH a and b ill Eq. 4.2. Orientation of shells depends on P and is modified 

by the direction of Holar radiation pressure. The first step in comparison was carried 

out by varying (np,8p) as well as the latitude of sources in order to simultaneously 

match the orientation of various shells. Even though a variety of combinations of 

Q p and 8p values yield the desired position angle P, the corresponding values of B 

differ. Again, the same shell pattern could be generated by different combinations 

of Band cP. It was attempted to resolve this ambiguity by assuming that the same 

Sourees were active (if sunlit) in images taken 1 to 2 months apart. After about two 
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Date np(2000) C>p(2000) P B B' I q? 

(Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) 
1996 Oct. 6 270 -60 175 -34 -32 80 78 
1996 Nov. 4 260 -65 183 -28 -21 77 84 
1997 Feb. 18 290 -60 189 -03 22 90 78 
1997 Apr. 10 283 -63 216 49 84 87 81 
1997 May 2 285 -55 210 51 62 88 73 
1997 Oct. 9 267 -50 158 -06 -01 77 68 

Table 4.2: The pole positions and the geometry derived from the data observed 
from VBO. 

Date O!p(2000) c5p(2000) P B B' I q? 

(Dfg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) 

1996 Sep. 15 265 -50 178 -46 -44 76 68 
1996 Oct. 6 270 -60 175 -34 -32 80 78 
1997 Feb. 2 275 -45 196 -26 -07 82 63 
1997 Mar. 4 263 -57 209 15 31 76 76 
1997 Mar. 7 260 -60 211 23 40 75 79 
1997 Apr. 9 290 -60 221 46 88 90 78 
1997 May 2 28f> -Sf> 210 51 62 88 73 

Table 4.3: Tlw pole [JOSit.iOllS and the geometry derived from the data observed 
from the oh."I('rwl.(,ory of UH' N;ttllfwisHenHchaftlicher Verein Osnabriick (Chakraborty 
et at. 1998) 

iteratioIls th(~ polp posit.iolls aJICI t.lw source latitudes could be constrained within 

±GO • Au optima.l sol ut.ioll wa.s s('lpct.(~d whieh reasonably fitted all the observed sets 

of shells. Fit.tpd pol(' posit.iolls an~ given in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. 

The best fitting ('Ollwt-()-(,(~Ilt,ri(' latitude of the sources are given in Table 4.4. 

Although 110 delil)(~rat(~ att.pmpt was made to place the sources at symmetric lati-

Latit\ld(~ (±O[)O) +6Go +350 +5° _50 -350 -650 

Dat(~ Longitude (±38) 

1997 Feb 18 111 174 151 359 252 75 

1997 Apr 10 142 58 26 

1997 May 02 332 271 157 

Color code : Magenta Purple Red Green Cyan Yellow 

Table 4.4: Longitude and latitude of the active regions. 

tudes, the best fit shows a remarkable symmetry. The sources that appeared to be 
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active on the dates of our observations are shown in Fig. 4.2. Since the fits were car-

B'= -32 -21 22 84 62 -01 f 50'Tl,:-r ••• '-~T~'!'~'.'.'.' ::: .. '..'.:.'::.. 
:;; 0.. .. ....... ....... .............. .... :.: ::: .. ::: ::. ::::::: :::::::: :::::: ::::::.: :::::: :::::::~:::::::::: 

eel -5" ...... 
Q) 

tJ 

5 -50 
a 

CJ:l 

.... , .......................... , ......•.........................................................•.......... 
-35" 

............................................................................................................. 
-65" 

o 100 200 300 400 
Days since 1 September, 1996 

Figure 4.2: Fitted latitudes of the active regions on 6 October & 4 November, 
1996, 17 February, 10 April & 2 May 1997. During late 1996, the solar illumination 
on the southem side (B' < 0°) activated the southern sources, while the northern 
and near-equatorial sources were active during April-May 1997 (B' > 0°). 

ried out interactively by vilmal inspection, the uncertainties in the computed values 

of the pole positions and t.he latitudes indicate the range over which the fits appeared 

good and remained indistinguishable. The computed values of argument of the sub

solar meridian at. }>(~rihclion <I> and the obliquity I (Sekanina 1981a) corresponding 

to the fitted pole position of the date are given in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. 

4.4.2 The Coefficients a and b 

After t.he orientation aBd shape of the shells were matched, the coefficients a and b in 

Eq. 4.2 were allowed to vary, to match the separation between the individual shells. 

The parameter a determines the mean grain velocity and b, the velocity dispersion 

anel h(mt(~ tlw width of the shells. Reliable estimates of the parameter b can only 

he made by induding the entire range of grain sizes which can be detected in the 

visible region. In the present investigation, for fitting 4-6 shells, grains with f3 values 

of 0.03, 0.06, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.8 were found to be adequate. Heavier 

grains fall behind and the lighter ones are swept away by solar radiation pressure. 

A quantitative modeling by incorporating the scattering efficiency of the grains 

and a realistic size distribution of the grain population will be needed to reliably 

match the observations and has been attempted in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Finite 
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size of the source will also contribute to the width of the shells. Assumption of a 

point source and forcing the fit by adjusting only 'b' in Eq. 4.2 will overestimate this 

parameter. Further, sorting of grains of different compositions will lead to branching 

in the older shells (Sekanina 1981b). Spreading of finer dust grains due to surface 

breeze (Huebner et al., 1986) may cause smearing effects which will influence the 

estimates of b. Changes in the grain size with time due to possible splitting or 

Date a b Dust Production Rates 
sec/km sec/km Loading Gas Dust 

±0.1 ±0.05 'l1 fJ, wfJ, r Vg 

10-5 g/ cm2sec AU km/sec 

1997 Feb. 18 1.85 0.15 4.8 ± 1.1 2.2 ± 1.5 10.6 ± 2.4 1.175 0.535 
1997 Apr. 10 1.50 0.13 3.4 ± 1.0 2.6 ± 2.0 9.0 ± 2.7 0.932 0.601 
1997 May 2 1.90 0.15 6.2 ± 1.3 2.1 ± 1.4 13.1 ± 2.8 1.069 0.561 

Table 4.5: Lower limits OIJ gas and dust production rates derived from the data 
ohserved from VBO (Vasllndhara and Chakraborty 1998). 

Date (L b Dust Production Rates 
sec/kIll sec/kIll Loading Ga..'l Dust 

±O.1 ±O.O5 w p. iJ/fJ, r Vg 

1O-5g/cm2sec AU km/sec 

1997 Feh. 2 2.20 0.25 7.~ ± 1.3 1.5 ± 0.6 11.7 ± 1.9 1.355 0.498 
1!)97 Mar. ~ 1.90 0.20 7.1±1.4 2.1 ± 1.0 14.6 ± 2.9 1.050 0.566 
1!)97 Mar. 7 1.90 0.20 7.5 ± l.5 2.0 ± 1.0 15.1 ± 3.0 1.017 0.575 
1997 Apr. !) 1.25 0.25 2.3 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 0.5 2.8 ± 1.1 0.927 0.602 
1997 May 2 1.90 0.15 6.2 ± l.3 3.7 ± 2.5 22.9 ± 2.5 1.068 0.561 

Table 4.6: lAmmr lilllit,; OIl gfl,S and dust production rates derived from the data 
o!>s(!rvocl from tIl(! oi>s('rvatory of the Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Osnabriick 
(Chakrahorty (~t at. 1998). 

~rain (~vaporatioll coul<l lead to variation in the width of successive shells. All these 

dfects are difficult to model and further, since the fits were carried out by visual 

inslwction, t.he est.imated values of the parameter b may have large uncertainties. 

For t.his reason, no attempt was made to fit a and b values separately for each 

source. For the 1996 images and the October 9, 1997 image, the individual shell 

struetures arf~ not resolved. The uncertainty in estimation of a and b is further 

d{~~raded for these dates as these were derived by matching the observed curvature 
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Figure 4.3: Longitude of the sources on 17 February, 10 April and 2 May 1997. 
Filled circles, crosses and filled triangles represent sources at latitudes +650 , +50 

and _5° respectively. 

4.5 Results and Discussions 

4.5.1 The Fitted Images 

The observed structures are compared with the simulations in Figs. 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 

and 4.7. In Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, the left and middle panels show the observed pro

cesscd images from VBO, and the simulated structures respectively. These two are 

superposed in the right panels to enable critical comparison. In Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 

the obscrved processed images from the observatory of the Naturwissenschaftlicher 

Verein Osnabriick, and the simulated structures are superposed. The observed im

ages are in gray sealc, while the simulations are in color. The color codes for jets 

from differcnt latitudes are given in Table 4.4. The projected comet-Sun radius 

vector iH indicated by the arrow. Identification of the source producing a given shell 

patteru at firHt appeared to be the major source of error as B = B ± 30° may sim

ulate Himilar structures for sources at ¢ = ¢ ± 30°. However, the overall pattern of 

the sh(~lls expanding in other directions matches better with the solution tabulated 

in Table 4.3. Further continuous data at frequent intervals over several months has 

helped to eonstrain the pole positions. 
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Figure 4.4: Fit of the 1Ilodel to tIle pre-perihelion images. In each row, the left 
panel slwws the observed processed image a.nd the middle panel the simulated struc
tures. On tile rigllt panel, both observed and simulated structures are superposed. 
The f3 values of the grains range betweeIl 0.06 and 2.5. The projected direction of 
the Sun is indicated by tiw arrow. Nortil is up and east is to the left. The scales 
are in arc~ec centered 011 the comet. Color code for ¢ are ; -650 = Yellow, -35 = 
Cyan, _5° = Green, +5° = red, +350 = Purple and +65° = Magenta. 
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Figure 4.5: Fit of the Illodel to the post-perihelion images. Other details are same 
as thoHe of Fig. 4.4. 
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Figure 4.6: Trajectory of the dust grains from the active region over-plotted on 
the observed processed images of COIIlet Hale-Bopp observed from the observatory 
of the Naturwissenscl1aftlidl€r Verein Osnabriick. Each simulated shell contains 7 
points representing dust grains with f3 values of 0.06, 0.08, 0.12, 0.20, 0.30, 0.45 
and 0.60 and three additional points for tile March images at 1.2, 1.8 and 2.5 to 
demonstrate tIle trajectory of sub IIlicron size grains. Tile direction of the Sun is 
indicated by tile white arrow. 
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Figure 4.7: TraJector'y of the dust grains from the active region over-plotted on the 
observed processed iIIlages of cornet Hale-Bopp observed from the observatory of the 
Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Osnabriick. (details are same as those of Fig. 4.6). 
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No attempt was made to match the intensity of the shells. In order to simulate 

the hazy features consisting of finer grains with f3 > 0.8 in the projected anti-Sun 

direction, the simulated plots contain in addition, points representing grains with f3 

values of 1.2, 1.5, 1.8 and 2.5. Since very small grains with radii less than Ij.£ attain 

nearly constant velocities (Gombosi 1986, Delsemme 1982)' with sufficient accuracy, 

the velocity of these smaller grains were assigned the value corresponding to f3 = 0.8. 

Each simulated shell thus contains 13 points. Ideally, the number of points of a given 

grain size should be governed by a power law distribution (Hanner 1983, Sekanina 

1998a). In the present work, except for the end points, we have sampled f3 values 

of equal interval between 0.1 and 0.6. Since f3 ex 1/8 ( Finson and Probstein 1968), 

where s is the radius of the grain, such a sampling of f3 results in over sampling of 

smaller grains mimicking a ..,-2 law. Further, in the simulated image, contributions 

of grains of all sizes are represented by dots of the same size. The number of 

grains a dot represents is therefore proportional to 8-2• Thus the simulated pattern 

with the sampling of f1 value discussed above represents approximately a power law 

distributioll with an index of ~ -4. 

4.5.2 Gas and Dust Production Rates 

Sekanina and Larson (1984) have shown that for the outbursts of comet Halley in 

1910, the linmtrit.y of Eq. 4.2 was satisfied for f3 ~ 0.6. We relaxed this restriction 

on f3 to 0.8 to simulate the extensions of the shells along the projected anti-Sun 

direction consisting of nner grains. We used the following equations used by these 

authors to calculate the lower limit on 'l1, the the mass loading by dust and jJ" the 

gas productioll rate eorresponding to an upper limit of 0.8 for f3 

[[ 0.65] ]5/3 
\{I > 5.0 3avg 1 - 1.65 + 8.5(bvg)4/3 - 1 

Ji, > 0.93 X 10-5/ Rb2vg • (4.13) 

The nuclear radius R. was taken to be 35 km, the upper limit by Weaver and Lamy 

(1997) and Sekanina (1997a). The thermal velocity of the gas Vg at heliocentric 

distance r was caleulated using the relation by (Delsemme 1982): 

O 58 -0.5 
V9 = . r . ( 4.14) 
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The estimated lower limits on production rates of gas and that of the dust using the 

fitted values of a and b are given in Table 4.5 along with the heliocentric distance 

of the comet and the gas velocity vg • If water constitutes 80 % of the total gas 

production, the lower limit on the gas production rate jJ, in April 1997 estimated 

in the present work of 2.6 x 10-5 g/cm2sec (Table 4.5), yields a lower limit on the 

evaporation rate of water of 7 x 1017 molecules/cm2sec. This is 35% of the upper 

limit on the production rate of about 20 x 1017 molecules/cm2sec (Delsemme 1982) 

expected at the heliocentric distance of 0.93 AU for normal incidence of sunlight for 

a zero albedo surface. This estimate can be further improved if a quantitative fit is 

carried out for the estimation of the parameter b taking into account the finite size 

of the jet sources. As mentioned in Section 4.4.2, the finite size assumption may 

result in the over estimate of the parameter b and an under estimate of jJ,. 

4.5.3 Activity of the Various Sources 

Gradual changes in the appearances of the dust shells from the comet with time 

can be understood in terms of the varying Earth-comet geometry and changes in 

the comet-o-centrie latitude of the Sun (B') which determines activation of sources 

at different latitudes and fractional period of their activity. Large value of the 

comet-o-centric latitude of the Earth B, in April permitted high latitude view of 

the sets of concentric: rings and arcs elongated in the projected anti-Sun direction. 

It is interesting t.o note that. the source at +350 which was apparently active during 

February 1997 to March 1997 (Fig. 4.4 & Fig. 4.6), ceased to be active in April 

(Fig. 4.5 & Fig. 4.7) in spite of the high northern (cometary) latitude of the Sun. 

Activity of a source near this latitude is again seen in the image of the comet taken 

in October 1997 when the comet-o-centric latitude of the Sun was near zero. If 

the pre and post perihelion features are from the same source, one of the reasons 

for its inactivity during April - May 1997 may be local shadowing, possibly by a 

overhaJ?ging mountain ridge north of this source. This explanation is supported by 

the fact that the activity from this source was noticed to resume again when the 

solar illumination became near equatorial, e.g., October 1997 image (Fig. 4.5). 
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4.5.4 Size of the Sources 

During early April 1997, three sets of shell structures are inferred from the present 

analysis (Table 4.4). One from the high latitude active source at +650 and the 

two near equatorial sources at +5° and -5°. On April 10, the rotation averaged 

values of the cosine of the Sun's zenith distance < cos Z0 > as seen by these sources 

were .913, .092 and 0.003 respectively. Schleicher et al. (1997) report a total water 

production rate of 4 x 1030 molecules/sec from the comet, near perihelion. To 

assess the contribution from these sources to the observed water production rate 

during early April, it may be noted that the equatorial sources were illuminated 

by the Sun at near-grazing incidence and that the source at +65° must be small 

in size. The constraint on the size of the high latitude source is evident because 

the total area north of the latitude e/> for a spherically symmetric comet is given by 

0.5(1 - sine/» of the total surface area of the comet (Sekanina 1987). If we assume 

that this SOluce spans hetween 60° and 70° in latitude, the total area between the 

two latitude circlm; is 567 km2• The observed well defined shells from this source 

due to the eli Ilrnal variat.ion cannot be explained if this source occupies a substantial 

fraction of this area. Assuming that the source occupies 36° in longitude, the total 

production of wat.er from t.his source will be 11.4 x 1029 molecules/sec. This is 

29% of t.he tot.al ()bs(~rved production rate. In spite of the near-grazing incidence 

of sunlight, tlw slwlls from the equatorial sources appear comparable in intensity 

to the high latit.ude sourer. at +65°. Further, the shells from _5° and +5° are not 

resolved in any of the ima.ges between February and May. Hence it is likely that 

a single Homer. or a. SOUf(~e complex stretches from _5° to +5°. It is difficult to 

comprehend the reaflon for the near equal brightness of the two sets of shells when 

the values of < eos z(.) > at the respective sources differed by a large factor. Further, 

the best fitting pole position for the shells from the source at +650 does not yield a 

very good fit for the equatorial shells during April (Fig. 4.5). The interwoven shells 

observed during February 1997 appear too complex to be explained using a single 

nucleus. The 10 April 1997 image shows two sets of shell structures. While the 

high latitude source at 65° explains the shells (magenta) expanding in the south

westerly direction, we found it impossible to fit the near equatorial shell with a single 
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source corresponding to the apparent anti-clockwise rotation of the nucleus during 

April. We have therefore invoked two sources, one at +5° latitude producing the 

shell structures (colored red) S-E of the nucleus and another at -5° to produce the 

shells (colored green) N-W of the nucleus. In spite of best efforts, even this bimodal 

matching is not perfect. The observed shells have smaller curvature compared to the 

simulated ones. Further, if the activity of the source at +5° had continued till sunset 

as per our assumptions, the longitudinal extent of the shells in the simulated image 

should have continued till the N-E across the N point. But the region N-E of the 

nucleus is devoid of any shell structure. The projected comet-o-centric separation 

of the observed shells in the N-Wand S-E corresponding to a given diurnal cycle 

match bet ter for a clockwise motion of the source and in such a case, a single source 

can explain the observed feature. The curvature of these equatorial shells could 

be adjusted with a separate pole solution. Thus there appears to be the need for 

two separate bodies with opposite sense of rotations, one hosting the high latitude 

source and the other the near equatorial source. This is in conformity with the 

binary model by Sekanina (1998b) with the two nuclei having their spin vectors 

subtending au a.ngle > DO° with each other to explain the complex shell structures 

in the images of late Febmary, 19D7 and late March, 1997. In order to explain the 

constant phasr. diff(~relle(~ het.wElcm the two sets of shell patterns, the two components 

must have nearly t.lw Harrw :;ynodie period. The binary scenario is also in conformity 

with the wpOI't.ed difrercll<:(~s ill color and polarization of the two sets of shells by 

Jockers et al. (1907). 

4.6 Conclusions 

Although th(~ OhHefVatioIlH eould be reasonably matched with the simulations, the 

present model assurning a single nucleus does not however replicate the exact shapes 

of the shells and the compleJC observed shell patterns. Detailed modeling taking into 

account th~ binary nat me of the comet (Sekanina 1997b, 1998b) may be required 

to explain the observed intricate shell structures. The pole positions during the 

one year period of observations are found to vary between 2600 and 2900 in right 

ascension and -500 to -650 in declination indicating a compleJC state of rotation 
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of the comet. The present data set is insufficient to draw a meaningful conclusion 

on the possible precession or complexity of the rotation of the comet. The derived 

pole positions compare well with the reported values of op = 2570 and 6p = -610 by 

Sekanina (1998a) for late February, 1997 and op = 2750 & 6p = -570 by Jorda et al. 

(1997) for February-March 1997. Our average value of op = 2760 is close to the value 

of op = 2700 corresponding to the ecliptic longitude of 2700 and latitude of -200 

pertaining to a complex rotational state of the nucleus with a small precessional 

angle reported by Samara.c:;inha et ai. (1997). The latitude of the northern most 

source of 650 derived in the present study is in conformity with the value of 64 ± 50 

reported by Jorda et at. (1997). The average value of dust to gas production ratio 

between February 1997 - May 1997 is found to be near 5. During April, the source 

at +650 appears to account for about 29% of the observed total water emission 

reported hy Sehleieher et at. (1997). In addition, several smaller jet sources not 

delineated ill Figs. 4.4 and Figs. 4.1), distributed sources of water from evaporation 

of the gra.ins in flight. and out.gassing from the inactive regions of the comet may 

contribute to Hw t.ot.al obs(~rved wat.er production rate. 
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Chapter 5 

SPECTROPOLARIMETRY OF 

COMET HALE-BOPP AND 

COMET WILD-2 

............................ ~.t~.''' ............................ .. 

Polarimetric observ(l,tiolls of comets contain important information about cometary 

dust. Prop(!r modeling of polarimrtric data can reveal information on the cometary 

grain typf!, its silicate to organic ratio, and the porosity. In this chapter, the phase 

depenclmlt polarizatioIl of comct Hale-Bopp and comet Wild 2 from published data 

and Ilnpuhlislwd data ohtaiIlod clscwlwrE), is first analyzed. The grain types that 

best fit tlw plw."lo p()lari~ati()l1 curves at three wavelengths, are then used for mod

eling tIw (:()IltillllUlll polari~atioll of the spectropolarimetric observations of comet 

Hale-BoPI>. A similar procedllre bas been followed using single color and limited 

phase data, for COIlWt Wild 2. These cornets were observed on Apri123 and 24, 1997. 

The observatio1ls were made USiIlg the newly built Optical, Dual-beam, Automated 

MediuIll R.esolution Spectropolarimeter (O-DB.AMRSP) for the Vainu Bappu Tele

scope (Chapter 3). The coma is assumed to be a collection of crystalline and glassy 

silicates, with an organic cOIIlponent. Effects of porosity and a grain size distribu

tion are illvestigated. Computations of the scattered light are made using the Mie 

scattering code published by Bohren and Huffman (1983), and the Effective Medium 

Theory (EMT) has been used to compute the effective refractive index of the grains. 

100 
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Using these codes, the model polarization is computed for the comets. Through the 

modeling of continuum polarization we try to determine the composition, the sili

cate to organic ratio, and the porosity of the cometary dust grains. We also look 

into the emission polarization from cometary molecules that emerges as a residual 

between the observed and modeled polarization. 

5.1 Introduction 

Except for rare in-situ observations of comets by space missions, our information 

on comet!:; come mostly from remote observations of the scattered and emitted elec

tromagnetic radiation from them. The scattered solar radiation contains a lot of 

information Oil the refractory characteristics, the size distribution and shapes of the 

cometary dust grains. Tlw information on the chemical composition are best ob

tained from their IR signatures (Hayward, Hanner and Sekanina, 2000, Wooden et 

aI, 1999, Diane et at., 1997 (~tc.). On the other hand the porosity and the organic 

content in (\, grain clictate its effective refractive index. As grain heating depends on 

the alllount of light ahsorhed ill tlw UV and visible band, knowledge of the com

positioIl and t.E~Xt.IlW (porosit.y) are important. Polarization studies are one of the 

best ways t.o dc~t,(~nlliIlC' the properties of dust. Color of the <:ometary dust mainly 

depc~nds mainly OIl t.hc~ siJ'.(, distrihlltion of the cometary part.id(~s whereas the polar

izat.ion of t.lw HC'att.E'wci light. is mainly ciptermined by the complex mfractive index 

of thE' graiu lIlat.c'rial (Kolokolova and .J ockcrs, 1997 and Kolokolova el al., 1997). 

Th(~ COIllPt. I Dn;> /01 (H;1l<~-B()pp) b(~iIlg intrinsically a very bright and dusty comet, 

wa!:l it pot('Ilt.ial (·(tlldidate for polarimetric studies. Numerous polarimetric observa

tions of t.his COlllC~t. have' been wportr.d. Ganesh et at. (1998), Kiselev and Velichko 

(1997) from t.iH'ir aperture polarimetric observations of c:omet Hale-Bopp in the 

continuulll I'<'giolls, report. that this comet belongs to the high polarization class of 

comds and that it exhihitH stronger wavelength dependence of polarization com

pared to othpI' c:onwts. Tlw positive branch of the polarization phase dependence of 

this COIlwt is significantly higher than from that of the other dusty comets. Imag

ing Polarinwtry of tomet Hale Bopp has been reported by Tanga et at. (1997), 

Hadamcik et at. (1997), .lockers et at. (1997) and Furusho et al. (1999). Results of 
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polarimetric imaging inrlicated that the polarization is larger in the dust. shells t.han 

ill the ("oma. Hasegawa et al. (1997) and Woodward et ai. (1998) have reported the 

near-infrared and infrared polarimetric observations of this comet respectively. The 

former also classify the comet as a high polarization comet. Rosenbush, Shakhovskoj 

and Rosenbush (1997) and Manset and Bastien (2000) have measured the comet's 

linear as well as the circular polarization of the Comet. Manset and Bastien (2000) 

have measured the polarization through different aperture sizes which indicated a 

change of polarization with aperture size. They also find the polarization to be 

significantly lower in the CO+ and C3 emission filters at 4260 and 4060A than in 

an adjacent 4840A continuum filter and significantly higher in the red in the H20+ 

emission filter (7000A) than in the adjacent 6840A continuum filter. The observa

tion ill C;j and C2 emission filters at 4060A(70A) and (5141A(118A) & 5140A(90A)) 

by KiH(~I(~v (2000) also show significantly lower polarization. 

All these reported observa.tions indicate that comet Hale-Bopp has a high linear 

polari/mtion among the high polarization class of comets which suggests that the 

cometary grains must be of suh-micron size. 

5.2 Phase Dependent Polarization of Comet Hale

Bopp 

Til<' pola.rizatiolls of t,\w central coma of eomet Hale-Bopp with respect to the phase 

angi<~, has Iwml plotkel ill Fig. 5.1. The <iata.'lets of the central coma, tabulated in 

Tabl/' Kl o/' A1'lJentii:r. B.l, WI~W obtained from Ganesh et al. (1998), Hadamcik et 

al. (ID97), I1aelaIllcik (1999), Kisdev et al. (1997), Kiselev and Velichko (1997), 

KiselC'v (2000) anel Manset and Bast.ien (2000). Manset and Bastien (2000) have 

obs('rveel Hw central coma through different aperture sizes. In Fig. 5.1 the largest 

aperture for each phase angle from their dataset, was selected for the plot. This was 

dOIH', t.o have uniformity in aperture sizes in the data set. It is also assumed that the 

small scale variatioIl 011 the central coma, resulting in the variation of polarization 

will I)(~ averaged out. 

Comet. Hal(~-Bopp exhibited a spatial as well as a wavelength dependence of polar-
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Figure 5.1: Phase dependent polarization of Comet Hale-Bopp. Tbe spectropo
larimetric data of comet Hale-Bopp at a = 34~3 form this work is plotted in multiple 
colors corresponding to the wavelengths. The linear and trigonometric fits are also 
over-plotted. 
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ization. In Fig. 5.1 we see that the wavelength dependence increases with phase 

angle, as is evident from the divergence in the data points. We have grouped the 

data plotted in Fig. 5.1, into six groups (Groups 1 - 4 in continuum and Group 5 

- 6 in emission). The observations in the wavelength range from 7600Ato 650oA, 

shown in red color, forms the first group (Group 1). The observations with the filters 

5230A(80A) and 5260A(56A) shown in green color is the second group (Group 2). 

Observation points through 4845A(65A) and 4450A(67A) (colored cyan) constitute 

the third group (Group 3). The fourth group (Group 4) shown in blue data points 

are observed through the 4260A(65A), 3650A(SOA) and 344SA{S4A). The fifth group 

(Group 5), shown in black are some of the cometary emission bands which are well 

separated from the normal trend of the polarization-phase curve. The 4060A(70A) 

filter corresponds to the C3 emission and 5141A{l1SA) and 5140A{90A) filters are 

for the C2 emission banet. Though the filter at 7000A(175A) corresponds to the 

H20+ emission and the filter 4260A(65A) to CO+ emission, we have grouped them 

in the first and fourth group respectively, since they do not show drastic differences 

in polarization compawd t.o n(~arby continuum filters. The sixth group (Group 6) 

shown in magent.a are t.he infra-red ./, Hand K band observations. Of these six 

groups, tlw Group 1 has tlw largcst pha.<le coverage. 

The tedlIliqup of sppdro}lolarimetry allows an evaluation of the continuum polariza

tion and polari:;"at.ioIl of IIlo\pcular emission bands (Le Borgne and Crovisier, 1987) 

H(~paratdy. Sp(~dropoiarimet.ry of Comets Austin and Churyumov-Gerasimenko has 

lwcm report.ed by Myers and Nordsieek (1984). Spectropolarimetric observations of 

comet Hyakut.ake C/1996I32 has been reported by Harris, Wood and Fox (1996) and 

by Harris et o,l. (1996). The spectropolarimetric observations of the comet 1995 01 

(Hale-l3opp) anel comet 8lP /Wild 2 are reported here. The wavelength dependent 

continuuIIl poiari:;"ation are modeled to investigate the dust compositions, porosity 

and organic fraction. 
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5.3 Observations 

5.3.1 Spectropolarimetry of comet 1995 01, Hale-Bopp 

Spectropolarimetric observations of the central coma of cornet 1995/01 (Hale-Bopp) 

was carried out on 24 April, 1997 using the newly built optical, dual-beam, auto

mated medium resolution spectropolarimeter (O-DB-AMRSP) for the 2.34m Vainu 

Bappu Telescope. A 300 llmm grating blazed at 5000A with a slit width of 800j-tm 

was used. A TK1024 Photometrics liquid N2 cooled OOD was used as the detec

tor. A detailed report on the Instrumentation and calibration of this instrument is 

presented in Chapter 3. 

The spectropolarimeter Hlit waH kept along North-South. The comet center was 

placed cloHe to the northern edge of the slit to enable observations of the southern 

part of the coma where a prominent shell at 11.5 arcsec south of the nucleus was 

visible. Fig.5.2 shows the position of the spectropolarimeter slit on a simulated 

image of comet Hale-Bopp, for tlw geometry on this date. 

An unpolarized st.andard st.ar (HD 127762) (Turnshek et al., 1990) was observed 

t,o determine t.hc· t,P[c'sc'ol)(' poiarizatioll and a polarized standard star (HD 147084) 

(Hsu and I3rc~g(~r, 1 £>82) was observed to obtain the instrumental zero-point of the 

position angk. Tlw instnlllwntal f(~sponse curveH Pr(A) and E-)c(A) were obtained 

from t1w calibrat.ioJls of tlw spprtropolarimetcr (Chapter 3). 

'flIP Imsic ))J'('-pw('('SSillg of t.hc~ dat.a was clone with IRAF reduetion packages. A 

dual apPI't.III'C· sp('dl'a for t.h(· (! and () beam, with two aperture sizes, were extracted 

from the prp-I)['oc'('ssc~d data ('eIlt.(~wd OIl the central coma. The first aperture size of 

14.1 (1.7'('.'1('(' (ApI), ('orI'('s)Hmclecl approximately to t.he full width at half maximum 

of t\w tent raJ ('Ollla, whilc' t.iw other aperture selected waH 26.5 arcsec (Ap2), for 

tOlllparisoll with tiw phaH0. d(~penclent observations of the cornet by Ganesh et al. 

(1998), Haclarneik et o.l. (1997), Hadamcik (1999), Kiselev and Velichko (1997), 

KiH(~l<~v (2000) and Manset and Bastien (2000). Fig. 5.3 shows the spatial profile 

of mnwt Hale-Bopp as observed hy the O-DB-AMRSP at 5230A. The size and 

loeation of apertures ApI and Ap2 are marked. A second peak seen prominently 

OIl the spatial cut due to the prominent shell at 11.5 arcsec south of the nucleus. 

Wr. seled. an aperture Ap.1 centered on the prominent shell with an aperture size of 
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Coma and shells from Comet Hale-Bopp on 24/04/1997 
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Figure 5.2: POI-iitioll of tlw sjJc!ctropolarimeter slit on comet Hale-Bopp is shown 
hy tho vt!rtical redcl.nf!,'1I1;I,r lwx. Tlw (,'Ollut and the shells were simulated using the 
model for t.1w gmmdry 011 2.-1 th April 1997 (Chapter 4). North is up and East is to 
tlw left. Projcd,c!d dil'octiolJ of /.lw Sun it! indicated by the arrow. The simulated 
slwlls c!xpa1J(iinf!,' (,()wJll'Cls R- ~V of the COIlwt center are from the source at 65°. 

5.8 (J,T(:se('. 

Speetropolarinwtric data recludion software (SPRS) discussed in Chapter 9 and 

APPf'm,dix D, waH llHc~d for computing the normalized Stokes' vectors [Q/ /](A) and 

[U / I]()') , the p(~rc(mtag(~ P(A) and the angle 8(A) of polarization. The wavelength 

<:overage iH frorH 4500A t.o 7800A with a lOA resolution at ~ 4.9A/pixel. Our 

Hpectropolarimetrie obHcrvations of comet Hale-Bopp corresponds to a phase angle 

of C1! = 34?3. We have over-plotted P(A) obtained from Ap2 on the polarization

phase curw~ in Fig. 5.1. This appears as a spectral strip at eM = 34?3. Our results 

from Ap2 fits well into the phase dependent observations. 
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Spatial cut of the longslit Spectra at 5230A (in arcsec) 

Figure 5.3: Spatia,} l-d North-Sollth profile of comet Hale-Bopp as observed by 
the O-DB-AMR.SP at, 5230A. TIl(! x-axis is in arcsec, centered on the comet. Left 
is North and right is sOlltll. 'I'll(! y-axi."i is flux in counts. Note that the flux has not 
been calibrated for instIllIIWl1tal ["(!I"q)OllS£!. The positions of the apertures ApI, Ap2 
and ApJ are marked. 

5.3.2 Spectropolarimetry of comet SIP/Wild 2 

Comet 81P /Wild 2 is tlw targpt, of NASA's STARDUST mission which will flyby 

this cornet in .January 2004 awl bring back for the first time, dust samples from 

the coma of a e()Ill(~t. Thus, any informa.tion related to the dust from this comet is 

extremdy valuahl(' h('foI'(~ tll(' sp(u'(~craft 's encounter with the comet. 

Inspite of Ht,I"Ong moon light, it. waH posHihle to detect and observe the comet with 

30m in expOHUW for each position of til<! HWP. We could obtain enough signal above 

the background of t.lw moonlit Hky. Spec:ial eare was taken for sky subtraction 

to elimillat(~ t1w sky polari~ati()n. The unpolarized and polarized standard stars 

HD 176425 and lID l47084 respectively (Turnshek et at., 1990, and Hsu and Breger, 

1982), were observp<! OIl April 23, 1997. 

The basic preproc{~HHing and data analysis of the April 23, 1997 data is similar to 

that described in S(~dion 5.8.1 for comet Hale-Bopp. However, in this case only 

the central eorna waH apparent. above the bright sky level. An aperture of 8 arcsec, 

corresponding to t.he total central coma flux was extracted. SPRS was used for 

determining [Q/1](.,\), [U/1]("\) , P(.,\) and 8(,x) for this comet. 
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Figure 5.4: Plul.';(! deperui(!l1t ]>o/Hl'i;.mti()ll of Comet Wild-2. The dotted line is the 
trigo1lometric fit t,o t./w ~Vi/c1 2 dHt,a, while tIw dash line is the trigonometric fit to 
tlw Hale-Bo]Jp dat,a of (Group 1). 

Apart from our observat.ioIls, t.Il(' ollly otlwr polarimetric observations of this comet 

known to us haH h(~(~11 by Hadarucik and L(~vasseur-Regourd (2000). Fig. 5.4 shows 

the phase (l<~l)(m(l<mt. oi>sNvat.ionH by Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd through a 

ml til tr.r (6500A (1 OOOA)). From tll(~ HI)(~ctrop()larimetric data, average polarization 

from 6000 t.o 7oooA, cOITPspou<iiug to an ideal square band filter of 6500A(1000A) 

waH calclllat(~d. ThiH poi lit is aiHo plotted in Fig. 5.4. These data points are tabulated 

in Table E.2 of Appendi:r: B.:J. 

5.4 Analyzing the Polarization results 

P()lari~ation of a eomet is dependent on the phase angle a. Manset and Bastien 

(2000) and Kiselev and Velichko (1997) (Fig. 5.1) have made a linear fit to the 

positive branch of the phase curve in order to find the slope averaged over 10° 

beyond the inversion point ao (see Geake and Dollfus (1986). However in their 

paper, Manset and Bastien object to the empirical slope-albedo relation developer 
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[~roups I Po a b O!o X2 

1 58.15 ± 0.64 1.03 ± 0.08 3.02 ± 0.24 19.90 ± 1.64 1643.51 

3 53.47 ± 0.20 ( 0.98 ) 3.60 ± 0.10 ( 21.8 ) 333.11 

4 44.04 ± 0.70 ( 0.85 ) 3.30 ± 0.39 ( 22.2 ) 46.82 

Table 5.1: The parameters of tbe trigonometric fit. 

by Dollfus (1989). For comet Hale-BopI' the slope found by Manset and Bastien 

(2000), is too high and the albedo of the cometary grains cannot be deduced using 

the slope-albedo relatioIl by DollfuH (1989). A trigonometric fit was also made by 

these authors to their wspedive dat.a. In the present work, a trigonometric fit to 

the collective dat.a of Gmu1),'! 1, ," and 4 ha.., been carried out. Trigonometric fit is 

a technique (l<welop(~d t.o [,(·pn'seut. all da.t.a b(~tween phase angles 00 and 1800. This 

function empirical is of ttl(' form, 

I'{o:) = nl {sill nt (eos %) b sin (O! - ao), (5.1) 

where Po, eL, b and no a('(' fi1.kd pal'aTrwt.ers. no is also phase angle of the inversion 

point, where polari:t.at,ioll JH'('OIW'S pOHit.ive from a negative polarization; typically 

at a phase anl-!;l(~ dos(' t.o :,WO • 

The data Hnt.s of Onm1) 1, whkh cover a large range in phase angle, were fitted 

to Eq. 5.1, IlHiul-!; t.1t(. LnVeIll)(~rg-Marquardt's met.hod (Press et al. 1992). All the 

four coeffieient.s n, (I., b and no wnw treated as free parameters. The two main 

parameters that. d(~t,(~rrlliJl(' t.he' sha.pe of t.he t.rigonometric fit at low phase angles 

are a, and no, whil!~ Po, and b det,cmnine the shape at larger phase angles. So we 

fixed the values of (I., amI no dose t.o t.he fitted value for the Group 1, and varied 

the other two parallwt.{~rs n, anel b t.o fit the points of Group 9 and Group 4, which 

hardly have any points at low phase angle. The fitted parameters are shown in 

Table 5.1. The values, P7ntU: at. nma:r. and Pmin at O!min, computed from the fit are 

enumerated in Table 5.2. 

A trigonometric fit was abm attmnpted for the data sets of Comet Wild-2, however 

due to paudty of dat.a, it iH very difficult to make a decisive fit. 
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g 
§ 

:.;::; 
ct:Z 
lSI .;::: 
ct:Z 

"'0 
0-

Groups I Q:'min 

1 22.955 72?22 -1.625 9?99 

3 18.276 69?87 -1.946 1O?62 

4 16.043 70?89 -2.075 1O?06 

Table 5.2: The limits derived from the trigonometric fit. 
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Figure 5.5: TrigmwIlH't.ric: tif .. ., {Of H = 00 to 1800 • The fits are to the phase depen
dent polarizatic)!J of C'cmwt JJa/C!-D()]>p. The lillear fits and our spectropoiarimetric 
data arc also ovor-p]of.t.ed. 

Tlw IIwt.hodH d(~Herii)(~d HO far (lill(~ar and t.rigonornetrie fits), are just empirical fits 

wit.h IlO kUOWll i>aHiH t.o allY phYHical law or properties of dust grains. Linear fit was 

uHed by G(~ake and DollfllH (W8G) for mrnpariHoIl with laboratory measurements of 

dllHt.y Hllrf~tCPH. The t.rigonollwt.ric fit. waH developed to have a good phase dependent 

!'(~pr<~H(~llt.ati()I1 of polari/mt.ion. 

The i)(~Ht way t.o analy:t;p polari:t;atioll data, will be to determine the scattering prop

mti('H t.hat. causes it.. An at.t.mupt. t.o determine the scattering properties of an ensem

hlp or collpctiou of different t.ypeH of dust grains with respect to the phase angle and 

whieh alHo (~xplainH the wavelength dependent polarization, is made in the present 

work. 
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5.5 Modeling Polarization from Scattering Prop

erties of Dust Grains 

The dust particles present in a cometary coma scatter and absorb the unpolarized 

incident solar radiation. The scattered light reaching the earth is partially polar

ized. The scattering properties, namely the polarization, depend upon the shape, 

structure, and composition of the eometary grains. Theories of scattering have been 

developed for well defined particle shapes like spheres, concentric spheres. cylinders, 

spheroids and so on. These particle shapes only approximate the shape of the ac

tual cometary grains, which are HUHJl(~etcd to be rather irregular. In our study here, 

we make use of the code puhliHhe<l in the appendix of the book "Absorption and 

Scattering of light by Small PartidpH" by Bohren and Huffman (1983) to compute 

the model polarization due to scattering of HllIllight from the cometary grains. 

Scattering properties of grain (h~l)(md OIl the size parameter 27rs/,x, where s is the 

size of the partidc~ aIld A t./w wa,vdcmgth of incident radiation. In addition, it 

depends on tlw p[,()pPlti(~s of t.h(' grain, uHually specified by the complex refractive 

index rn(,x) = n(,x} - 'ik(A}, wh('I'(~ n(A} and k(A) are the refractive and absorptive 

indites respectiVely. Sinc!' UtA) and II:(A) are wavelength dependent, the scattering 

depends Oil t.lw wavP!PlIgth of illriciPIlt radiation. Some researchers use the complex 

dielectric eOllst.a.llt dA) = (I ().) - 'if2(A) instead of the complex refractive index 

m().) = n().) - ill:(A}. Knowing 011(' Het of quantities, the other set can be easily 

calculatr.d. The rela.t.ion for ( I (..\) and f2(A) are given by 

f I (..\) = u?(..\) - 11::1(..\) and f2().) = 2n(,x)k("\). (5.2) 

Similarly the relation for n(..\) and II:(A) are given by 

U(A)} = 
k(A) 

Vf12(A) + f22(A) ± €1(,x) 
2 ' 

(5.3) 

where the "+" is to obtain n(,x), while the "-" is to obtain k(A) (Krishna Swamy, 

1997, Draine, 1994). 

The spectral dependence of polarization follow the absorptive index k(,x) more 

closely than the wavelength dependence of the refractivity n(A) (Kolokolova et at., 
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1997). The polarization increaseR with k(>') (Bohren and Huffman, 1983). The in

crease in polarization with k(>') ean easily be explained. The scattered light from a 

grain has a reflected and a refracted component (Fig 5.6). The reflected component 

Sun 

Reflected Light 
(POSitively Polarized) 

Refracted Ught 
(NegatIvely Pol.rlzed) 

Earth 

Figure 5.6: Tlu' rl'fr<lC"f,(·ci ;11111 l'(·fI(,(·f,(·rJ /H'IUllS, f!1Ilcrging fmm 11 splwrical particle 
(J,t, (1 plws(! Hllgle H :':: 7f /'2. (:\c1IlI)t,(·cl froIll Bolmm and Huffman, (1983) (Sr.ctic)Jl 
7.1}). 

of li~ht, is pOHitiwl.v »olariz('d, whil(' tll(, rc>Crarkel ('oUlpOllcmt is Il<'gatively polari;"rd. 

Tlw tOlltrii>lItioll of the' \'('frart('d ('OIll]HlllPllt will thllR ciecrease the mmlt.ing polar

ization. Th(' rt'fra(,(,('t\ ('OIllP())l('llt of light alHo Ilndergoes an al>sorptioIl through the 

llledilllll. AH a ('0 II S('<1 ut'IH'(', th(' \'('sl1l t,i Ilg j>olarilmtioll increasmi wi t.h t.he ahsorpt.ioll 

illdpx k(>'). In this dmj>l,(·r w(' will look at Ul(, absorpt.ive index k(>') of Heveral typeH 

of grains ilion' c\os('I.v. 

Fi~. 5.7 and Fig. G.H show th(' ('olllpl('x iIlclirE~s of refraction n(>') and k(>') of ROmp. 

silicat,!,s and rtLri>oll(u'('olls lllat.t.('r n'sppctivPly. The left-side plots are the refraetivity 

n(>') and thp right-sidE' plots an' til(' absorptive index k(>'). The refractive indices 

in Fig. 5.7 haw }w('n plot.tpd ill four set.s (a, b, (: and d) so that the wide range in 

the ahsOI'ptiV<' in<il'x k(>') could 1)(' shown dearly. 

In Fig. 5.7 a the refraetive illdic:C'H of amorphous or glassy Olivine (M g2y Fe'.l-'· 

for y = 0.4 and y = O.G haw 1>('('11 plotted (Dorschner, 1995). For y = 
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Figure 5.7: C01l1plox Illc/icc's of Hefrcu:tioIl n{A) and k{A) of Some Silicates. The 
shaded fogioll ill t./w jigflJ"(' i8 Uw ()1)ticfll regioll that we are interested in this work. 

n(A) and k(A) ClW hif,!;hc'r (·.olllpare<i to y = 0.5. This indicates that the refractive 

index illereasps wi th tlw Ff' (,(lIltent in the amorphous Olivine. In the optical region 

(The shaded regiolls ill t.Iu' fif,!;ures), k (A) deereases very steeply with wavelength A. 

In Fig. 5.7b t.he wfract.ivp indices of Astronomical Silicate from Draine (1994) and 

crystalline Olivine as tOnstruc:t.eci by Li and Greenberg (1997) are plotted. Note 

that the k(A) for crystalline Olivine chosen by Li and Greenberg is identical to 

that of Astronomical Silicate. In Fig. 5.7c, the refractive indices of Forsterite from 

Scott and Duley (1996), amorphous Pyroxene (Mgx Fe l_X Si03) with x = 0.95 from 

Dorschner (1995), and amorphous Pyroxene from Jager et ai. (1994), are plotted. 
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Forsterite is part of the Olivine family (M92yFe2-2ySi04) with y = 1.0. In Fig. 5.7d 

the refractive indices of crystalline Clino-pyroxene (MgxFel-xSi03 with x = 0.7) 

and crystalline olivine (M 92yFe2-2ySi04 with y = 0.9) obtained from Lucey (1998) 

are plotted. 
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Figure 5.8: Complex Indices of Refraction n(,x) and k(,x) of Amorphous Carbon 
and Interstellar Organic Rdractory. The shaded region in the figure is the optical 
region that we arC! intf!rrstec/ in this work. 

In Fig. 5.8 the refractive iudieeH of amorphous Carbon (Rouleau and Martin, 1991) 

and Interstellar Organic Refraetory (Li and Greenberg, 1997) are plotted. These two 

carbonaceous IIlat(~riaIH hav(~ h(~en used by Li and Greenberg (1998) as the organic 

refractory compOIwllt. in cometary dust to explain the infrared emission from comet 

Hale-Bopp. In our analysis of co/lwtary polarization, we adopt their assumption and 

rPIH·PS(mt. t.he organic' I'drad.ol'Y ill t.hE~ cometary dust by equal-mass of amorphous 

Ca.rhon and IlIt.(~I'Ht.dlal' Ol'gani<: Rdractory. 

The tolllPOHit.ioll of illt,(H'Htdlar, interplanetary, and cometary grains is poorly known. 

Stlldi(~s hy Mat.his, H.lIl1lpl, and Nor<isieck (1977), Mathis (1979), Mathis and Wal

lmlitorst (1981), M(~:t,g(ll', Mat.his, and Panagia (1982), Mathis, Mezger, and Panagia 

(1983), and Dmirw and Le(~ (1988) suggest that the dust grains could be assumed 

<lH a lllixt.lll'(~ of silieat.e awl organic grains. The ratio of silicate to organic mass 

(R71I. = M,9it! MOT.']) haH been measured in situ (Greenberg and Hage, 1990) for comet 

Halley, In abHener. of in 8itu observations, this ratio in comets, could be determined 

by tonsidering different. Rm values and comparing them with the observations. For 

Himplitity, Li and Greenberg (1998) have considered only three values: Rm = 00, 2 

and 1. Rm = 00 represents the case that the dust grain is entirely silicate. 

Greenberg and Hage (1990), Hage and Greenberg (1990), Krishna Swamy et al. 

(1988) and Xing and Hanner (1997) have all concluded that cometary grains are 
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porouS and contain an organic component. Investigation of polarizatioIl spectra. 

of several possible grain materials by Kolokolova and Jockers (1997) suggest that 

astronomical silicate must be the most abundant constituent of cometary grains. 

In the present study, the dust grains are assumed t() be formed ()f silicates and 

carbonaceous organic compounds. We considered Astmnornical Silicate (Draine, 

1994) as an example of medium k(A), amorphous pyroxene (Dorschner, 1995) and 

amorphous Forsterite (Scott and Duley, 1996) as examples of low k (A). Following 

Wooden et al. (1999), amorous olivine with y = 0.5 has been included in the 

combination as grains of high k(,x). As shown in the following section, presence of 

even a small fraction of organic will grossly alter the refractive index:. Hence no 

attempt was made to identify the nature of the Mg poor silicate components. The 

effective complex indices of refraction, nand k is calculated adopting the Effective 

Medium Theory (EMT) 1, llsing the Bruggeman dielectric function (BruggeIIlan, 

1935). The Mie scattering code by Bohren and Huffman (1983) (see Ch.apter 1) was 

used for computing thc intensity of light scattered by a spherical graiIl of radillS s. 

If iJ. and ill represcnt. the components of the scattered light intensity perpendicular 

and parallel to the Heat tcring plane, the model polarization due to sca.ttering from 

this dust grain is exprcHsed by 

(5.4) 

Light scattered by tlw whole cW-lemble ()f dust grains ()f different siZES contribute to 

the overall polariJ'.ation. 

5.5.1 Size Distribution Law 

It is extremely important that a proper size distribution of c()metary dust grains is 

selected since it will influence the overall scattering intensity, color a.nd polarizatioIl. 

A cometary grain distribution as derived by Hanner (1983) and Hamer et aI. (1985-) 

lThe EMT presents an approximation to the estimate of the optical properties man jnh()JDOg& 

neous particle by its substitution with a. homogeneous particle ha.ving au effectiverefractiVEiDdD: 

(see Chapter 1). 
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has been used in the present work. This distribution law is of the form 

( SO)M (SO)N n(s)d8 = 1 - -; -;, (5.5) 

where So is the minimum grain radius or the lower cut-off size. M is related to the 

peak grain size (the size where n(s) is maximum), and N defines the slope of the 

power-law size distribution at large s. The grain size sp where n(s) peaks is 

(M+N) 
sp = So N (5.6) 

Fig. 5.9, shows how the distribution varies with the three parameters, M, N and 

So. In Fig. 5.9a, band (;, the parameters M, N and So are varied respectively, 

8 0 - O.Ol~m 
I( .. 92 i:25 (5) 
N = 3.85 

10-' 
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Figure 5.9: Variation of the dust grain size distribution with the three parameters 
M, Nand 80. The dotted lines are the power law distributions (s/ so)N. 
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while the other two are held fixed. In Fig. 5.9a, M varies from 67 to 117 with 

steps of 5 (represented in the figure as 92 ± 25 (5)). In Fig. 5.9b, N varies from 

3.85 to 5.85 with steps of 0.2. In Fig. 5.9c So is varied from O.OOlt-Lm to O.009,um 

with steps of O.OOl,um. After trying out the least square fits to observed phase 

dependent polarization, using different combinations of the parameters M, Nand 

So (Section 5.6), a combination of the following dust grain size distributions was 

selected: 

Distribution A: 80 = O.OOlJl,m, M = 92.0 and N = 3.85, 

Distribution B: 80 = O.005,um, M = 92.0 and N = 5.85. 

From Eqs.5.5 and 5.6, the grain size sp and its number density n(sp) for these 

distributions are, 

.'IPA = O.02490Jutt, 

.'iPII = O.083G3p:m, 

U;1(SpA) = 9.70285 x 10-8, 

UH(SpB) = 2.39863 x 10-10 . 

The distributiolls A and B, am plotted in Fig. 5.9d. The distribution B in the figure 

has been multiplied by 1O:.!. Thm;e values for the size distribution gave us the best 

fit to the polarimdric data h(~tween the phase angles a = 20° to 35°. 

PolarizatioIl of tlw wma computed using the distribution A with different Silicate 

and organk (:olllpm;it.ioIls, can fairly well fit the phase dependent polarization curve 

for Comet Hale-Bopp. H()w(~ver an addition of dust grains with a size distribution 

B to the (mselllhl(~, illlprov(~d the phase dependent polarization curve for Comet 

Hale-Bopp at three different. wavelengths. 

The total intensity of s(:att.erecl radiation, parallel and perpendicular to the scatter

ing plane, for sueh a distribution, is 

We take 70 different grain sizes from 0.0511 to 30.00,u (0.0511 :::; s :::; 30.00J,L) in our 

C t:' 1 'n type For a ·omputation. In Eqs. 5.7, h and III are computed lor a smg e gral . 
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collection of different grain types wit.h ciiff('f('nt dis! rihut iUIiN. t tw SC'utl t'I'.·cl mcHnttuII 

hi and [IIi have to be surnml'd for all tl\(' p;min t ,"I}C's, ASNllllliliA c'<lllnl pwpml iOIl 

of each grain type the total polarbmt,ioll dill' t,o this ('oliC'('t ion will I,.. 

p = 
~ (I 1 I I) 
"-'I L - II x IOO (in'Yr,) 
L:I (I LI + lin 

5.5.2 Polarization Dependence on Silicate to Carbon Ratio 

and Porosity 

Cometary dust is assunwc! t.o }I(' It po rOils ('oflglollll'mt.ioll of Hilklltf'H and orKnllk 

elements. In our computatioIls diffc'I'('IIt. silica!.!' t () orAnui<' mtiuH (11m == A/.Il1 A/INJ '" 

0, 2, 8, 12, and 00) and porosit.i('s (1) =-: (l'Yc" :W'Yc" :J!iIYc., ·10%, ·I!i%, !i()%, nO',~,. iOCX-. 

80%, and 95%) havp })('('ll ('ollsici('l'('c\. As till' ('ffe·('t iVI' f('fmet iw iudke.,; dC'lJfIIlci 011 

t.he grain composit.ioll Hlld porosit,v, Ihl' scal t .. riug polnrbmt iun from thc',"' Krniu" 

will vary. As an illustratioll, FiJ.!" ;),10 Hhows IIII' \'nrintilUl in phnHf' (I('p"nch'", 

polari~ation wit.h diff('J'('lIt. Hm alld /1, 

The ratio Rm vari('s horjl':ont,all,\', w Iii II' por()si l.'t' is varil·d wrt.knlly ill t.tw figurc'. Tt ... 

Idt most col limn (U7ll -- ()) is pl\l'(' orJ.!,mai(',Ioj ( .. qual mas:" of nUlOrphouN Car hun Ilncl 

interst.dlar organi(' I'<'f'rad,or,v) wit.h 110 silicalp, The' rightmoHt. ('Oll1fJ1f1 (Urn ~ rx,,) h. 

pure silieat.(~, AHt.I'Ollollli('al Sili('i1!<' (Ihain(', 1!)!).I) is till' Nilknt!' C'Utnpouud llHfl(1 ill 

til<'SP plot.H. Tb(~ porosil,i('s for ('aC'h J'l)W of figlll'(,s an' illdkat.f'cl on thc' ril(ht. hand 

axis, Tlw dllst. graill sil':(, disl,rillllt.i()l1 law Ilsl'd for 1,IIl'SI' plot.s iN tli.· /Ji.'4tribuhml A 

(see SPC:, 5.[), I), 'I'll(' pIUtH(' dq)(lllcl('llt. ('llrVl'S haw hl'f'1I plott.f'cl for t.hff'f' WIlVr

lPllgthH, 6840A (collt.illIlOI1S liIH's), ·IIH!iA (dot.f.(·d lilli'S) and 3650A (d8.Hhr.d lin~), 

TIl(> phaHe dpp(mdpllt. polaril':at.ioll dat.a (Fig. !U) of (,Oflwt Halr.- BOPI> for cometary 

continuuIll filkni G8'WA(!HIA), .18,I!iA(G5A) and 3650A(80A) ar(~ also over plotted. 

It. is imnwdiat.Ply d('at' t.hat. tllP phasp d('l)(md(~nt polarization curves vary to a Jarge 

pxt.ent. with Rm and p. In all grain t.ypes with porosity of 95% the phase dependent 

polari~ation CurVr.H are almost. id(~I1tical for all the three wa.velengths plotted. Thil 

is obvious l)(~eause, 95% of t}wse grains are vacuum. The refractive index of theee 

d(~nleIlt.H computed using tlw Bruggeman dielectric functions, is cJoee to the vacuum 
refra.ctive index. As explained in the next section, at high ~,,,~ ~ 
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are unreliable and use of DDA techniques (Chapter 1) is recommended. 

Astronomical Silicate (Drain, 1985) 
R = 02 04 OB 12 00 
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Figure 5.10: PIUl.s(' c/epmu/C!l1t polarization for different Rm and p. Astronomical 
Silicate (DraiIH', 1994) is tlw silicatn compound used in these plots. The phase 
dependellt curves ;1,]'0 fo]' thn!o wavelengths (Continuous lines for 6840A, dotted 
lines for 4845A aJl(1 rJaslwd liIlf!8 for 3650A). The phase dependent polarization 
data of couwt Haj(!-Bopp, at, tlJese wavelengths from Fig. 5.1 are also plotted. 
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5.5.3 Behavior of Highly Porous Grains 

In Fig. 5.10 the polarization from the highly porous grains have been plotted using 

their effective refractive indices. It is however not very adequate to represent these 

dust grains of such high porosity by a homogeneous spherical grain with an effective 

refractive index. Mukai et al. (1992) in their work on radiation pressure force finds 

that the value of f3 (Eq. 1.2) becomes independent of the size of the aggregate porous 

grain and finally approaches a constant value deduced for the individual constituent 

particles. This implies that, the scattering properties of the porous aggregate will 

behave as a composite of many smaller, either individual or clumps of less porous 

grains. Fig 5.11 is a simulation of a porous grain with a fractal structure of fractal 

dimension D = 1.93±O.07 (Mukai et al., 1992). The region in the box of Fig 5.11, is 

Figure 5.11: A frad,d f(!jJl'OSOllt,at.iOIJ ()f a porous dust gain. This porous aggregate 
is ,l ha.llistic dm;tol'-dllstor aggregatioIl (BCCA), produced by three dimensional 
Montf!-Car1o siIlllllat.ic)Jl (Mukai d al., 1992). 

orw snch HalIlplc~ of it wgiol1 that. could behave as one of the smaller and less porous 

graiIlH. Therdow Uw ]>WHPIlC(~ of highly porous grains will effectively increase the 

number of smaller grains. We lwlicvc, that majority of the small grains in the 

Hplected dist.rihution law (Di8tribution A) represent elements in these porous grains. 
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5.6 Fitting the Phase Dependent Polarization 

5.6.1 Hale-Bopp Data 

Predicted polarization of an ensemble of grains at the three continuum. wavelen.gths 

6840A, 4845A and 3650A corresponding to observa.tions of comet Hale-Bopp by 

Ganesh et al. (1998) and Manset & Bastien (2000) were computed. For a. proper 

match with the observations over the entire range of phase angle a.nd tl:te three 

colors, combinations of grain types and proper choice of their size distribution a.re 

essential. 

Cometary dust grains (Fig. 1.1) are a.ssumed to be a collection of different silicate

organic elements. As a first gucHs, a four component combinations of silicates each 

with 30 different combinations of 1) and Rrn of grain types with low, medium and 

large k(A) were considered. Polarization computed using Eq. 5.8 for a total of 

810,000 combinations were wmpil.recl with the observed phase curves in the least 

square sense. As IIwntiOIwci in Ser:. 5.5.1 the ;c2S using distribution A (so = O.OOl.um, 

M = 92.0 and N = 3.85) wa.o..; fOlJud to be better than other combinatiDns of these 

parameters. HeIlC(~ Hi~e cliHtriJmtioIl A was chosen to represent the combined gra.in 

population in the willa and Hh(~ll in the aperture. 

Almost all the good titt.inp; combina,t,i(>IlR had Astronomical Silicate with medillm 

porosity with :30% < 1) < 4;)(/(1 ill commOIl. Others were repetitions with different 

members of ]'r!.q rich oliviIH~ or pyrox(me ill amorphous or crystalline form with 

slightly cliffm'ing vah H'S of Urn and p. This readily follows from Fig. 5.12 which 

shows the ph~\.,-;e dq)(~lHknte of tlw polarization produced by grains of four different 

silicate content anc! for diffpn~ll t. yah WH of R77I and p. 

The four different si! icat(~ eoutcmt,H are, 

Fig. 5.12a: Ast.ronomical Silitat(~ (Draine, 1994), 

Fig. 5.12b: Amorphous ryroxt~m~ with Mg number 0.95 (Dorschller, 1995), 

Fig. 5.12(': F()rsterit(~ (Scott and Duley, 1996), 

Fig. 5.l2d: Mg poor amorphous Olivine with M 9 number ().5 

(Dorschner, 1995). 
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Figure 5.12: Plms(' dnpmuiml/, polari:mtioll for a varied Rm and p. The silicate 
C()Ilt(mt." an!: a) AHt,l'OlwIlJictll SiIi('(ttn, b) Amorp}lOU& Pyroxene, c) Forsteritc a11(1 
d) M 9 poor Amorpholls OlivilH'. Ot1wr dntails are similar to that of Fig. 5.10. 

AHtronornieal Silicate has ])('ell re-plotted in Fig. 5.12a for comparison with the other 

three silicateH. 

For Rm S 12, t.he polari7.atioll 118 phasp curves for Mg rich crystalline olivine, amor

phous pyroX(~I1P awl Forsterit(~ are not only similar to each other but also resemble 

turves of Astronomical Silicate apart from a shift in porosity within ±10%. The 

fluctuations in the curves occur because of interference of refracted and reflected 

components (Kolokolova et ai., 1997). These fluctuations disappear for Astronomi

cal Silicate and M 9 poor olivine because of the reduction of the refracted component 

(see Fig 5.6) due to a higher value of the absorptive constant k (k ~ 0.03 for As-
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tronomical Silicate and k ~ 0.1 for M 9 poor olivine, while k is less than 0.01 for 

other silicates). Thus even a small value of Rrrl = 12 is sufficient to significantly 

increase the absorptive part of refractive index which mainly controls the polariza

tion (see Fig. 5.6). Similarly, the inftuenee of porosity masks the differences in the 

intrinsic absorptivity of the different silicate types. M 9 rich pure silicates (pyrox

enes and olivines in crystalline or amorphous state) which have the absorptive part 

of the refractive index 0.0001 < k < 0.01 could be differentiated as a group from 

Astronomical Silicate which has a larger absorptive index of k ~ 0.03. Amorphous 

olivine with M 9 fraction of 0.5 displays a very different polarization curve. The large 

wavelength dependent gradient increasing towards blue, of the absorptive constant 

k, increases the positive polarization for all colors and more so in blue. The color 

dependence of polarization for grains of olivine with low Mg content are opposite to 

what is observed for cometH. These Kraills may however constitute a minor fraction 

of the cometary grain cUHeInhle. 

From the preliminary fits to tlw phas(~ d(~pendent polarization, the necessity of 

adding elements to the collection with varied weights was felt. Eq. 5.8 with varied 

weights Wi will modify to, 

p = 
L:i Wi (I Ii - /10 Q 

( ' ') x 100 (in%). 
L:i W,: /1.! + III! 

(5.9) 

In reality a range of porosity and organic fractions should be considered. However 

due to computatioual constraints tiw combinations had to be restricted. Eight grain 

types with Distribution A were selected based on the least-square fit. The weights 

were adjusted interadively. During this fit, An additional amount of,Astronomical 

Sili<:ate with the dust grain size distrihution of Distribution B (see Sec. 5.5.1) im

proved the fits. This Di<~tr'ibution B peaks at 0.083pm, with a short band width. 

The short bandwidth is due to the larger lower cut-off size of So = 0.005j.£ and higher 

power-law gradient of N = 5.85 (Fig. 5.9). 

The combination of the 11 grain types with 8 grain types of Distribution A and the 

remaining 3 with the Distribution B, with porosity ranging from 0% to 450/ 

taken as the initial value in the next rigorous least-square fit in Sec. 5.7 
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types are enlisted in Table 5.3 with their corresponding Rm, p, size distribution 

and normalized weights Wi . nd(sp,J The highly porous grains were not directly 

i Grain Type Rm Porosity Dist. Norm. Weights 

MBil/ Morg % d Wi . nd(sPd) 
1 Astronomical Silicate SiA/SiX t 2 0% A 33.8% 
2 Astronomical Silicate SiA/SiX 2 35% A 24.2% 
3 Astronomical Silicate SiA/SiX 2 45% A 9.7% 
4 Astronomical Silicate SiA· 00 45% A 4.8% 
5 Forsterite SiX '" 8 35% A 4.8% 
6 Amorphous Pyroxene SiX 12 35% A 9.7% 
7 Amorphous Pyroxene SiX 00 40% A 1.2% 
8 Amorphous Olivine My poor 00 45% A 7.3% 
9 Astronomical Silicate SiA/SiX 2 35% B 2.4% 

10 Astronomical Silicate SiA/SiX 2 0% B 1.2% 
11 Astronomical Silicate SiA 00 45% B 1.0% 

Table 5.3: The Comhinatioll of 11 gntin typeH fitting the phase polarization curve 
for Comet Hale-BoPI>. Not(~ that "00" f(~pre:wnt that the particular element does 
not have any organic contmlt . 

• SiA: Astronomical Silicate! aH it HftlIlpJe of medium absorptive index k(>.). 
... SiX: M 9 rich Hilicat(~, ei ther c:rYHt,alline or amorpllOus/pyroxene/olivine: 
Forsterite and AII1orpiJOw; Pyroxmw were taken as sample member of low absorptive 
index k("\). 
t S'iA/SiX: Dlw to high organic: cOIltent (Rm = 2), it is difficult to distinguish 
l)(~tweeI1 AHtroIlO1llic;tl Silic(l.t(~, S'iA and S'tX with certainty (see Fig. 5.12). Astro-
110micaJ Silicate! waH tak(!JJ aH tlw HalIlplc~ member. 

c:ollsidered. AH explained ill S(~(:. 5,5.:J, at high porosities (p> 95%), the scattering 

properties of the grains resemble those of individual subunits of sub-micron size 

(Xing and Hanner, 1997, Muka.i et al., 1992). Hence highly porous grains of larger 

si;.r,e may be implicitly induded in Distribution B which has the sub-micron size 

grains. 

In Table 5.3, M 9 rich silicate is represented as SiX. It could be crystalline or 

amorphous pyroxene, or olivine, or Forsterite. At high organic content (Rm = 2), 

it is difficult to distinguish between SiA and SiX with certainty (see Fig. 5.12). 

Therefor, the grain types with Rm = 2 are represented as SiA/SiX. The normalized 

weights Wi . nd(spd) in percentage of the total weight, have been tal 

of Wi so that relative abundance of grains with Distribution A and 
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could be directly compared. It may be noted that the peak number dem;ity nA (.'J pA ) 

is 404.516 times larger than nB(spB} (see Sec:. 5.5.1 and Fig. 5.9d). 

The negative polarization of comets at small phase angle is generally explained by 

the roughness of the grains or by coherent back-scatter and multiple scattering in 

the agglomerate grains at back scattering angles i. e. at low phase angles. The Mie 

theory does not consider these effects and thus may not explain the data at low 

phase angles. To explain the negative polarization of comets at small phase angles, 

Xing and Hanner (1997) proposed that there is a mixture of transparent and ab

sorbing grains in comets such that at small phase angles, the absorbing particles 

are unpolarized and the negative polarization is produced by the transparent par

ticles. For comet Hale-Bopp, high polarization at large phase angles is contrasted 

by a weak negative branch at low phase allgl(~s (Hadameik, Levasscur-Regourd and 

Renard (1997), Kiselev and Velichko (1997), Mans(~t and Bastien (2000). It iH seen 

from Fig. 5.12, that high silicate content. in t.lw grains produce large negative polar

ization at small phas(~ angles (n < 200). III our phase depcmdent fit, the dust grains 

with large organic content (Rm = 2) lwlp to reduce t.he nc~gative bmneh. Following 

Vasundhara (2001) the polariJ.mtiou at phase angles 0: > 38° have been matched by 

increasing the M g poor silicat.e cOllt(~IIt.. Sillc(~ at large phase angles during 1997, 

the northern regioll of the comet h(~illg sll1tlit., I·mell all increase is suspected by Va

sundhara, to be clue t.o t.he didlOtolIlY in til(' surfac(~ composition in the northern 

and south(~rn region of th(~ eonwt. Ha!p-I3o!>p. 

Our spectropolarimetric ohservatiolls of toIlwt Ha.l(~-Bopp at 0' = 34?3 is at a lower 

pha.<;e angle hence no additional weights were assigned to M 9 poor silicate compo

nent. In Fig. 5.13, th(~ computed phase dependent polarization (Top Panel) and 

wavelength dependent polarization (Lower Panel) of Comet Hale-Bopp are plotted 

along with the phase dependent polarization data of Fig. 5.1, and the wavelength 

dependent polarization from ApI and Ap2 (see Sec. 5.3.1). The model polarizations 

are computed using the 11 grain types with their respective weights tabulated in 

Table 5.3. 
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Figure 5.13: A model fit of the phase depeIJ.dent polarization and wavelength de
pendent polarization of Comet Hale-Bopp The wavelength dependent polarizations 
are through the aperture ApI and Ap2. Over-plotted is the wavelength dependent 
model polarization (dotted line), optimized through phase dependent polarization 
at three wavelengths. 
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The relative weights of the grain types optimized through phase dependent polariza

tion at three wavelengths, matches reasonably well with Ap2 while ApI has a higher 

polarization in the blue. Equipped with this fit, a much more rigorous weight deter

mination by fine tuning with wavelength dependent fit to our spectropolarimetric 

data through aperture ApI, Ap2 and ApJ was carried out. This work is presented 

in Section 5.7. 

5.6.2 Wild 2 Data 

For comet Wild 2, due to the paucity of polarization measurements at different phase 

angles, and non availability of multi-color polarization data; it was not possible to 

carry out a rigorom; three mlor pha.'lP dependent polarization fit, as was done for 

Comet Hale-Bopp. For fitting t.he Wild 2 pha..c:;p polarization curve, the computer 

code that performs t.he X:.! fit. by computing the total polarization using Eq. 5.8, 

for different combinatiolls of t.he eolb:t.iou; wa.<; improved and extended to have a 

maximum combination of G ~raill t.ypes of equal weight collection A combination of 

3 different distributioIl laws were tri<~d. 

A : So = 0.00 I/I:m, M = D2.0 and N = 3.85 

(Used for Hale-Bopp, present work) 

C : So = O.OGO/lUl" At = 8.47 and N = 3.70 

(Hayward, Hanner and Sekanina, 2000) 

D: So = (J.lOO/I,m, M = 12.89 and N = 3.60 

(Jorda et at., 1997 ) 

Fig. 5.14 showR these t.hrep distributions. Note that the Distribution A has been 

used along with Distribution B for some grain types for modeling the polarization 

of comet Hale-Bopp (Sec. 5.5.1). The other two distributions, Distribution C and 

Distribution D have higher percentage of larger grains. 

A model fit to the data was performed by using different permutations and combi

nations of 6 grain types with the 3 different distribution laws, with organic contents 

(Rm = 0, 2, 8, 12 and 00) and with porosities p = 0%, 40% and 60%. A finer grid 

of Rrn and p is unwarranted because these cannot be tightly constrained in any case 
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Figure 5.14: Size distribution lawH for Wild 2. The Distribution A has been used 
for comet Hale-Bopp (Fig. 5.9rl). 

due to limited data points. From tlw fin.;t 2000 bm;t X2 fits to the phase dependent 

polarization at 650oA, the best. OIIElS were selm:ted visually by plotting them. It was 

however difficult to distinguish bet.w(~eIl SOIIW of the combinations because only a 

single wavelength coust.mint. could be appli(~d vis-a-vi the three wavelength phase 

dependent polariJ':a.t.ioIl fit. for COllWt. Hale-Bopp. From the first 2000 best X2 fits, 

500 combinations were splect.(~d. 

5.7 Determining the Spectropolarimetric 

Continuum for Comet Hale-Bopp 

The dust compoHitioll of 11 grain types with their corresponding weights Wi enlisted 

in Table 5.3, are assunwd as the initial guess. Keeping the least significant weight of 

Distribution A, (W6 = 1.00) constant, we iterate the rest of the 10 weights, to fit our 

spectropolarimetric data from ApI, Ap2 and ApJ independently. The 10 weights 

were changed over grid values around the initial guess (Table 5.3). For each and 

every variation of the weights Wi, the model polarization was compared with the 

observed polarization. By spline fitting the model polarization with the data point 

grids, X2 fits were made. After each iteration, the new weights Wi, for the best X2 fit 
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were selected and a fresh iteration was performed around these new weights. After 

multiple iterations, good fits to ApI, Ap2 and ApJ were obtained which converged 

reasonably well. Table 5.4 enlists the total percentile weights Wi' nd(SpJ for the best 

i Grain Type Rm p Dist. Wi' nd(spd) (in %) 
% (for ApI) (for Ap2) (for ApJ) 

1 Ast. Silicate SiA/SiX 2 0% A 29.59% 39.54% 2.00% 
2 Ast. Silicate SiA/SiX 2 35% A 23.80% 0.47% 0.20% 
3 Ast. Silicate SiA/SiX 2 45% A 40.08% 2.04% 2.05% 
4 Ast. Silicate SiA 00 45% A 0.28% 0.08% 79.95% 
5 Forsterite SiX 8 35% A 1.54% 25.49% 0.20% 
6 Amor. Pyroxene SiX 12 35% A 2.52% 0.79% 0.22% 
7 Amor. Pyroxene SiX 00 40% A 0.54% 0.70% 1.33% 
8 Amor. Olivine Mg poor 00 45% A 1.40% 24.65% 0.38% 
9 Ast. Silicate SiA/SiX 2 35% B 0.05% 0.08% 0.03% 

10 Ast. Silicate SiA/SiX 2 0% B 0.05% 1.42% 0.04% 
11 Ast. Silicate SiA 00 45% B 0.15% 4.74% 13.61% 

Table 5.4: The nOfIlwlizod percollt.iJe w(~ights Wi . nd(8pd ) for the combination of 
11 grain types, fitting tlw w(I,vdongth dopollC/ont polarization of Comet Hale-Bopp 
through ApI, Ap2 and Ap.f. 

fits to the three apert,ures (ApI, Ap2 and Ap.f). From these weights the relative 

abundance of each species of grain t.ypes could be inferred. 

In the innermost aperture on the central coma (ApI), we notice a substantial amount 

of Astronomical Silicate with larg(~ organic: content (Rm = 2). The porosity of these 

dust grains as c:ornpllt.(~d by tlw Illodel, falls in the range of 0 to 45%. 

A larger area of the eornd around the eoma is sampled by the aperture Ap2 compared 

to aperture ApI. A comparison of the weights Wi • nd(Spa) from these apertures 

reveals the relative ahundance between the inner and outer regions of the comet 

coma. In Ap2, the amount of Astronomical Silicate with the large organic content 

(R,n = 2) of Distribution A, decreases drastically, while number of lower organic 

content Forsterite with Rm = 8 with the same size distribution and Astronomical 

Silicate with Distribution B is increased. This difference in the relative abundance of 

grains with high and low organic content, between the inner and outer regj~~ 

be due to evaporation of the volatile organic content as suggested b 
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ai. (2001), who find evidence of organic material being destroyed due to heating by 

the Sun. It may be noted that Di.~tribution B indicates high population of grains 

with a limited bandwidth. Although the number density peaks at 0.083/1., as the 

scattering efficiency peaks when the size parameter is near unity, the maximum 

contribution to intensity comes from grains in the range 0.1/1. to 0.5J..t with a flat 

maximum and steep fall on both sides (Fig. 5.15). Such a narrow size range could 
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Figure 5.15: Tlw rdative' scaf,tcr('d intclJsity at different grain sizes. with four dis
tri 1m tiOlll:1 (D'i..'Itl'ilm,t'io7/. A, Di.'lt'f"ilm,tiorL B, Distribution C, and Distribution D) 
ll.'wd ill tlJi", work. '1'110 V(!]'tiraJ Jill€! at .'I = O.05/mu is the starting grain size used 
for tiw COll1]Hl f,atioJj of tlw llIodni J>()Jarilm,tioll. (Adapted from: Vasundhara, 2001) 

either result. from Im~akillg of t.he very fragile highly porous grain of porosity ~ 95%; 

or as pointed out. hy Xing and Hanner, (1997), Kolokolova et al. (2001), these may 

repreHent t.he sub-unit.s of large fluffy grains. Larger population of Distribution B at 

larger <iistancm.; froIll t,}w nucleus may therefor imply larger fraction of porous grains 

as a mmlt. of evaporation of the volatiles as suggested by Kolokolova. 

Forst(~ritc (S'iX) wit.h Rm = 8 and p = 35%, increases approximately by about 

seventeen times from ApI to Ap2. The reason of this difference is not well under

st.ood. As mentioned in Sec. 5.6.1, it is difficult to differentiate a Mg rich silicates 

from Astronomical Silicate. Hence this grain could also be Astronomical Silicate. 

In which ease partial dispersal of organic refractory could leave behind grains of 

reducing organic content or increasing lim value of 8. The same could be true for 
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the M 9 poor Olivine which has increased weight in Ap2. 

Fig. 5.16a, shows the wavelength dependent polarization of ApI and Ap2 obtained 

from the spectropolarimetric: observations of comet Hale-Bopp and the fitted model 

continuum polarizations. In Fig. 5.I6b and Fig. 5.16c, the residuals between the ob

served and model continuum polarization for ApI and Ap2 are plotted respectively. 

For an ideal fit of the model continuum polarization to the continuum cometary po

larization, the residuals in Fig. 5.I6b and Fig. 5.I6c, would represent the polarization 

of molecular emission bands in the comet. (Borgne and Crovisier, 1987). 

The present approach of computing the model polarization due to a collection of 

only 11 types of spherically shaped grains computed using the EMT Mie code, is 

over simplified. With our limited computing facility, the treatment of the problem 

with EMT is only adequate enough to give us an insight into the organic content and 

porosities of the grains. Thcrdore the residuals shown in Fig. 5.16b and Fig. 5.16c, 

may not be solely due t.o polari:.mtioll of molecular emission bands, however the 

presence and sigllatlln~ of molecular polarization is clearly visible. The regions of 

the major cometary mol(~clliar hands are marked. The signature of solar HQ and 

Hfj are not pwsent. OIl tlw polaril',ation spectra, and they are not expected to have 

any polarization features. However, all absorption like feature is seen at Na-D 

lincs. distinct (:.}, and N H'J. f(~aturm; are seen. The region of C2-band sampled by the 
" """ 1.~J'·I·" ,.I\'jJ 

Hale-Bop!) fi141A(11SA) filt.er has a slight negligible dip compared to the continuum 

points 011 hot.h siC\(~s. This is in conformity with Kiselev's (2000) data. Kiselev's 

data HhowH that. this dip increases with the phase angle. A higher polarization at 

the H2()+ band observed with 7000A(175A) by Manset and Bastien (2000) shown 

in Fig. 5.1, is seen aH a broad enhancement with spectral features in our data. The 

region has many H'J.O+ lines corresponding to the (0,6,0) H20+ band. The H20+ 

lines marked in the Fig. 5.16b and Fig. 5.16c, are laboratory lines for the (0,6,0) and 

(0,5,0) H20+ band, (Wehinger et at., 1974). 

The mechanism of polarization of cometary emission bands is not very well under

stood. Generally fluorescence process is understood to be isotropic and unpolarized. 

The theory of the polarization of fluorescence cometary molecular bands is reviewed 

by Borgne and Crovisier (1987). According to them light emission from cometary 
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Figure 5.16: Wavelength dependent polarization of Comet Hale-Bopp. The 
smooth dotted lines ill the top panel (a) are the model polarization fitted to ApI and 
Ap2. In the next two panels (b & c) the residuals between the observed and model 
polarizations are plotted. The bottom most panel (d) is the difference between the 
residuals of Ap2 to ApI. 
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gases are governed by fluoreHcence process caused by the excitation by the unidi

rectional radiation of the sun. They argue that this process is thus not isotropic, 

hence the fluorescent emissions ill Gomets are linearly polarized. Polarization due 

to unidirectional incident radiation is also shown in the text-books of Mitchell and 

Zemansky, 1934 and Feofilov, 1959. 

Conventionally, linear polarization is positive for polarization perpendicular to the 

plane of scattering (h > III)' When we observe the line or band polarization as an 

absorption like features on the continuum polarization, the line or band polarization 

is more parallel than perpendicular to the plane of scattering (1./ > I,,'). This effect 

is seen for the 5141Ac2 band and the Na-D lines. When line or band polarization 

appears as emission like features on the continuum polarization, then 1./ < I,,'. 
This is seen for the N HJ. and H'}.()-t features. N H2 and H 20+ are isoelectronic and 

are very similar in tlwir exeitatiOll. No theoretical prediction of the polarization of 

the cometary radiatioIl of tlWHP Jll()I<~cules is known (Jockers, 1997). 

In Fig. 5.l6d the diffewIlcP !>dweell the residuals of Ap2 to ApI has been plotted 

which ean be attribut.ed to til(' O\lt(~r parts of the coma, which is encompassed by 

the aperture Ap2. Amon!!; thc~ prominent Hignatures of molecular fluorescence band 

iH the C'}, at 470G ± :wA. ThiH banel iH uot dearly visible in Fig. 5.16b and c, but 

dearly shoWH lip in til(' e1ifferc'IlC'C'. The othc~r prominent featurr. is the H20+ bands. 

In Fig. 5.IGd t.lw (O,n,O) banel at. G!)87 Ais negative indieating a higher polarization in 

thiH band at til(' illll('l' part.s of t.he COIIW, while the positive peak for (0,5,0) band at 

7468Aiudieat.e a hi!!;Jwr polarizat.ion in thiH band at the outer parts of the coma. This 

increas0. in polari,mtioll at eliffewnt, regions of the coma is most probably related to 

the amount of emisHion by t.he molecule at different region of the comet. The region 

hetwPE)n the (0,6,0) allel (O,G,O) hand of H20+ shows spurious features. This is due 

to the extremely bad SIN at thr. telluric absorption band. These spurious features 

are seen to Homc~ r.xtcmt in Fig. 5.16c which gets further enhanced in Fig. 5.16d. 

Fig. 5.17a shows thf. wavelength dependent polarization on ajet (from aperture ApJ) 

of Comet Hale-Bopp. The dotted line is the model fit to the observed polarization 

which yielded the best X2• The model polarization for ApI and Ap2 are also plotted 

for comparison. The polarization on the jet is much higher than that on the coma 
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Figure 5.17: WavclrIJgt11 df!p(![u/rnt polarization on a jet of Comet Hale-Bopp at 
11.5 arctJe.c sOUtl1 of tlw cel1tntl coma, Over-plotted (dotted line) is the model fit to 
tlJC obsrrvrd polariy.atiol1. Tlw lIlodd polari7.ation for ApI and Ap2 are also plotted. 

and it has a larger waV(~lpllgt,h gm<iimlt. The wavelength gradient becomes even 

more Hteepr.r for ,,\ > G400A, Imaging polarimetry of comet Hale-Bopp conducted 

by Tallga, Cellillo auel Martiuo, (1997), Hadamcik, Levasseur-Regourd and Renard, 

(1997) and .JOCkm'H d al., (1997) have all indicated a higher polarization on the 

.ids, which is iu couformity with our polarization data on the jet. The jet was 

modeled IlHing t.he Hatrl(~ 11 graiu type as used for modeling the coma, For,,\ < 

640oA, the model polari~atioJl eould be fitted considerably well to the observed 

polarization. The steeper increase in t.he observed polarization at larger wavelengths 

cannot be expiainp.d by t.he model which assumes spherical grains. Alignment of 

nonspherical graiuH on the jet may explain the steeper gradient in polarization at 

larger wavelength. The excess polarization at larger wavelength seem to fallow a 

relation dependent on "\. A simple relation -53,,\-1 + 83.8, seems to extremely well 

fit the residual excess (Fig. 5.17b). 

The percentile weights Wi . nd(spd) for the aperture ApJ tabulated in Table 5.4, 
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indicate that SiA with Rm = 00 and p = 45% seem to be most predominant on the 

cometary jet while SiX is very much depleted. The predominance of Rm = 00 also 

indicate that this jet has extremely low organic content. 

5.8 Determining the Spectropolarimetric 

Continuum for Comet Wild 2 

A rigorous weight determination for a collection of 6 grain types and fine tuning 

with wavelength dependent fit to our spectropolarimetric data of comet Wild 2 was 

undertaken with the selected 500 combinations described in Sec. 5.6.2. 

To begin with, equal weights of Wi = 1.0 for i = 1 to 6. were applied as initial guess. 

Keeping the weight of the Hixth element fixed (we = 1.0), the rest of the five weights 

wef(~ iterated t.o fit our sIwctropolarimetric data of cornet Wild 2. The method was 

similar to t.hat. mwd for t.he speetropolarimetric data of comet Hale-Bopp but in 

thiH case, all GOO diff(~rent selected combinations were visually compared with the 

spectropolarinwt.ric dat.a. Using wavelength dependent polarization, it was possible, 

to dearly srlect one combination from all the 500 combinations. The best fitting 

weights of the Hrlrded combination was then taken as the initial guess for the least 

Hqllaw fit IlHinp; a fiIl(~r grid of weights. 

Table G.G cmliHt.H t.he Hel(~ct.ed grain types, their organic fraction Rm, porosity p, size 

diHtribut.ioIlH and w(~ip;htH Wi. The model fitting code rejected size distributions A 

'l Grain Type Organic Content Porosity Dist. Weights 

Rm = M'il/Morg % d Wi 

1 FOl'stm'ite SiX 00 40 - 60% c 1.02% 
2 CrYHtallille Olivine SiX 12 - 00 40 - 60% C 1.02% 
4 AHtronomical Silicate SiA 12 - 00 0-40% c 1.15% 
~3 AruorphouH Olivizw My poor 12 - 00 0-40% c 22.19% 
[) AmorphouH Pyroxene SiX/SiA 2- 4 0-40% c 10.67% 
6 Organic SiX/SiA 0- 1.5 0-40% C '63.94% 

Table 5.5: The CombinatioIl of 11 grain types fitting the phase polarization curve 
for Comet Wild 2. Note that Rm = 0 represent that the particular element does not 
have any Silicate content. 
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Figure 5.18: \\'m,'(,hmgtll dependent polarization of Comet Wild 2 

and D for all tlw six grain typm;. Distribution C provided the best chi2 solution. 

Therdorr., normali~a.t.ion of tlw weights with nc(spD) was not required. 

The Hdeet.ml combinat.ioIl has high organic content. Among the combinations, the 

grain type with high('st. wPight. (Wo1 = 5.99) is for Rrn = 0, which is for pure organic. 

Oth~r grain t.y}>('s wit.h high abundance are, M 9 poor Amorphous Olivine with 

low organk eontmlt. (R711 = 12) and Amorphous Pyroxene (SiX), again with high 

organic: eont.ent. (Il711 = 2). The best fitting distribution C indicates that the grains 

are eOIlHiderahly largp. 

In Fig. 5.18(1., t.he wav(~l(nlgt.h dependent polarization obtained from the spectropo

larim(~trit ohservations of comet Wild 2 is plotted. Over-plotted is its model con

tinuum polari~at.ion. In Fig. 5.18b, as in Fig. 5.16b and c, the residual between the 

observed polaril,ation and model continuum polarization is plotted. Though the 

comet Wild 2 data is extremely noisy compared to that of comet Hale-Bopp, we 

can still see the polarization signature of molecular fluorescence band on the resid

uals. Among the prominent features that could be identified are the absorption like 
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feature on the C2 band at 5128A, and N B2 band at 6615A. A dear emission like 

feature is also seen at the N a-D lines. 

Sarmecanic et al. (1997) from their mid-infrared imaging of comet Wild 2 reported 

that there was no evidence for excess silicate emission. Due to absence of Silicate 

emission and low maximum polarization of comet Wild 2 compared to other comets, 

Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd (2000) suggests that this comet could be less dust 

rich. However, a comparison between the dust to OB and CN ratios for this comet 

by A'Hearn et al. (1995), indicate that this comet is rich in dust. 

From our spectropolarimetric data modeling of comet Wild 2, we find that the comet 

is depleted in silicates. It is therefor, most probably why Sarmecanic et al. (1997) 

do not find any evidence for excess silicate emission. 

This comet with high organic content may still be rich in dust as indicated by 

A'Hearn et al. (1995) and be at the same time low in maximum polarization. This 

low polarization is maybe due to the M 9 poor Amorphous Olivine with Rm = 12 -

00, p = 0% - 40% in the c()lh~ction of dusts (See Fig. 5.12d). 

The wavelength depcndent polariL';ation for comet Wild 2 (Fig. 5.18 is quite flat. For 

comet Hale-Bopp, the pres(~nce of a population of narrow size distribution (as sub

units of large porous dW-iters/individual grains) appear to produce the large color 

gradient. For Wild 2, tlw fits indicate the presence of larger grains and high ab

sorptive grains either <hw to high organic content or poor M 9 content. Both these 

components have high ahsorpt.ion in blue. Generally comets have larger polarization 

in the red region of the spect.rum compared to that in the blue region (Levasseur

Regourd, Cabane, and Halldeborg, 1999). Selective absorption in blue or a larger 

grain size will increase the polariL';ation at shorter wavelengths and reduce the po

larization gradient as it is noticed for comet Wild 2. Investigation of the nature of 

the grain of this comet is, exciting as it could be substantiated and verified in situ 

by the STARDUST mission. 

If our prediction of the dust nature of this comet is correct, it may help to understand 

a priory the nature of the dust grain impact on the aerogel dust sample collector of 

the STARDUST spacecraft. 
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5.9 Summary and Conclusions 

The polarization of the scattered light from a cometary grain is strongly dependent 

on the phase angle and the wavelength. Trigonometric fits on the phase dependent 

polarization data of comets Hale-Bopp and Wild 2 were performed to determine the 

minimum and maximum polarizations (Pmin & Pmax). The fitted values of Pmin and 

Pmax indicate that Hale-Bopp is an extremely high polarization comet, while Wild 2 

is a low polarization comet. 

To explain the continuum polarization, the scattering properties of the dust grains 

were investigated. Different grain types with a range of absorptivities, organic con

tent Rm, porosity p and size distribution laws were considered. As first step, a com

bination of two grain Hize distributions (Distribution A and Distribution B) with a 

total of 11 grain tyP(~S, waH short-listed by fitting the phase dependent polarization 

data for comet Hale-BopI' at three wavelengths. The contributions from each of 

these grain types werc~ weighted by a factor Wi, while fitting the spectropolarimet

ric data. Spatial resolut.ion in the N-S direction of the spectropolarimeter data of 

comet Hale Bopp enahl('<i illV(~Htigations of the different regions of the comet. Two 

apertures of different silles were centered on the coma (ApI & Ap2) while a third 

aperture (ApJ) was cent.ered on one of the shell of the comet. The observed wave

length dependent polarillat.ioll from the three apertures were fitted to the model 

polarization by varying Wi. FroHl the fits to ApI and Ap2, it was found that regions 

close to the center withill ~ 7 arC.'1cr, contain a larger fraction of organics compared 

to the surrounding outer regions within ~ 13 arcsec. This could be due to break

ing up of the porous grainH and evaporation of the volatile organic content. Such 

a mechanism has been suggested by Kolokolova, et at. (2001) from their imaging 

polarimetric data. Partial dispersal of organic refractory will leave behind grains 

of reducing organic content or increasing the number of grains with Rm > 8. The 

spectropolarimetric data on the shell (aperture ApJ) indicate larger polarization and 

larger color of polarization. Fits to this data set between 4000Ato 6400Aindicate 

a large fraction of pure silicates with k < 0.03. A steep increase in polarization at 

longer wavelength in this aperture is puzzling. This could be due to aligned non 

spherical of grains in the shells. The present model assuming spherical grain is in ad-
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equate to model aligned non spherical grains. Hence our result of modeling of shell 

polarization may not be conclusive. 

For comet Wild 2, the phase dependent observations by Hadamcik and Levasseur

Regourd (2000) at 8 phase angles, through (6500A(1000A)) is the only data set that 

is available to this date. In the absence of enough phase and wavelength dependent 

polarization data for Wild 2, a rigorous analysis was not possible. A combination 

of only 6 grain types wa.., considered. 

From the model fit to the spectropolarimetric data of this comet, indicate that the 

grains are rich in organics and less porous compared to Hale-Bopp. 

The polarization V.'l wavelength curve for comet Wild 2 is quite fiat. For comet 

Hale-Bopp, the presence of a population of narrow size distribution which could be 

subunits of large porous eluHters or individual small grains, appear to produce the 

large polarization color gradient. For Wild 2, the fits indicate the presence of larger 

and high absorptive grains either due to high organic content or poor M 9 content. 

Both these components have high absorption in blue. Selective absorption in blue or 

a larger grain size will incn~ase the polarization at shorter wavelengths and reduce 

the polarization gradient as it is noticed for comet Wild 2. 

The model polarization computed from scattering theory accounts for the continuum 

polarization of the corn('f .. The residual between the observed and model polariza

tions, shows an indicatioIl of fluorescent polarization of cometary molecular bands. 

Investigations of fluoresnmt polarization of molecular bands in comets is challenging 

and not well explored. Au in-depth study of the polarization of molecular bands 

seen in our data will be takpIl up in a future work. 
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Chapter 6 

INVESTIGATIONS OF COLOR 

OF DUST SHELLS IN THE 

POST-PERIHELION CCD 

IMAGES OF COMET 

HALE-BOPP (C/1995 01) 

--__________ !I!\~",': .. " '",.: .. .:11_-----------
Trajectories of dust grains ejected during jet activity are computed to create the 

theoretical brightness and color maps of the shells of Comet Hale-Bopp. The dust 

grain types selected from spectropolarimetry of the cometary shell were used. The 

color of the observed dust shells with respect to the coma in the post-perihelion CCD 

images of comet Hale-Bopp are compared with the color derived from the simulated 

images. This is an independent method to test the dust compositions in the shell 

derived through polarimetry in Chapter 5. 

6.1 Introduction 

Images of Comet Hale-Bopp (1995 01) show distinct dust jets and shells, indicating 

distributed sources of dust emission. The color variation across a newly formed dust 

shell depends on the nature of the grains and the initial size distribution. The color 

144 
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profile across the older shells gets modified due to sorting of the grains by solar 

radiation pressure. Hence the color of the shells are best investigated by studying 

the dynamics of the grains in the shells. 

Monte Carlo simulation of dust particle motions in the coma of comet Hale-Bopp 

by Hayward, Hanner, and Sekanina, (2000) indicated that the observed patterns of 

jets and halos were dominated by sub micron-sized grains. They further find from 

their modeling of the thermal emission from small grains that the principal features 

of the 3 to 13j..£ continuum and the 8 to 13j..£ silicate feature can be synthesized from 

a mixture of amorphous carbon and amorphous and crystalline silicates. 

The present work concentrates in the optical wavelengths. The dust composition in 

the shells is selected from the spectropolarimetric results of Chapter 5. A comparison 

of observed color variation across the shells with that predicted using our model is 

made. 

6.2 Observation and Data Processing 

For the investigation of color of the dust shells, post-perihelion observations of comet 

Hale-Bopp on April 10, 1997, were selected. On this date, the comet was at a helio

centric distance of 0.930 AU and a. geocentric distance of 1.449 AU. The solar phase 

angle was 43?4. Observations of the comet were carried out from the cassegrain 

focus (f /13) of the 1.02m Carl-Zeiss telescope at VBO (Chapter 2). The comet 

was observed through the HB narrowband comet filters (Farnham, Schleicher, and 

A'Hearn, 2000) and a standard R filter on a liquid N2 cooled CCD. Since standard 

stars for photometric calibrations were not observed, in the present investigation, an 

estimation of color of the dust shells relative to the coma is made. The cometary con

tinuum filter 4450A(62A), 5260A(57 A) and the R filter (6550A(1300A)) were used 

for the purpose. The filter 4450A(62A) will be referred to as "B" and 5260A(57A) 

as "Q". 

The basic reductions, like Bias and Flat-field corrections were performed on the 

images. The background sky and the scaling factor in each image were determined 

by radially fitting the intensity in the anti-sunward direction (North-East part of 

the image) where there are no strong shells, with a k/ p + SKY relation. These 
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Figure 6.1: Normalization by a synthetic coma: R-filter image of comet Hale-Bopp 
before and after normalization by the synthetic coma (image to the left and right 
respectively). Both the images are of the same scale. 

estimated sky values were subtracted from the respective images. 

The observed image brightneHs map, IOj+c(x, y) of the comet contains contribution 

from the coma as well as the jets. In order to remove the steeply varying contribution 

of the coma, a synthetic coma with a radial profile varying as 1/ p was generated 

(Chapter 2). This generated profile was convolved with a Gaussian function of 

20' = 4 pixels to account for a seeing of 1.42 arcsec. This synthetic image of the 

coma Isc(x, y), after multiplication by the derived scaling factor k, was used to 

normalize the observed images (Chapter 2). 

for R, G & B (6.1) 

Fig. 6.1 shows the R-filter image of comet Hale-Bopp before and after normalization 

by the synthetic image of the coma. The dark spot at the center of the comet on the 

normalized image Ion. is an artifact of the normalization process using 1/ p relation. 
J+C 

This region will be excluded in our analysis. The normalization, enhances the shells 

to a large extent and many more shells become apparent. These normalized images 

can be used for estimation of color from these shells relative to the coma. 
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6.2.1 Computation of Color from Observed Images 

The relative color from the normalized observed images were computed using the 

following expressions. 

COLOR(R,B) 
IP>j+C(x, Y)R 
IP>j+c (x, Y)B 

(6.2) 

Fig. 6.2, shows radial cuts of 10+ ,Ion and COLOR along 8 directions. Fig. 6.2e 
J C ]+c 

shows the directions of the cuts superposed on the normalized R filter observed image 
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Figure 6.2: The 8 radial cuts of 
the observational profiles. The cuts 
diametrically opposite are plotted to
gether. The sunward and anti-sunward 
directions are taken as 00 and 1800 re
spectively. Each cut is separated by 
45°. The error bars are computed from 
the photon noise error. The dip at the 
center of the Ion. cuts (middle section) 

]+0 

are the normalization artifacts. 
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of the comet. Each cut is separated by 45°. The diametrically opposite cuts are 

plotted together. The sunward and anti-sunward directions are taken as [0°, 180°] 

respectively and plotted in Fig. 6.2a. The other three diametrically opposite pairs of 

cuts ([+45°,-135°], [+90°,-90°] and [+135°,-45°]) are plotted in Fig. 6.2b, c, and d 

respectively. The error bars are computed from the photon noise error. The dip at 

the center of the IOj+c cuts, are due to the normalization artifacts mentioned above. 

The cut of IOj+c along the anti-sunward direction (cut along 180°) in Fig. 6.2a, shows 

a constant profile equal to 1 for p ~ 10 arcsec, indicating an exact 1/ p relation for 

the coma in this direction. 

The peaks on the COLOR profiles of the cometary shells show a shift from the 

intensity peaks. The dips in the COLOR profiles occur at the outer edges of the 

cometary shells, indicating that. t.hese regions are relatively bluer. This is in con

formity with Furm;ho d al. 1999, who describe the color of the shell structures to 

be bluer compared to the coma regions. The dips in the color profile in the anti

sunward diredion and along ± 135° stand out clearly. The reason for the blue color 

close to the comet. center away from the Sun, is not very clear. 

6.3 The Model 

On April 10, 1997, t.he comet was near pole-on solar illumination and only the 

sources with latitll<ieH of +65°, +5°, and _5° appeared to be active (Chapter 4). It 

was assumed that tlw dUHt. grains, were ejected continually from the sources, radially 

outwards, from local sunrise to sunset. The pole position which gave a reasonably 

good fit to the set of shells was a p (2000) = 283° and c5p (2000) = -63°. 

The observed cometary shells are close to the nucleus within a distance of ~ 105 km. 

For these distances it can be assumed that the dust grains fallow the same Keplerian 

motion as that of the comet due to solar gravity. Thus, relative to the comet, the 

position of a dust grain can be calculated from its initial velocity Vgrl the radiation 

pressure force and the ejection geometry (see Chapter 4)· 
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The acceleration Q due to the solar radiation pressure depends on the nature of the 

grain and the heliocentric distance. 

(6.3) 

where f3 is the ratio of the force due to solar radiation pressure on the grain to 

the gravitational force, gsun(l) is the acceleration due to the gravity at 1AU (0.6 x 

10-5 km/ sec2) and r is the heliocentric distance of the comet. In Chapter 4, a range 

of f3 values between 0.03 and 0.6 were considered without specifying the grain types. 

The value of f3 is now caleulated for a grain of given size and composition using the 

relation by Finson and Probstein (1968); 

/1 - F. IF. _ 3Qpr(s, )")L0 _1_ 
- rad grav - 4 GM ' 

1l'C 0 Psr S 
(6.4) 

where Qpr(S, A) iH t.he Heat.t.ering efficiency for radiation pressure of the grain, sits 

radius and Pgr its densit.y. L(.) is the total solar luminosity (radiation per second), 

c the velocity of light, M(.) the mass of the Sun and G the universal gravitational 

constant. Since Qpr(.c.;, A) is dependent on the wavelength of radiation, the value of 

f3 for a grain of radius ,c; can be calculated more precisely by the relation 

(6.5) 

Where F0(A) iH tlw mean t.otal Holar radiation per second per Angstrom at wave

length A. Qpr(s, A) was (~Ht.imatcd for t.he grain types used in Chapter 5 (Table 5.4), 

using the Mie seat.t.(~riIlg eod(~. The integration in Eq. 6.5, was carried out from 

Al = 0.11L to A2 = 5.0/t. 

The initial velocity 'llgr of the dust at the time of decoupling of the dust and gas was 

calculated using Eq. 4.2 with the coefficients a and b from Table 4.5 on the date of 

observation. 

In Chapter 5, the dust composition was derived using published three color polar

ization data at a range of phase angles and our spectropolarimetric data (Table 5.4). 

Hanner's law for size distribution (Hanner 1983, Hanner et al. 1985) was used. A 

combination of Distribution A and Distribution B (Sec. 5.5.1) were needed to fit the 

polarimetric data. 
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The estimated Qpr(S,.-\) for each of the 11 grain types were used for eakulating {'l, 

a and Vgr (Eqs. 6.5, 6.3 and 4.2). These terms were used for traeiug the trajectories 

of the dust particles ejected from sources at cometary latitudes of +65°, +5°, and 

-5°. Taking the comet's rotation into account, the projected positions of the dust 

grains on the sky-plane from these trajectories were computed (see Chapter 4). A 

Gaussian randomness to the positions of the dust grains was introduced through 

a Monte-Carlo simulation to account for the broadened dust shells, seen in the 

observed images. 

The intensity oflight Is (O, .-\) scattered by the grain towards the observer is computed 

by (Krishna Swamy & Shah, 1987) : 

1,~(O,.-\) = ~~~~~: (iJ.(s, >.) + ill(8, >')) (6.6) 

where (} iR the scattpring angle (0 = 7r - a, where a is the phase angle) and 10(.-\) 

is the solar intensity at 1 AU. The terms iJ.(s, >.) and ill(s,.-\) are the intensity 

scattering functions perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane. 

6.4 Comparison of Observations with the Model 

The scatt.pl'(~d inj,(mHity l,~((}, A) iH convolved with the filter response of the observed 

R, G and H paHHi>all<i, Hlld tlw brightness maps were created for each grain size s. 

These mapH for graill HiJl;(~H from O'()5Jt to 3D.O/l in 70 steps were added using the 

Distribution A <tlld B cl(~HCribed in See. 5.5.1 of Chapter 5, to create images of the 

dust shells ["1)(:1:, U), in R, G and B filters, for each of the 11 dust grain types enlisted 

in Table 5.4. Figure u.3 showH t.he model dust shells for these 11 types of dust grains 

created for the R-filt.m·. The top left corner image is the observed normalized image 

in R-filter. The differeute between the model images No.1 and No. 10 is due to the 

size distribut.ion fattor. The former is with the dust size Distribution A while the 

latter is with the Distribution B. The Distribution B has only the smaller grain sizes 

while the Di.'ltr'ibution A also covers the larger grain sizes (Fig. 5.15). As expected, 

the effect of the solar radiation pressure is more pronounced in image No. 10 due 

to presence of smaller grains with larger f3 value. The other images show subtle 

changes in the profile due to changes in Rm (Images No. 5 and No.6) or changes 
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Figure 6.3: The l1Iodl'l (/IIS/, shells I~t](;J:, y) for i = 1 to 11 types of dust grains 
enlisted ill Ta/)}(I !i .. J wi/'h /,11(' ohsl'l'ved lwrmalizrd image of comet Hale-Bopp OIl 

the top left corner. 

with porosity 1) (Imagp No. 9 and No. 10) or both (Images No. 1 to No.7) for 

a given si;l,e distributioll paranwters. The 11 grain types basically help to cover a 

range in porosities bdw(~(\lI 0% and 45% for grain types of given Rm value. 

The model coma hi (,(:J:, lJ) in R, G all B were made separately assuming dust ejection 

from the sunlit ~iIIrface of the cornet. The dust composition used in the coma was 

taken from Vasuudhara (20(H). 

The model cornet image was then created by 

i=l1 

IMj+c(x, y) = I: Wi . IA-tj(x, y) + We' IMe(x, y), (6.7) 
i=l 

for R, G and B filters. The weights Wi were adapted from the spectropolarimetric 

data fit to the jet (Aperture ApJ) , in Chapter 6. The weights We for the model coma 
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for all the three filters (R, G and B), W('W d('t('rllliJl('d by mat.('hillJ.!, I MJ1 ,.(.I'.II) tu 

IOj+c(x, y). This matchin~ was done along Hu' 8 radial cut.s showlI ill Fi~. li,:t", 

Following the method adopt.ed to normalize tlw ohsPrv('d iUU1P;(' Il~ J • I' (Eq, 0,1), t hI' 

model image was normalized by lUling the relatioIl 

h'jte'(l:, y) _ r; wJ~fJ (x, y) 
I~j+c(x, y} = () - / ( ) 

We/Me' :r., y We' Me' X,:V 
+ 1. (n,H) 

The normalization artifact seen in /;~ j+r' is absent in 1M J ~r 8..'\ it do('s not liSt' till' 

1/ P relation. 

The model color was thus ('ompllt.pd hy 

C'()LOU(R, B) = (fU)) 

In Fig, 6.4, the 8 radial ("ul.s of ht,ll'" /;':111 .. anel C'OLOU (l'dodd) nrc' owr-plottc'<i un 

the observat.ional profil('s all'(lady ShOWIl ill Fig. G,2. Fig. GA(' shows t.tl(' H c1irc·ctious 

of the cut.s 011 tlw lllod('lj('t. illlag(' of !.lw ('Ollll't, ('Ollst.ru("t.l'd for t.h(' Ii fillN, 

The differcnee scell i>et.w(,(,11 I;~" I (' and lA, J II' (,III.S, ('spl'dally t.h(, sunward <iil'C'(,t iou, 

is due to the deviat.ion in t.h(' ('ollla prolil(1 from t,h(' asslllllC'd 1/" r('lnt illll IISf''' for 

normali~ing t.he oi>s('rV<'ci illlag('s. TIH' ohs(,l'V<'d profil(I falls I('ss lit.('I'p1y I hall 1/11 

and this may Iw at.t.ribllt.<'d t,o I) SlIll-('OIllI't.-ElLlth vi(~will/J; g('olll!'!.r,\', ()III,\' wll<'ll 

a = 0, a pmf('{:1.I,v Hph('l'iI'ally s,YlIlnH't.l'i(' ('ollla ('all hI' ('xPI'('t.('cl. 2) (imin from 

the shdlH dispNHillg alollg t.h(' ILIlt.i-sUlIward dil'('('t.ioll may also ill<TN\S(' t.hc' amhi('nt 

background which will ('OIIt.alJlinat,(' til<' ('OIJlil. profile!. :~) Tlw COUlI\ is c'oll\pr('ss('ci 

due to dfed. of solar radiat.ioll pl'(,Hsun~ for('('. All tlH'S(' df(~cts may r('clllc(' HlP radial 

intensit.y gradifmt, in I.h(' ant.i-sunward din'(:t.ioll, 

Since t.IlP obs('rv(~d ('olor profil('s an' BOt. absolut.e but wlativc with respPC't. to Uw 

coma, t.he III 0 <\1' I ('oior profilps w('w llllllt.ipii(~d by a constant faetor t.o match the 

first peak OIl tlH~ ohs('l'v('ci ('0101' pl'()fil(~ ('ut at 00 to enable a direct comparison. The 

rest of the mod(~l ('0\0[' pl'Ofil(ls ill other directions, match well with the observations 

within the (~rror bars IlSiIl~ t.hp sarrw mult.iplication factor. 

The cut at -450 falls at t.}lf~ intersection of the two jet shells from latitudes at +5° 

and +650 (see Fig 4.5). Tlw model color in this direction therefore shows a complex 

structure which is smoothed out in the observed profile. 
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Results 

Figure 6.4: The 8 radial cuts of 
the model profiles (dotted lines) over
plotted on the observed profiles (solid 
lines). The cuts diametrically opposite 
are plotted together. The sunward and 
anti-sunward directions are taken as 00 

and 1800 respectively. Each cut is sep
arated by 450 • The model color profiles 
fit well the observed profiles within the 
error bars, except for the cut at -450 

which samples two sets of shells. 

The results of the fit indicate that the dust compositions derived through polarimetry 

in Chapter 5, also explain the observed color of the shells. The simulated dust 

shells using the dust grains selected from fit to spectropolarimetric data, show a 

morphological structure very close to the observed structure. 

Using the normalized observed and the model dust shell images in R, G and. Q 
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filters, composite color images of the dust shells of comet Hale-Bopp are created. 

These two images are displayed in Fig. 6.5. 

Figure 6.5: Composite color images using R, G and B filters of the dust she118 of 
Comet Hale-Bopp. The left image is the normalized ob8erved image, while the right 
image is the wodeled dust shells. In both imageti the dUtit 8he118 appear blue. 

In this work, we aSSUIlle that all the three jets at +65°, +5° and _5° of the comet 

are of the same dust compositiou. It is however probable that there might be some 

differences in the overall dust composition in each jet because of their physic loca

tions on the comet. The speetropolarimetrit: data from aperture ApJ in Chapter 5 is 

for the shell from tlw source at 65°. The dust compositions derived from the model 

fit to this data was applied to all the three shells. The color fits are well within 

the observational error for most of the cuts. It would be diflkult to investigate the 

difference in dust t:omposition from each of the three jets using the color technique 

with this limited dataset. 

The present work also assumes that the ApJ in Fig. 4.3 samples only the shell 

and the coma background is negligible. A more detailed investigation by changing 

the aperture size of ApJ is planned in the future which will help investigating the 

background coma Ileal' this shell. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

WORKS 

_____________ uliJr'f"t: ',L:£j: _____________ _ 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this work dust frolll Hded(~d mIlwts (viz. Comet Hale-Bopp and Comet Wild 2) 

have been stndi(~d t.hrough dynamics and scattering properties of dust grains. In

strumentat.ion, ohservations, data wciuetions, and modeling of cometary jets, formed 

the ground work of t.his t.llPsis. In Ch(].ptf~r 2 and Chapter 3, instrumentation, ob

servations, and dat.a n~dlldi()ns are eovered. Chapter 4 deals with modeling of dust 

jets from COlIwt Halp-l3opp. In Chapter 5, a polarimetric investigation was con

ducted and SI}(~etropolarillwt.ric data of comet Hale-Bopp and Wild 2 were modeled. 

Using the dust jet modding and spectropolarimetric data modeling results, the rel

ative color of the dw;t. shells in the post-perihelion images of comet Hale-Bopp was 

investigated ill Chapkr 6. 

To study the wavel£mgth dependent polarization of the scattered light from cometary 

dust, an Optical, Dual-Beam, Automated Medium Resolution SpectroPolarimeter 

(O-DB.AMRSP) was fabricated, calibrated and characterized for its performance a 

the VBT. A depolarization technique was developed for obtaining fiats. To remotely 

operate the instrument during observation, a real-time instrument control software 

written. A spectropolarimetric data reduction software (SPRS) was develope.ct to'. 

156 
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extract the Stokes parameters. Elimination of instrument.al polarbmt.ioIl, t.('I(~HC()I)(~ 

polarization and response GorreetioIlS are implenumted in SPAR.S. It was fouud that. 

the polarization introduced by the telescope is '" 2% towards the red. This eould 

be successfully modeled by observing standard unpolarized starH. The attainable 

accuracy of the instrument was found to he dependent on th(~ SIN. With the data S(~t 

used for calibrating the instrument, accuracies of'" ±0.5% at 4000A and", ±0.3% 

at 7500A in polarization measurements, have been attained at a spectral f(~SolutioIl 

of .-v7.2A. 

Jet and shell structures from (:omet Hale-BoPI> during the period September 1996 to 

October 1997, were modeled using data from the Vainu Bappll Observatory (VBO) 

and from the observatory of the Natlll'wisHenschafWdwr Vercin Osnabriick. The jet 

and shell structures during the period of obsmvations could he attributed to activity 

from sources ncar +650 , +350, +50 , _50, -350 , -650 in latit.ude. The pole l)()sitioIlS 

during the OIlC year period of observat.ioIls are found to vary betw(!en 2600 and 2900 

in right asecIlsioIl and -500 to _6ijo in cledina.tioll indicating a complex state of 

rotation of the GOIllet. Appl'Oximat(! est.imat.es of the longitude of the sources active 

between February and May, 1997, at latitudcs of +650 , +50 and -5°, were made. 

The positions of these longit1lde are prr.sentml in Fig. 4.3. Th(l average value of dust 

to gas production ratio het.weml February 1997 - May 1997 was fOllnd to be near 5. 

During April, tll(! Bonren a.t. +650 appears to a.emunt for about 29% of the observed 

total water <!mission reported by Sehleicher et al. (1997). 

Although the jets from Comet Hale-Bopp could be reasonably matched with the 

simulations, the present model assuming a single nucleus does not however replicate 

the exact shapes of the shells from sources at ±5° latitudes and the complex observed 

shell patterns in the February images. Detailed modeling taking into account a 

possible binary nature of the comet (Sekanina 1997b, 1998b) may be required to 

explain these intricate shell structures. Recent adaptive optics observations of the 

innermost coma of comet Hale-Bopp by Marchis et al. (1999) indicate a double peak 

which would be easily understood if two nuclei were involved. 

Polarimetric observations of comets contain important informatioQ ,bold: ~ 
dust. Proper modeling of polarimetric data can reveal Ulf~ go" Dan. 
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grain type, its silicate to organic ratio, and the porosity. It is seen that the polar

ization of the scattered light from a cometary grain is strongly dependent on the 

phase angle and the wavelength. The parameters P min and Pma.x determined through 

trigonometric fits, indicate that Hale-Bopp is an extremely high polarization comet, 

while Wild 2 is a low polarization comet. 

To explain the continuum polarization, the scattering properties of the dust grains 

were investigated. Different grain types with a range of absorptivity, organic content 

Rm, porosity p and size distribution laws were considered. By fitting the spectropo

larimetric data, it was found that regions close to the center within ~ 7 arcsec, 

contain a larger fraction of organics compared to the surrounding outer regions 

within ~ 13 arcsec. ThiH could be due to breaking up of the porous grains and 

evaporation of the volat.ile organic cont.ent as inferred by Kolokolova, et al. (2001) 

from their imaging polarimet.ric data. Partial dispersal of organic refractory will 

leave behind grains of reducing organic: content or increasing the number of grains 

with Rm > 8 in the out(~r regioIlf-!. The spectropolarimetric data on the shell (aper

ture ApJ) indicate larger polarization and larger color of polarization. Fits to this 

data set between 4000A to 6400A indicate a lower fraction of organics and smaller 

grains in the ensembl(~. A Ht.eep increase in polarization at longer wavelength in 

this aperture is puzzling. ThiH could be due to aligned non spherical of grains in 

the shells. The prefHmt model assuming spherical grain is inadequate to model such 

grains. Hence our reHult of modeling of shell polarization may not be conclusive. 

The model fitting to the speetropolarimetric data of comet Wild 2, indicates that 

the dust grains in this eomet, are rich in organics and less porous compared to 

that of comet Hale-Bopp. The polarization vs wavelength curve for comet Wild 2 

is quite fiat. For comet Hale-Bopp, the presence of a population of narrow size 

distribution appear to produce the large polarization color gradient. These could be 

subunits of large highly porous clusters or individual small grains. For Wild 2, the 

fits indicate the presence of larger and highly absorptive grains either due to high 

organic content or poor M 9 content. Both these components have high absorption in 

blue. Selective absorption in blue or a larger grain size will increase the polarization 

at shorter wavelengths and reduce the polarization gradient as it is noticed for comet 
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Wild 2. 

Comet Wild 2 is now important because of the STARDUST mission, sponsored by 

NASA. The STARDUST space craft plans to fly by this comet and for the first time 

ever, bring primitive samples of cometary dust back to Earth. The present study 

of dust polarization from this comet will hopefully provide some prior knowledge of 

the dust properties of this comet, before the spacecraft encounters it in 2004. 

The residual polarization after subtraction of the model continuum polarization from 

the spectropolarimetric data of comet Hale-Bopp, indicate the presence of emission 

polarization from the cometary molecular bands. 

From the modeling of cometary jets it is also observed that the nature, grain size 

and porosity of the grains effect the jet dynamics. Cometary dust characteristics 

obtained from modeling the polarimetric and spectropolarimetric data was applied 

for modeling the tometary shells and derive the color of the shells with respect to 

the coma. These were eompared with the color of the observed dust shells in the 

post-perihelion CCO images of comet Hale-Bopp with respect to the coma. The 

results of the fit to the color of the shells are in conformity with the polarimetric 

and spectropolarimetric modeling. This was an independent method to verify the 

dust compositioIlR in the shell derived through polarimetry and spectropolarimetry. 

Though information OIl dust mineralogy can only come from IR observations, the 

porosity, silicate t.o organic ratio and size distribution of the dust grains can be stud

ied using dust dYIlamics and modeling of the polarimetric and spectropolarimetric 

,data. In this thesiH, an attempt has been made to investigate dust from these specific 

comets using our optical observations. 

Comets like Hale-Bopp are believed to be pristine comets originating far off in the 

Oort cloud. They are frozen reservoirs of the most primitive pre-solar dust grains 

and ices. The nature of the original material of the solar/pre-solar nebula and its 

relation to the various solar system objects and their inter-relationship is of great 

interest. Carbon chemistry or organics may be used as a probe for a qualitative 

discussion of this cosmic connection, 

f h' h' Id help in a small way, our It is therefore hoped that the results 0 t IS t esIS Wall 

understanding of the primitive pre-solar dust grains. 
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7.2 Future Works and Further Improvements 

7.2.1 Guiding a Comet with a nearby Field Star 

Guiding on a nearby field star observed through the main teleHc'oIw can he OhH(!l'vcd 

by providing a velocity to the guiding unit in an opposite dirm:t.ioJ1 t.o (:oIUIHmsatn 

for the relative motion between a field star and the cornet.. This fadlity tould easily 

be provided to an offset guiding unit through a simple instrument.atioIl. As futurc~ 

improvements for guiding solar system objects using the onlin(~ ()ffSE~t, guiding unit, 

the following instrumentation is proposed at VBO. 

To understand this instrumentatioJl problem, let us investigate what, (lxftc:tly is seen 

by the offset guiding unit. Fig. 7.1 shows the top view of the OffSE1t guiding unit we 

have seen in Fig. 2.1. The circle with radius RI is the limit of tIw e£lIlt,rai heam that 

s 

Figure 7.1: Guiding til(! Telr.scope with a field star. X increases to the right and 
a increases to the left as pr.r convention. 

goes to the main detector. The guide star for the guiding unit should be located 

between the circles of radius Rl and R2 . The guiding unit is rotated in () and moved 

in R within the limits Rl and R2 to locate a guide star. 

R = J AX2 + AY2, () = arctan (~~) , (7.1) 

where AX = X - Xo and AY = Y - Yo. As the plane of Fig. 7.1 is the image plane 
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of the telescope, tlX and flY can be represented by 

flX = flncos(t5 + tl<5), flY = 6..<5, (7.2) 

where a and <5 are the comet's RA and Dec coordinates and 6..a and 6..<5 are the 

coordinate separations between the cornet and the guide star. From Eq. 7.2 it is 

ea.sy to compute the velocities VR = dR/dt and V() = d9/dt of the guiding unit 

corresponding to the velocities a and J provided to the telescope for tracking the 

comet. Hence, as the telescope tracks the comet, the guiding unit tracks the guide 

star, keeping it fixed on the guide monitor for online fine guiding. 

Such a guiding unit is ideal for observations of solar-system objects. This guiding 

facility can easily be achieved through computer driven motorization of the radial 

and angular motion of the guiding unit. Two stepper motors could be used for the 

purpose. When the ephmncridcH of the object is provided to the computer, it will be 

able to identify the potential guide Htars from the star catalogue, within the circles 

Rl and R2 (Fig. 7.1). From the ephemerides, the velocities VR and V() can also be 

computed at every imltant and applied to the guiding unit motors. 

7.2.2 Estimation of the Coma Profile by Linear Fit to the 

Image 

In Chapter 2 Seetion 2.5.2, the eoma is consider to be formed of a spherically 

symmetric outflow. ThiH iH an approximation. The coma would appear symmetric if 

seen from the sun, but to a terrestrial observer, due to finite solar phase angle, this 

will not be the case. The observer will also be viewing part of the comet on the night 

side where there are no emissions. Further, the solar radiation pressure compresses 

the coma in the sun-ward direction. Hence the coma profile cannot be represented 

a.s p-l in all directions. A rigorous expression for the coma profile loc(i,j) can be 

represented as 

where a(9) depends on position angle (). Substituting loo(i,j) in Eq. 2.11 

rearranging the terms, the intensity of the jets 10) (i, j) is giiWl ~ 

IoJ(i,j) = Io(i,j)-kp-a.{9). 

(7.3) 
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A profile kp-a(S) can be fitted to Io(i, j) by selecting the pixels between the jet shells 

where IoJ(i,j) ~ o. 
The transformation from the Cartesian (x, y) to (p, 0) described in Chapter 2 Sec

tion (2.5.1) is now again made use of: 

_ ki -o(S) or p , 

Ito(ip,js) _ kip -aUB). (7.5) 

Eq. 7.5 is linearized by taking the log; 

(7.6) 

to determine a(js) using linear regression. 

It is expected that a(O) is close to 1.0 while k should be closed to the value of k 

estimated in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.2. The parameter a(8) should also be periodic 

with a period 271"; a(O + 271") = a(O). We know that a positive deviation from the 

fit is mostly due to 10J (i, j), while the negative deviation may only occur due to 

error emerging from the S / N of the data. Thus one can expec.t a much higher 

positive deviation to the fit, than a negative one. While performing a linear X2 

fit to log [I'o(ip,j6)], the positive deviation can be biased by a weight W, so that 

0"+ == WO"_. 

The weight W that biases the jets compared to the noise is extremely subjective. 

Therefore in our analysis of color of dust shell from the images of comet Hale-Bopp 

(Chapter 6) we made use of normalization by a synthesized coma (Chapter 2, Sec

tion 2.5.2). This estimation of the actual coma profile by linear fit will be attempted 

in future work. 

7.2.3 Measurements of Circular Polarization 

The Spectropolarimeter O-DB.AMRSP developed for the VBT can at present only 

measure linear polarization. The instrument can also be used for measurements of 

circular polarization by replacing the HWP by a superachromatic Quarter wave plate 

( . " ·ts ch an alteration even during QWP). The present design of "SectlOn-l perDll su 

the observations if required. For extendini O-DB.AMRSP for circular polarization 

a superachromatic QWP needs to be acq~. 
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1.2.4 Improvement in the Reduction Software SPRS 

The present version of SPRS cannot be directly applied to a long-slit spectropolari

metric observation. However, the software with a little modification can handle a 

long-slit data as series of 1d spectropolarimetric data. 

Astronomical observations are often photon starved, photon noise is high, leading 

to a poor SIN. To improve the SIN, many sets of observations are averaged or 

median smoothened. Fourier smoothening can also be applied to the data before the 

application of the SPRS. Fligge & Solanki (1997) have developed a method of noise 

reduction in astronomical spectra using wavelet packets. The wavelet representation 

of a signal due to the addit.ional wavelength resolution of the decomposed signal, 

offers great flexibilit.y in de-noising astronomical spectra compared to the classical 

Fourier smoothening. Fligge and Solanki's code when incorporated as a pre-SPRS 

module, would significtlnt.iy improve the accuracy of polarization measurements. 

1.2.5 An Imaging and Spectroscopic Polarimeter (I&S-P) 

With the experience gat.lwred by the fabrication of the Spectropolarimeter for the 

VBT, it is now possible to venture into a multipurpose instrument. A future plan for 

the fabrication of an Imaging and Spectroscopic Polarimeter (I&S-P) instrument is 

proposed. This instrument could be fabricated for the newly installed 2m telescope 

at the Indian Astronomical Observatory (lAO). Fig. 7.2 shows a conceptual optical 

design for the I&S-P. 

The instrument is planned as a multi-mode instrument with imaging, Spectroscopic 

and polarimetric facility on a cassegrain telescope. By moving the Grism or the 

polarimetric section in or out of the optical path the different modes of observation 

are achieved (see Fig. 7.2). 

We propose to use similar polarimetric optics as used for the Spectropolarimeter at 

VBT. For measurement of circular polarization the HWP will be replaced with a 

superachromatic Pancharatnam quarter-wave plate (QWP). 

For high dispersion spectropolarimetry or spectroscopy, the CCD can be replaced by 

a fiber link to an Echelle spectrograph. The I&S-P should then be on the imaging 

mode (Grism out of the optical path). 
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Figure 7.2: A conceptual optical design for the I&S-P (Not to Scale) 
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The instrument can be totally automated through a two stage automation. The first 

stage will be linking the instrument to a local instrument control computer (LICC) 

which would be I/O intensive. The second stage will connect the LICC, through a 

command line, to a remote computer (may be through satellite network). The two 

stage automation will minimize the load on the long distance command line. The 

real advantage with such multi-mode instrument is that the change of instrument 

could be made electronically. The instrument will have the capability for 

• Normal filter imaging, 

• Low resolution longslit spectroscopy, 

• High resolution spectroscopy through fiber fed Echelle spectrograph, 

• Dual beam Imaging polarimetry with filters for linear and circular polarization, 

• Dual beam low resolution longslit spectropolarimetry for linear and circular 
polar~zation, 
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• Dual beam High resolution spectropolarimetry through fiber fed Eche.llc spec

trograph for linear and circular polarizatioIl. 

Such an instrument will require precise engineering and a sufficiently large budget. 

7.2.6 A Four Beam Imaging Polarimeter (FBImP) 

A Four Beam Imaging Polarimeter (FBImP) will be a much simpler instrument to 

fabricate compared to I&S-P. It is a single mode instrument for imaging polarime

try for measurement of linear polarization on an extended source. For studying 

polarization from cometary shells, it is essential to obtain polarimetric images at 

different continuum regions. Conventionally, to obtain a polarimetric image, obser

vations have to be made at four positions (00 , 450 , 900 and 1350 ) of the incident 

beam. FBImP makes simultaneolls observations at all the four positions, reducing 

the data acquisition t.ime and the complications of rotating the HWP through four 

precise angels. 

The instrument consist.s of a fotal plane mask, refracting collimator, a four beam 

polarimetric analyzer, a r(~imaging eamera and a COD detector. Fig. 7.3 shows 

this conceptual optkal design. The four beam polarimetric analyzer is made of 2 

MGTPs sandwiched t.ogether. For one of the MGTP, the Calcite crystal it is cut 

along the optical axiH while for the other MGTP, it is cut at 45° to the optical 

axis. As a result, the firHt. MGTP splits the incoming beam at 00 and 900 while the 

second MGTP splits t.he iI1(:orning beam at 45° and 135°. The combination of the 

two MGTP placed one beside the other provide a simultaneous four beam output 

at 0°, 450 , 90° and 135°. The focal plane mask is needed to restrict the observable 

field so that the 4 output images do not overlap. 

Since all the four beams are simultaneously imaged, the atmospheric and instrumen

tal transmission T would be the same and can easily be eliminated. The different 

gain factors of the four images will be normalized by flat-fielding. These fiats are to 

be obtained from a totally depolarized source. Therefore, provision for a depolar

ization mechanism will be made in this instrument. Apart from depolarization, the 

instrument will have to be calibrated using a polarizing prism. 

The moving parts in the instrument like the filter wheel, the depolarization unit 
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Figure 7.3: A cOllceptual optical design for the FBImP (Not to Scale) 

and the calibration unit require only coarse movements and need not have any 

anti-backlash arrangements. Although, for measurement of circular polarization an 

insertion of a QWP in the optical path just in front of the four beam polarimetric 

analyzer, will be required, it need not have a rotation facility. 

7.2.7 Dust scattering Code 

The Mie scattering code, published in the appendix of Bohren and Huffman (1983), 

has been used with EMT in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 

Instead of computing the effective refractive index using EMT and scattering matrix 

using Mie theory for porous and composite grains, one can use the powerful technique 

of Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) by Draine (1988) and Draine and Flatau 

(1994). This technique assumes the scatterer to be made up of a large number 
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of dipoles. The resultant Hcat.tering matrix linking the set of dipoles and incident 

wave gives exact results if tIw clipoleH haY<' sizes in the Rayleigh region. Grains of 

any shape can be treated by arraIlging the dipoles accordingly. Porous grains can 

be constructed by introducing voids in the matrix. The technique demands large 

computation time and large RAM as the size of the grain increases beyond IJ.L. Since 

cometary grain size distributioIlH extend beyond this size, this method could not be 

adopted in the present. work with OUI' limited computational facilities. It is aimed 

to repeat the analysis usillg DDA if a('eess to a supercomputer becomes possible in 

future. 

7.2.8 Polarization and Dust Modeling 

Future bright, conwt.s will l)(~ O!>SNVPc! polarimetricallyand spectropolarimetrically 

for investigat.ing t,hC'ir elllSt. rila.ra('t,('risties. 

InvestigatioIls of emissioll po\ari:t.at.ioll of molecular bands in comets is a challenging 

field which is not. well (~xplol'(~d. An in-depth study of the polarization of molecular 

bands seen ill O\lI' dat.a will 1)(~ t.akml up in a future work. 

Dust shells, at. varying dist.aIlC(~H from the nucleus of the comet, will be fitted with 

different silkat(~ t.o organi(' rat.ios, pOI'Oflities and different power-law size distribu

tions. This will providn all iusight. int.o the changing properties of the dust grains 

due to sublimatioIl or fragJll<'lIt.at.ioIl. 
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Appendix: A 

Polarimetric Optics 

___________ 1»','",,' ,;l1fMlIIRll _________ _ 

Figure A.1: Polarimetric optics used in the spectropolarimeter: (from Right to 
Left) The Path Length Compensator (PLC); The superachromatic Half-wave plate 
(HWP); and the polarizing beam splitter, a Modified Glan-Taylor Prism (MGTP). 

The polarimetric optics used in the optical dual-beam, automated medium resolution 

spectropolarimeter for the the VBT ( Chapter 3) are the Half-Wave Plate (HWP), the 

Modified Glan-Taylor Prism (MGTP), and the Path Length Compensator (PLC). 

Fig. A.l is a photograph of these polarimetric optics. These optical components 

were custom built by Karl Lambrecht Corporation, Chicago, U.S.A. 
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A.I Half-Wave Plates 

HWPs are used for rotation of t.he incoming wavefront relative to the analyzer. They 

are generally made of uniaxia.l (non-linear) crystals. Its crystalline optic axis is often 

called the "fast" axis, while the axis normal to it, is the "slow" axis. These crystals 

have directional refractive indice!-l; IL.L(A) and ILII(A) in the perpendicular and parallel 

directions to the fast axis. Due to this birefringence, an incident light through a 

crystal of thickness d will undergo a differential retardation and a phase rotation of 

(A.l) 

For a HWP, the phase rotation is half the wave (6 = 7r), hence, 

(A.2) 

Outpul from til(' 11',Vi Input to the HWP 

............... E 
En : 

... 
E.L 

Figure A.2: Input and output wavefronts from a. HWP. 

Fig. A.2 shows the input and output wavefront from an ideal HWP. For simplicity, a 
. E fliht 

completely linearly polarized input beam is assumed. The electnc vector 0 g 

at the input, makes an angle 8 to the axis of the HWP. The electric vector E can be 

rep t d .... ... d' I and parallel t{' L1..~ 
resen e by two component vectors E.L and Ell' perpen leu ar 

HWP . A h I f 0 - 1f is introd 
axIS. s the light travels through the HWP, a p ase ag 0 -
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in EJ. relative to Ell' Thill" at. t.he OIlt.pUt., El iH flipped to -E1. with reference to 

Ell' As a consequence of t.hiH ('ff<~('t., t.h(· wavefront is rotated by 2() (Born and Wolf 

1999). 

From Eqs. A.l and A.2, one ran s{~(~ t.hat a HWP is wavelength dependent and 

building an achromatic or superachromat.ic HWP is challenging. Pancharatnam 

1955 demonstrated construction of an achromatic wave plate by stacking three nor

mal HWPs together. In the design by Goodrich 1991, a stack of such achromatic 

HWPs, made from quartz and single magnesium fluoride (MgF2) were used in the 

Pancharatnam configuration to obtain a superachromatic performance. 

A.1.1 The Superachromatic HWP. 

The design of the superachromatic HWP used in the spectropolarimeter is similar to 

that of Goodrich. Fig. A.3 shows a schematic layout of the superachromatic HWP 

design. Each crystal is delicately thinned and polished, so that the entire stack 

SlngleMg£ 

SylgaTtl EIa.tome~::~i:::::iiE} Achromatic HW:J Super-
Crystal QuatU--""'l .. } Achromatic HWP achromatic 

.} Achromatic HWP HWP 

Figure A.3: Schematic layout of the superachromatic HWP design. Six plate 
Pancharatnam design HWP optimized for 3500A to 10000A, made of three plates of 
single magnesium Buoride (M gF2) and three plates of crystal quartz, cemented with 
UV transmitting Sylgard Elastomer, without anti-reBection coating. The thickness 
of the entire stack is I"V 1 mm. 

constituting the superachromatic HWP is just rv 1 mm thick. It is necessary that 

the HWP be made thin so that the focusing unit of the telescope is least altered from 

the normal spectroscopic observing mode to that of spectropolarimetric observing 

mode. 

This superachromatic HWP is encased in a 12.7 mm thick black anodized aluminum 

cell of 28.575 mm outside diameter. 

A.1.2 Response Curve of the Superachrom;lH~ HWP 

The performance of the superachromatic HWP as P 

Corporation is shown in Fig. A.4. The tests werl'1 
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Figure A.4: Response curve of the superachromatic HWP The spike at "" 8500A, 
is an artifact of changeover of detectors. 

high extinction (60 DB) UV Calcite Glan-Thompson prism polarizers in transmis

sion mode placed in the cavity of a spectrophotometer. The superachromatic HWP 

was placed between the two polarizers at 0° azimuth. At this position of the HWP, 

maximum transmission is expected. The top panel of Fig. A.4 shows this transmis

sion as a function of wavelength. The HWP was then turned to 45° azimuth. At 

this position the HWP should ideally rotate the linear polarized light by 90° for all 

wavelengths and the analyzer should cut off the light completely. The transmission 

VB wavelength at this position of the HWP is plotted in the bottom panel Fig. AA. 

The spike at "" 8500A seen in Fig. A.4, is an artifact of changeover of detectors. 
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A.2 Modified Glan Taylor Prism and the Path 

Length Compensator 

The MGTP shown in Fig. A.5, is made of A-grade Calcite. The extinction of the 

two beam is '" 10-4 without anti-reflection coating. The input clear aperture is of 

10 mm. The nominal beam separation between the e and 0 beam is 11.86 mm. The 

....--:....-23.50--""1 

9.52 

11.76 

! 
/ ..... 

BlaCken~I" . 
bras. 

• 39.06----

Figure A.S: Drawing of the Modified Glan-Taylor Prism (MGTP) provided by the
Karl Lambrecht Corp. (dimensions are in mm). 

MGTP is fixed in a blackened brass casing. The small grey inner r~-\"': 
shown in the lower panel of Fig. A.5 represents the area on the mpu$ ~fiiI.· 
MGTP, which is illuminated by the spectropolarimeter slit. 

The PLC is right rectangular prism of Fused quartz with IG-lAQl.~ 
. :lSi" ... III II ... 19.845:r.nm thickness. The entrance and exIt sw;fa.ces ~,~. • . ' 
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A.2.1 Lab Test with the MGTP + PLC for the e and 0 beam 

t 

response. 

Neutral density 
filter 

o·-·~·-.-. 

~, 

Slit 

: : 0 -beam .-.- -'r)-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-' 

MGTP 

I I 
I I 

I 

~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. ~=.~~~~.-.-.-.-

PLe 
Focussing 

IBn. 

Figure A.6: The laboratory experiment setup with the MGTP + PLC. 

cco 

A laboratory experiment with the MGTP coupled with the PLC (see Appendix C.2) 

was conducted to check the response and possible distortion of the system on the e 

and 0 beam output, as we scan along input surface of the MGTP. The experimental 

setup is shown in Fig. A.6. 

A He-Ne Laser of 50 mW was fixed on a translation device to obtain a fine vertical 

movement of 0.5 ± 0.01 mm along a slit so that different points of the MGTP could 

be scanned. Neutral density filters were placed in front of the laser to reduce the 

intensity of the laser to a safe level for imaging on to a commercial uncooled CCD 

with an attached camera lens. The CCD output was in a continuous video mode. 

This output was digitized to an 8-bit data with an IRIS card on a PC. Each data 

image represents an average of ten frames. Fig. A.7-shows one such image obtained 

at the center of the MGTP input aperture. 

The horizontal fringe pattern seen in Fig. A.7, is the diffraction pattern of the 

slit. The central peak of the diffraction pattern was selected for analysis. Flux of 

the vertical columns, within the box indicated with a dashed line in Fig. A.7 were 

added to from an intensity scan. The top panel of Fig. A.S shows the intensity scans 

vertically shifted to show the location of illumination on the slit and the lower panel 

shows the same intensity scans over plotted for intensity comparison. The side lobes 
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Figure A.7: An output imago at tIw conter of the MGTP input aperture. 

arise because of the diffraction at tlw extwrnc edges of the MGTP. 

Fig. A.S shows that 

1. The response of both the e and u beam arc similar across the input aperture 

of the MGTP. 

2. The addition of the PLC does not attenuate the e-beam compared to the 

o-beam. 

3. For the total aperture1 both the beams are well separated. 
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Figure A.S: The scan across tbe MGTP + PLC. The top panel shows the intensity 
scans y-shifted to indicate the location of illumination and on the lower panel these 
are over-plotted for intensity comparison. The vertical dash-dot lines show the limits 
of the MGTP aperture. The x-axis is centered on the on-axis be&II1.. 
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Appendix:B 

Spectrograph & Spectropolarimeter 

..................... ~ .,', .::;;.;11" •• , ______ _ 

B.l Gratings and Diffraction Theory 

In a Grating spectrograph, light is dispersed by a combination of diffraction and 

interference rather than the refractive index variation with wavelength. Light is 

diffracted and interfered by a regularly spaced ruled surface called the Grating. 

Joseph Fraunhofer 1823 was probably the first to make and use a diffraction grating. 

The diffraction pattern from a ruled grating is given by the following equation (Jenk
ins & White). 

• 2 . [sin(mrS(SinfJ-SinfJo)/A)]2 (B.l) 
E::: Eo SlOe (7rWSlOe/>..) . ( (. fJ . 8 )/>") , 

sm 7rS SIn - SIn 0 

where n is the order number, w the ruling width, S is the ruling spacing, fJ is the 

diffraction angle, eo is the incidence angle, and>" is the wavelength of the light. 

B.2 Resolution and Resolving power 

From interference law the position of the peaks can be calculated by 

(B.2) 

d' f Thus the where ei is the angle of incidence and (Jd is the diffraction lrec Ion. 

resolution can be found by differentiation 

seosfJd .Jd d>" = UUd· 
(B.3) 

n 
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Better spectral resolution is obtained at higher order n, smaller line spacing sand 

at angle ()d approaching 90 deg. A grating has a constant wavelength resolution as 

a function of angle on the image plane. 

The resolving power is given by 

A 
Q=-=nN 

dA 
(BA) 

The resolving power is the order number n times the number of lines N in the 

grating. However since the efficiency usually decreases with the order number and 

due to a finite size of the gratings, it is not possible to obtain an extremely high 

resolving power. 

B.3 Dispersion 

The linear dispersion in the focal plane of the camera is defined as 

At n 
-=/AA dcosO' 

(B.5) 

Here / is the focal length of the camera and d is the spectrograph slit separation. 

Eq. B.5 shows that for a given small wavelength difference AA, the linear separation 

Al is proportional to the order n. Thus the second order spectrum is twice as wide 

as the first order, etc. At is also inversely proportional to the slit separation d. 

B.4 Throughput 

The throughput can be calculated as the product of the spectrograph slit area and 

projected area of the grating divided by the square of the focal length of the colli-

mator. 

B.5 Blazing Ruling 
The efficiency may be increased by making the rulings triangular and using the slope 

to reflect the light to a particular order. The grating manufacturer will specify the 

blaze direction and the efficiency of a grating. The rulings are still rectangular in 

cross sectionjthey are slanted within the groove (Fig.B.2). 
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Incident beam 
Incident beam 

Unblazed Blazed 

Figure B.1: 

B.6 The Boller & Chivens long slit cassegrain spec

trograph 

The long slit cassegrain spectrograph built by the Boller & Chivens Division of the 

Perkin-Elmer Corporation, USA for the Anglo-Australian Observatory (AAO), was 

acquired by Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA) in 1985. The Spectrograph 

After acquisition, the spectrograph camera was replaced with a Carl Zeiss camera of 

HOmm aperture and 150mm focal distance. The Camera is a semi-solid Schmidt

cassegrain system so that a CCD could be used as a detector. The field is flattened 

and corrected for an angular field of ±5°; A T K1024 Photometric liquid N2 cooled 

CCD is now used as detector. An Intensified CCD in video-mode is used for remote 

slit guiding. 

The spectropolarimeter, was designed as an add-on equipment to this spectrograph. 

Fig. ?? shows the optical layout of the spectrograph. The spectrograph grating can 

be changed. The existing grating for this spectrograph at the observatory are: 

150l/mm Blazed at 50aaA 9.90A/pixel for n = 1 

300l/mm Blazed at 500aA 4.95A/pixel for n = 1 

600l/mm Blazed at 500aA 2.48A/pixel for n = 1 

850l/mm Blazed at 5aaaA 1.75A/pixel for n = 1 

12aOl/mm Blazed at 500aA 1.24A; pixel for n = 1 

All these gratings can be used for spectropolarimetry; however in this work only the 

grating with 300l/mm has been used. 
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The spectropolarimeter is now remotely operated from a 66MHz 486 Personal Com

puter in the console room. 

Figure B.2: The Boller & Ghivens long slit cassegrain spectrograph now converted 
into a spectropolarimeter. The major sections of the spectrograph are marked. 
The locations of the polarimetric attachments "Section-F' and IISection-II" are also 
indicated. In this picture, the GGD camera is not mounted. 
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Appendix:C 

Drawings of the Spectropolarimeter 

-----______ .... IM .... :,.1.,,.~"~,,'_ :';'"lII'lII'lUl' ____________ _ 

The spectropolarimeter, was designed as an add·on equipment to the Boller & 

Chivens long slit eassegrain spectrograph. The details about the spectrograph is 

provided in Cha.pter 3 and Appendix B.6. For the instrumentation, calibration and 

observatioll of the spectropolarimeter, Chapter·9 and Chapter·5 can be referred. The 

spectropolarimeter is now remotely operated from a 66MHz 486 Personal Computer 

from the tdCHtOpe eonsole room. 

Fig. 3.2, shows t.he optical layout of the spectrograph. The polarimetric optics is 

mounted OIl to the spectrograph in two separate sections. Section·l is attached 

at the top of the spectrograph flange, going into the central hole of the telescope's 

iUHtrllIllPIlt lllounting flange, while Section-2 replaces the existing filter wheel of 

t.he tlpectrograph. The location of the two Sections are marked by two boxes in 

Fig. 3.2. In this appendix, we look into the detailed Engineering drawings of these 

t.wo sedioUH. 

C.l Engineering Drawings to The Section-l 

Fig. 0.1 is the assembly drawing of the Section-l of the spectropolarimeter. This 

Hection c:onsists of the HWP rotating unit, provision for an online calibration with 

a stack of polarizing filters and a facility for filtering the second order spectra. 
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Figure C.l: An assembly drawing of the Section-l of the spectropolarimeter. This 
section consists of the HWP rotating unit, an online calibration arrangement with a 
stack of polarizing filters. The unit also has the facility of filtering the second order 

spectra. 
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The HWP rotating unit consists of a "HWP hId' 
hold, the P . 0 mg cell" (Fig C.2, bottom) which 

ancharatnam desIgn superachromatic half I wave pate (HWP). This cell 

i'.~ ~_ 
, d15-~ 

VIEW AT A 

KEY-WAY 

SecUon at Sl-S1 

DRml 

'" 

_____ ---"-'. ~4 _---'I 

II:! 78.200 
l_~-,-'.'-"'7 ...... 1 !-7 _--r,.-,!!I...!!i!lli!...l~ 

HALF-WAll 
PLATE (HYP) em. 

Figure C.2: The HWP holding cell and the drum. The HWP boldiDI cell
threaded on to the drum and position locJred with a posiUorJ lodtbII ... · 

is threaded on to the "drum" (Fig C.2 top), which brint;'J the HWP ia die cell ... 

to the spectrograph slit, The threaded HWP holding cell's poaitioa is IodrId • to 

the drum with a position locking screw. The drum is mOUlded OD. KAIlIfJXPI" 

bearing supplied by Kaydon Corp. USA. For the rotation of die HWP, * ... 
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is fixed to a sprt t" b k . 
1 an 1- ac lash, on axIS spur gear. The split sections of the gear is 

shown as "Spur G 1" " 
ear and Spur Gear 2" in the upper section of Fig 0.3. The 

BeaU ... at III-II 

SPUR GW-l 

SPUR GEAR-2 
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Figure C.3: 1:4 Spur Gear Unit. The 'Spur Gear 1" ud ~ a-r 2" are the 
two sections of the split anti-bacJdasb umt WI togeChr On bOctt .... , Hasioa 
springs. The pinion is thus locked agaiM tb.ese split f/IM.'& 

two slots shown on the top and boiiom ........... ....." .... ' ..... R1JB 

springs that holds two~uihe spIii'"WII~Ir''_.:'''''.''''' 
on to a single pimcm (Fi8:&a;~ "" ... rt De ....... 
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spur gear unit is 1:4. The pinion is mounted on to a M061FD08 "81 " . ' o-syn stepper 

motor that dnves the gear unit in a single direction Th "t . e s epper motor mount" is 

shown in Fig C.4 top. 

~I . ~.' 
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STEPPER MOTOR 
MOUNT 

BASE PLATE 
(FOR SEmON-I) 

Figure C.4: The stepper motor mount and the base plate for the Section-l 

To avoid joints, the stepper motor mount is carved out from a single aluminum pif('E' 

on a lathe. Fig C.4 also contains the drawing of the "base plate" for thE' Section· 1 

which is snug fitted and screwed on to the spectrograph at four equi-spaced point:; 

on a 7 inches PCD (Pitch circle diameter). The entire Section-l is assemblro 1)11 
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Figure C .5: The ou ter surface of the mechanical absolute encoder cylinder. The 
shaded squares are the binary coded grooves. The corresponding binary code along 
with OM a.nd Ow F (in degrees) a.re written below. The dotted line near 9WF = 6750 

is the joining point to the left end as a. completion of the cylinder. 

this 'base platp,'. 

On the gears, an on-axis mechanical 5-bit absolute encoder is mou.nted (Fig C.I). 

This enco<i(lr is a hollow cylinder with binary coded grooves on its outer surface. as 

shown schematically in Fig C.5. The shaded squares are the binary coded grooves. 

The cylinder is rigidly fixed on to the gear and rotates with the HWP. The stationary 

5 equally spaced limit switches, are in constant contact with the cylinder. As the 

cylinder rotates along with the HWP, the limit switch heads rolling on its outer 

surfaep" arc aetivated and deactivated, as they fall in and out of the grooves. The 

trailing edges of the grooves are sloped to the surface of the cylinder so that the 

limit Hwitch heads that fall into the grooves can easily roll out of them. The signal 

from the 5 limit switches are read. as a 5-bit binary code which is then translated 

by the instrument control computer into the rotation angle 8M of the encoder gear 

unit and further translated into the wavefront rotation angle 8WF = 26M due to a 

HWP (Appendix A.1). The binary codes, and corresponding valllesof6M and 91'.'F 

are shown along with the groove layout in Fig C.5. The shaded sqUall'S in Fig C.5 

are the binary coded grooves. 
Apart from the rotation mechanism and the absolute encoder, Section-l has the 

online calibration and the second order cutoff :filter unit. This unit consist of a 

filter wheel denoted as the "Outer Filter Wheel" which rests on four aluminum 
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Figure C.6: The online calibration and the second order cutoff filter unit. The 
"Outer Filter Wheel" and the "Outer Filter Wheel Base Pla.te". 

rods, just above the mechanical absolute encoder cylinder. The '9P view of the 

assembled unit can be seen in Fig C.1. The C(Outer Filter Wheel" and the- -o,W -

Filter Wheel Base Plate" are separa.tely shown in Fig C.6. The outer filter ~ 
has three filter slots to hold 55 mm filters and is :fixed to its b8se plate witll .. 
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brass bllHh braring. A ¢158(OD) x </J42(I D) x 6 mm deep groove has been provided 

to facilitate tlw threading of' the filter cells on to the slots. The first slot is kept 

empty for regular speetropolarimetl'i<: observations. On the second slot, a stack of 

polari~ing filt.ers arc mount,ed for an online calibrations. The polarizing filters have a 

much lower effideIl(~y than a polarizing prism. Since a polarizing prism with 55 mm 

clear apm"ture accepting all j /13 beam would be extremely costly, it was decided 

to improve the efficiency of the polarizer by stacking a couple of polarizing filters. 

The coupled polarizing filters have been well aligned with each other to obtain a 

maximum efficieney from them. The third slot is fixed with a 2 nun thick GG-.495 

glass filt.er to cut off the Recond order blue and to enable observations up to 950oA. 

The out(~l' filter whcr.l is not automated, hence changes between the three modes of 

opnratiolls, hav(~ to he madf-! at the instrument. A knurling has been provided on the 

outer eel)!;!' of tlH' filt.er wheel. The filter wheel is reached through a small circular 

opeuing jnst a.1)()v(~ the telescope flange and can be locked into the desired position 

wit.h a sprillg loculncl bearing latch. 

C.2 Engineering Drawings to The Section-2 

Sf~d'ion-':2 is t.he~ analyzer seetion of the spectropolarimeter. A Modified Glan-Taylor 

P()lal'i~illg PrislIl (MGTP) is used as the dual beam analyzer. Fig. A.5 of the Ap

p<'lIcJix A.2 H}WWS t.he optical drawing of the MGTP. The MGTP was provided in 

a hladml('d bra.';H casing by the Karl Lambrecht Corp. The path length compen

sator (PLC), is coupled to the on on-axis exit (the e-beam) of the MGTP. The total 

Clssmllhly of MGTP + PLC is housed just below the spectrograph slit in order to 

aetcpt t1w b(~all1 without vignetting. Fig. C.8 shows the cell assembly consist-
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Figure C.7: The analyzer unit: The MGTP + PLC assembly. 

ing of the MGTP holder, cell for PLC, and the mounting device tha.t attaches the 

MGTP + PLC assembly on to the inner filter wheel. A decker mask is placed on 

the 10 rom entrance aperture of the MGTP, restricting it to '" 8 mm along the slit 

length. Masking is necessary to ensure that the diverging f /13 beam does DOt ait 

the sides of the MGTP or the PLC. 

The order separating filter wheel, Just below the spectrogra.ph &lit, of the 1J & C 

Spectrograph was replaced by a redesigned filter wheel shown iII Fig. C-7~ ~(ijkr. 

wheel has three slots, one of them is for the MQTP ;+.J'LC ~ nfiPtiAc· 

two slots are kept for .normal spectroscopic observa.tions with Of witlwut an order 
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Figure C.B: The "Inner Filter Wheel" that holds the analyzer unit (the 
MGTP + PLC assembly) close to the spectrogIaph slit. This filteI wheel has three 
slots, one of them is for the MGTP + PLC assembly 8Jld the other two slots are for 
normal spectroscopic observations. 

The MGTP + PLC assembly is fixed at two points with M2.5 screws. The slots on 

the fixing device of the MGTP + PLC assembly (Fig. C.8) enable the analyzer unit 

to be moved along the length of the slit. The translational positioning screw with 

lock-nut aids in the translation along the slit and to lock it at its most optimum 

position. The filter wheel is locked into position by a spring loaded ball-lock, locking 

into the locking gr.Q()ves. 
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Note, that the three slots of this inner filter wheel are not equi-distant from each 

other around the POD of the filter wheel. This is done on purpose to allow the use 

of all the three slots, without the MGTP + PLC assembly being restrained or hit 

by the filter wheel holding rod. 

C.3 Shutter 

"X" sync 
connector· 

, .. ,," .. .. , .... seat to seat 
"'!I- mounting thread length 

, .,,--:.:."'lIc::....a .. ~, 

shutter rei ease ··~~£S Gli •... ,<., ...::- it . _j 

le\ler .. " .. :;- ~-e.~:':;;'-:" '101- ' " B J.' ' , ..... 

_ ..... 
1--' ._- ':.~."' •. 

';",~'~::;l'~;" ~ ~ ,":' I i' 0'1 i:; mountingflange 
! I' ".J ~ c: ..... ;, 0) ..... C"O I b 1 . I :.:';,:' :s .2 E . i 1: ~'-g :gil lot eire e 

.. '·"-"T-"-'"~''''':''~·::'::~:':''''''''~''''''' .,,' 4:JI - = .... , ... ~ ::J 4.t-~-
·~~t: '. ,,<t· .. ,,' -':E~::::" I .~!:;. O£./,I 

., /,,', • 1/1 0 '" '0> E . 
shutter,.· .... ' .. , .~'~;::.$"':>!;:x..:' /) S "':.!- '·illI1t.Ju...71 __ 1_' .... I-,-- mountin.9 
controller '". "'- -- \. i' , c'l II .....I, , 'I 

, / ,,~, - .. -;"'", • 0 .... , 'r I flang' .. " 
connector ~J'~,.,,04 fES OO'3.,Y· ! ._. __ . ~. I.', , __ .' .... ,: .... 1-." .... ,. front sea t .... .. ~ ~ rear seat 

. , '" + .". ' ....... ... 
fTIlrllmum ........ --1..- .' maximum ------Iri~·plane 

aperture opening aperature openin~ -, shutter' blade plane 

front view side ~ie1tf 

Figure e.9: Shutter for the spectropolarimeter. A 63.5 mm aperture Melles Griot 
04 IES 003. 

The shut.ter of the spectrograph was replaced with a larger 63.5 mm aperture Melles 

Griot 04 fEB OOB shutter, to allow both the on-axis e-beam and the off·axis a-beam 

without obstructions. Fig. C. 9 shows drawing of this shutter. The iris of the shutter 

is kept fully opened and is not used. The shutter is operated remotely by the data 

acquisition computer through the COD controller. The OCD controller connects, 

through an electronic circuit, to the shutter at the shutter controller connector (see 

Fig. 0.9). Through the "X" sync connector, the status of the shutter is obtained. 

When the shutter is open, the "X" sync connector pins are shorted and when the 

shutter is closed the pins are opened. The "X" sync connector is sensed by the 

instrument control computer. This establishes the cross communication between the 

data acquisition computer and the instrument control computer. The importance of 

the cross communication and automation is discussed in Section 9.,4 of Chapter 9. 



Appendix:D 

Real Time Instrument Control and 

Execution of SPRS 

D.I Real Time Instrument Control 

A PC based instrument control was developed for the Automated Medium Reso

lution Spectropolarimeter at the Vainu Bappu Telescope (VBT). The requirements 

for the instrument controls were: 

1. Rotate the HWP to a specified angle Q. 

2. Continuous rotation of the HWP, required for depolarization. 

3. Verification of the rotated angle Q of the HWP; an encoder readout. 

4. Switch ON and OFF the comparison source (FeAr, FeNe) of the spectropo

larimeter. 

5. To open and close the protective shutter for the I-CCD which is being used 

for spectrograph slit viewing. 

The present instrumentation facility at the YBT provides an option of using 6 step

per motors and a digital I/O for encoder readings at prime and cassegrain end. The 

stepper motors are selected through a'multiplexer and each of the stepper motors 

can be operated one after the other. Only the selected motor is energized while the 

rest of the motors are de-energized. The selection of the stepper motor port, the 

direction of rotation of the stepper motor and the clock pulse for rotation of the 

stepper motor is provided by the 16 hit digital I/O port on tke in.s~ent oontrol 

Pc. 
92 
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The spectropolarimeter uses 3 stepper motors for the requirements 1, 2, 4 and 5, 

(mentioned above). 

D.l.l Switching of the Comparison Source 

Switch ON and OFF the comparison source involves the movement of the Ml L1 Dl 

assembly with the comparison source, in and out of the optical path (see Fig. 3.2). 

A stepper motor driven screw rod moves the assembly onto the optical path. The 

movement is stopped by a limit switch which also switches on the comparison source 

bulb. Similarly the assembly is retracted from the optical path by reverse rotation 

of the stepper motor until the other limit is sensed. The source is also switched off 

by the retraction of the assembly. 

The instrument control PC reads the two limit signals through the digital I/O port 

to stop the rotation of the stepper motor. The direction of rotation of the stepper 

motor is selected depending on the command of switching "ON" or "OFF" the 

comparison source. 

D .1.2 Operation of the Protective Shutter for the I-CCD 

The protective shutter for the I-CCD is provided just below the eyepiece/CCD guide 

turret. It is to protect the I-COD from the intense light of the comparison source and 

it is also used during observations of very bright sources. Due to space constraints, 

a conventional shutter was not used. The shutter is a sliding one and operates with 

a stepper motor in the same principle as the switching of the comparison source. 

D.l.3 Rotation of the HWP 

The HWP is rotated around the optical axis through a 1:4 anti-backlash spur gear 

unit. The pinion is coupled to a stepper motor. The locking of the gear unit for 

holding the HWP fixed, is provided by keeping the stepper motor continuously 

energized. This required a modification on a stepper motor power driver card which 

is configured for driving 3 stepper motors with a single clock. The clock pulse 

for rotation of this stepper motor had to be also isolated from the clock pulse for 

the other two stepper motors. Two separate clocks were made available, one was 
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reserved for the rotation of the HWP while the other clock was for switching the 

comparison source or for operating the I-CCD protective shutter. 

For moving the HWP by an angle i a/2, the exact number of pulses provided to the 

stepper motor is 

no = Integer of (4 x ~~~) , (D.1) 

where 4 is the gear ratio and 1?8 is the step angle of the stepper motor. The 

rotational accuracy of the HWP, in the worst case when a is not a multiple of 0?9, 

is 0?45, which is the rounding-off error ((O'o)r ~ 0?45). Driving the stepper motor by 

providing exact number of pulses, has been found to be extremely reliable. However, 

as a further check, the position angle of the HWP, is read by a 4-bit absolute encoder 

with 4 binary coded limit switches at 16 positions of the HWP. This encoder signals 

back the position angle of the HWP at the LSB (least significant bit) resolution of 

22?5, to the instrument control computer. An extra limit switch is provided on the 

encoder to reset the HWP to zero position by resetting the gear. 

To ensure speedy data acquisition, the data acquisition and the instrument control 

were done simultaneously. The time gap between each exposure required for reading 

the CeD data was effectively used for instrument control by sensing the shutter 

closing of the main CCD detector and initiating the required angle movement .. The 

required observations at different angles were initiated using a Macro command of 

Data acquisition software. 

The starting reference position called reset position, taken as angle 0, is sensed by 

the actuation of the above said reset switch. 

D .1.4 Software 

The software for the instrument control was written in Borland Pascal version 7.0. 

The main routines of the code is shown in the following flowchart. The additional 

features provides movement in equal steps of a./2 (e.g. steps of 22?5 for CY. = 0°, 45°, 

90° and 135°). 

IA . . . d /2 because the incoming s per the conventIon, the rotatIon of the HWP IS expresse as a 

wavefront through the HWP is rotated by twice this angle. 
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Continuous rotation of the HWP for depolarization is also incorporated. The online 

information about the total angle moved from the zero reference position and the 

reading of the positional encoding system are all displayed on the computer terminal. 

D.2 Execution of SPRS 

SPRS is an acronym for SpectroPolarimetric Reduction Software developed for re

ducing the spectropolarimetric data obtained by the fabricated spectropolarimeter 

(Chapter 3). The capability of SPRS has been described in Section 3.8 of Chapter 9. 

The core code of SPRS is written in fortran using subroutine calls from "imfort" 

package in IRAF for direct handling of the data in an IRAF image format. The "im

fort" subroutine calls used in our fortran code are listed with their short description, 

in Table 0.1. The details on these subroutines can easily be obtained from an IRAF 

imsdir 

Imopen 

imgl 

imcrea 

imhcpy 

impl 

imclos 

imemsg 

Defines the directory of the image pixel file. 

Open an existing image. 

Get (read) an image line. 

Create a new image. 

Copy an image header. 

Put (rewrite) an image line. 

Closes an image. 

Convert an imfort error code into an error message. 

Table D.l: The "imfort" subroutines used in SPRS 

manual or through the IRAF online help. The fortran code is compiled using the 

"fc" command in IRAF environment, which automatically compiles and links the 

"imfort" libraries and creates the executable file. This executable fortran code is 

embedded in a script (spolari.cl). The script is defined as an IRAF "task". 

By executing 

cl> task spolari = spolari.cl 

a new task "spolari" is added to the "current package", i.e., the package that is 
listed when "?" is entered. Then, like a normal IRAF package, the input and output 
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parameters to SPRS can he edited through the IRAF command 

cl > epa1'm spolari. 

The command "eparm spolari" will open the following parameter table for editing. 

I R A F 
Image Reduction and Analysis Facility 

PACKAGE = clpackage 
TASK = spolari 

(spCCC = 
(sp045 = 
(spC90 = 
(sp135 = 
(Nape = 
(Napo = 
(Nb = 
(Nbe = 
(Nmed = 
(spP5 = 
(beal = 
(bZero = 
(spCa1 = 
(spzero = 
(CalA = 
(bqu = 
(pixdir = 

• ode = 

spOCC) e & 0 Spectra at O-deg. 
sp04S) e & 0 Spectra at 45-deg. 
sp090) e & 0 Spectra at 90-deg. 
sp13S) e & 0 Spectra at 135-deg. 

1) Aperture for e-Spectrum. 
2) Aperture for o-Spectrum. 
1) Band for the SPECTRUM. 
4) Band for SIGMA. 
3) Median Smooth (NUmber of pixel) . 

OutputP) OUtput Spectra (F, Q, U, P & Position Angle) . 
yes) Perfor.m Instrumental Response Correction? 
yes) Perfor.m Telescope Polarization Correction? 

InstResp) Instrumental Response Spectra. 
Te1Pol) Telescope polarization (QO, UO) Spectra. 

C.) Offset angle to be subtracted (in deg). 
no) Re-compute Q & U from P & position Angle? 

/home/pavan/tmp/) Directory for the pix-file .. 
ql) 

Table D.2: The eparm spolari parameter table used for SPRS 

The first four parameters "spOOO", "sp045", "sp090" and "sp135" are the filenames 

of the extracted input spectra. These files contain the four spectra Lo, L45 , L90 

and L135 in "multi spec" format of IRAF. Each spectrum contains two apertures for 

ordinary and extraordinary beams. 

The next two parameters in the parameter table, Nape and N apo are the aperture 

number for the e and 0 spectrum respectively. Nb is the band number containing the 

flux spectrum and Nbe is the sigma or the noise of the flux spectrum computed from 

photon noise while extraction during pre-processing. Nmed is the number of pixel 

used for a running median smoothening of the input spectra spODO, sp045 , sp090 

and sp135. Median smoothening is done before any computation is performed on 

these spectra. spP5 is the name of output spectra denoted .in the above parameter 

table by the file name "OutputP". The output spectra contains the flux F(>'), the 

normalized Stokes parameters Qn,()') and Un,().), the degree of polarization P(>.) and 

the position angle 9(>'). The layout of the output spectrum is given in Table 3.2. 



Execution of SPRS 

The next two paranwten; benl and bZf!'I'O are boolean parameters (yes/no), to per

form instrumental respon:;e COl'wctiOIl and telcHcope polarization correction respec

tively. These two boolean parc-tuwters have to be set to "no" when SPRS is being 

used to compute the instrumental rm;pon:;c spectra spCal and telescope polariza

tion spectra spzero. If these booleall parameters are "yes" then the filename of 

the instrumental response spectra ("InstResp") has to be provided at spCal and 

the filename of the telescope polarization spectra ("TelPol") has to be provided at 

spzero. 

GalA is the offset angle that is subtracted to the position angle. This subtraction 

is required for correction of the instrumental offset. 

bqu is a boolean parameter (yes/no). If bqu = yes then Qn(A) and Un(A) are recom

puted from P(A) and 8(A} (Eq. 3.20). This re-computation will calibrate Qn(A) and 

Un{A) of the instrumental responses; since these correction were performed directly 

on P(A) and 8(A} {Eq. 3.19}. 

pixdir is the address of the directory containing the pixel files. The string entered 

at this parameter is the input to the IRAF subroutine call "imsdir". 

After all these parameters are properly filled, the command 

cl> spolari 

is the only command required to run SPRS. If the parameters in eparm spolari are 
entered as shown in Table D.2, then on the output spectra file ("OutputP") header, 

the following information will be added: 

INST_RES: 'Correction Done with InstResp' 
TEL_POL: 'Correction Done with TelPol' 
AP1_BD1 : 'Flux: 10 + 145 + 190 + 1135' 
AP2_BDl : 'Normalized Stoke'S Vector (Q/I)' 
AP3_BDl : 'Normalized Stoke's vector (U/I) , 
AP4_BD1 : 'Degree of LINEAR POLARIZATION (1=100%) [Calibrated]' 
AP5_BDl : 'Position ANGLE of POLARIZATION (in Deg) [Calibrated]' 
AP1_BD2: 'SIGMA in Flux: (dIO + dI45 + dI90 + dI135), 
AP2_BD2 : 'SIGMA in Normalized Stoke's Vector (Q/I)' 
AP3_BD2: 'SIGMA in Normalized Stoke's Vector (U/I) , 
AP4_BD2: 'SIGMA in Degree of LINEAR POLARIZATION (1=100%)' 
AP5_BD2 : 'SIGMA in Azimuth ANGLE of POLARIZATION (in Deg) , 

This will provide the user the required information about the content of each aper

ture (AP) and the bands (BD) and the calibration files used. 



Appendix:E 

Phase Dependent Polarization 

_----------........ .••• '~~I ______ ----

E.l Phase Dependent Polarization of Comet Hale

Bopp 

The Following Tables were compiled from literature and phase dependent obser

vations obtain through privet communication with different authors. This phase 

dependent polarization through different filters has been used in Fig. 5.1. 

Table E.l: Phase dependent polarization data for Comet 199501 Hale-Bopp 

Phase P Up Filter Aperture Date of r A Ref. 
Angle % % A Arcsec(dia) Observation AU AU 

3.1 -1.00 0.05 6840 ( 90) 22.5 1996 Jul. 7.23 3.87 2.86 M 
4.79 -1.19 0.17 7228 (1140) 1996 Jun. 20.95 4.03 K 
5.03 -1.20 0.17 7228 (1140) 1996 Jun. 19.94 4.04 K 
5.25 -1.33 0.40 6840 ( 90) 1996 Jun. 18.96 4.05 K 
6.16 -0.58 0.16 7228 (1140) 1900 Jul. 18.92 3.13 K 
6.45 -1.25 0.12 7228 (1140) 1996 Jul. 19.87 3.12 K 
6.9 -0.4 0.4 6700 (1000) 22.5 1996 Jun. 12.2 4.1 3.2 H 
6.9 -1.0 0.8 5230 ( 80) 1996 Jun. 12.2 4.1 3.2 H .. 
7.3 -0.3 0.4 6700 (1000) 1996 Jun. 10.2 4.1 3.2 H .. 
7.5 -0.5 0.3 5230 ( 80) 1996 Jun. 9.3 4.2 3.3 H .. 

~ 12.78 -1.20 0.10 7228 (1140) 1996 Aug. 9.83 3.48 
13.04 -1.24 0.09 7228 (1140) 1996 Aug. 10 .. 81 3.41 K 
16.3 -0.86 0.10 7600 ( 80) 8.2 1996 AUg. 25.13 3.3i 2.79 • 

" " " " -0.60 0.07 7600 ( 80) 15.5 " 
" • I " -0.82 0.08 7600 ( 80) 22.5 " 

17.2 -2.01 0.22 6840 ( 90) 52.4 1996 NOv· l.~ 2.- 3~ 
It • ti " -1.26 0.27 II" 4845 ( 65) " g::' 

" 
,,' 'tr ,I' . 

-2.69 2.17 3650 ( 80) " " . , • 18.0 -0.34 0.08 7600 ( 80) 8.2 l.~·:'- a' " -0.54 0.06 7600 ( 80) ~~.5 
,,1 .::.. .. : 

-.. 



Table E.I: Plu).,,(' c/C!J)C'Ilcic'lJt po/a,ri:l.flt.icm: Cmlwt HIlI(I.Ho])]) ('oIlt.ill11<'cl) 

Phase P Up Filt.m Apmt,ure Date of r A --Rtf. J 
Angle % ,% A A 1'C:.'1(~t: (dia) Ol>lmrvatioll AU AU 

18.8 -3.85 1.16 6840 ( 90) 52.4 1996 Oc:t. 16.64 2.70 a.04 (; 

" -3.13 0.85 4845 ( 65) " " " " (; 

" -3.11 2.40 3650 ( 80) " " " " (; 

18.9 -0.56 0.11 7600 ( 80) 8.2 1996 Oet. 16.99 3.04 2.71 M 
19.0 -0.51 0.04 7600 ( 80) 15.5 1996 Oct. 15.98 3.04 2.72 M 

" -0.46 0.04 7600 ( 80) 22.5 " " " M 
19.5 2.1 0.9 6700 (1000) .. 1996 Oct . 3.0 2.8 3.0 II 
19.6 1.5 0.6 6700 (1000) .. 1996 Sop. ~1O.O 2.9 3.n II 
27.7 3.75 0.10 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 May. 4.60 1.08 1.83 G 

" 2.73 0.10 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 

" 2.30 1.00 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 
28.9 3.97 0.09 4260 ( 65) 15.5 1997 May 3.07 1.07 I.BO M 
28.9 2.92 0.08 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 May 3.06 1.07 1.BO M 
28.9 4.07 0.14 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 May 3.05 1.07 1.BO M 
" 3.89 0.06 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 
28.9 3.97 0.09 7000 ( 175) 15.5 1997 May 3.06 1.07 1.BO M 
29.3 5.0 2.0 6700 (1000) .. 1997 Feb. 6.9 1.3 1.3 H 
30.8 5.05 0.09 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Apr. 29.60 1.04 1.74 G 

" 3.98 0.09 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 
" 3.15 0.40 3650 ( 80) " I' " " G 
30.8 5.22 0.07 4260 ( 65) 15.5 1997 Apr. 30.07 1.05 1.75 M 
30.8 4.05 0.07 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 Apr. 30.06 1.05 1.75 M 
30.8 5.41 0.11' 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Apr. 30.05 1.05 1.75 M 
30.8 5.22 0.07 7000 ( 175) 15.5 1997 Apr. 30.06 1.05 1.75 M 

" 5.07 0.08 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 
31.4 5.67 0.07 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Apr. 28.60 1.03 1.72 G 

" 4.50 0.05 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 

" 4.50 0.25 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 
31.5 5.30 0.06 7600 ( 80) 5.5 1997 Feb. 11.46 1.25 1.B1 M 
" 5.00 0.04 7600 ( 80) 8.2 " " " M 

" 5.42 0.06 7600 ( 80) 10.6 " " " M 

" 5.89 0.04 7600 ( 80) 15.5 " " " M 

" 5.80 0.08 7600 ( 80) 31.1 " " " M 
32.6 5.67 0.08 6840 ( 90) 52.4 1997 Feb. 13.02 1.23 1.77 G 

" 4.40 0.07 4845 ( 65) " " It " G 

" 3.94 0.25 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 

32.7 4.80 0.17 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 Apr. 27.08 1.02 1.70 M 

" 5.04 0.09 4845 ( 65) 22.5 " " " M 

" 5.91 0.08 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Apr. 27.04 1.02 1.70 M 

" 5.94 0.07 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 

" 6.36 0.09 7000 ( 175) 8.2 1997 Apr. 21.06 1.02 1.10 M 

" 5.96 0.06 7000 ( 175) 15.5 " " " M 
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Table E.1: Phase df!p£mriC!Ilt polarization: Comet Hale-Bopp (continued) 

Phase P Up Filter Aperture Date of r A Ref· 
Angle % % A Arcsec(dia) Observation AU AU 

34.19 4.66 0.39 3448 ( 84) 1997 Apr. 24.78 1.01 K 

" 5.41 0.10 4450 ( 67) 1997 Apr. 24.77 1.01 K 
34.20 5.90 0.09 5260 ( 56) 1997 Apr. 24.76 1.01 K 

" 7.22 0.10 7128 ( 58) 1997 Apr. 24.75 1.01 K 
34.8 7.40 0.07 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Feb. 17.40 1.19 1.69 M 

" 7.30 0.06 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 

" 7.28 0.07 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 
34.8 8.19 0.06 7600 ( 80) 8.2 1997 Feb. 17.39 1.19 1.69 M 

" 8.03 0.09 7600 ( 80) 15.5 " " " M 

" 7.96 0.07 7600 ( 80) 22.5 " " " M 
36.04 5.38 0.15 4060 ( 70) 1997 Feb. 19.11 1.16 K 

" 6.23 0.12 4845 ( 65) 1997 Feb. 19.10 1.16 K 

" 4.78 0.10 5140 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 19.10 1.16 K 

" 7.83 0.02 6840 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 19.09 1.16 K 
36.05 5.70 0.28 3650 ( 80) 1997 Feb. 19.12 1.16 K 
36.62 5.79 0.16 4060 ( 70) 1997 Feb. 20.12 ' 1.15 K 

" 6.67 0.10 4845 ( 65) 1997 Feb. 20.11 1.15 K 

" 5.13 0.11 5140 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 20.11 1.15 K 

" 8.20 0.09 6840 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 20.10 1.15 K 
36.63 6.22 0.37 3650 ( 80) 1997 Feb. 20.13 1.15 K 
37.19 5.24 0.13 5140 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 21.10 1.14 K 

" 8.56 0.14 6840 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 21.09 1.14 'K 

37.20 5.90 0.50 3650 ( 80) 1997 Feb. 21.12 1.14 K 

" 6.97 0.13 4845 ( 65) 1997 Feb. 21.11 1.14 K 

40.0 6.71 0.11 4060 ( 70) 15.5 1997 Apr. 16.10 0.95 1.53 M 

" 6.80 0.09 4060 ( 70) 31.1 " " " M 

40.0 10.24 0.05 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Apr. 16.04 0.95 1.53 M 

" 9.91 0.05 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 

" 10.29 0.05 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 

40.0 8.29 0.06 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 Apr. 16.06 0.95 1.53 M 

40.04 10.46 0.10 6840 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 26.09 1.08 K 

40.05 7.70 0.30 3650 ( 80) 1997 Feb. 26.11 1.09 K 

" 6.03 0.16 4060 ( 70) 1997 Feb. 26.10 1.09 K 

" 8.55 0.09 4845 ( 65) 1991 M. 26.09: u. K 

40.05 6.46 0.09 5140 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 26._ ,,1. K 

40.06 10.54 0.09 6840 ( 90) 1997 Feb. 26.11 ' 1.' X 

" 10.25 0.12 6840 ( 90) 1"~._,"'''' K 

40.5 10.55 0.07 4260 ( 65) 8.2 l-r4r:;,l$li, d 1.61 M 

" 10.40 0.06 4260 ( 65) 15.5 "'It, • 
,. " 

14 

" 11.02 0.11 4260 ( 65) 31.1 III- • ~ M 

40.5 10.55 0.07 7000 ( 175) 8.2 1 ....... ~, M 

" 10.40 0.06 7000 ( 175) 15.5 ~ .~: If 
I" , 

,', 
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Table E.1: Phase depcm<iellt polarizatioll: COIIWt Hale-Bop]) (continued) 

Phase P Up Filter Aperture Dahl of r 6. Ref. 
Angle % % A A 7'C.'IeC (dia) Observation AU AU 

40.5 11.02 0.11 7000 ( 175) 31.1 1997 Apr. 15.08 0.95 1.51 M 
40.6 9.04 0.10 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 Apr. 15.06 " " M 

" 8.75 0.06 4845 ( 65) 22.5 " " " M 

" 9.00 0.06 4845 ( 65) 22.5 " " " M 
40.6 10.61 0.09 6840 ( 90) 5.5 1997 Apr. 15.10 0.95 1.51 M 
II 10.43 0.07 6840 ( 90) 8.2 " " " M 

" 10.22 0.07 6840 ( 90) 10.6 " " )) M 

" 10.32 0.06 6840 ( 90) 15.5 )) " )) M 

" 10.30 0.06 6840 ( 90) 22.5 " II " M 

" 10.42 0.05 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 
41.1 12.16 0.04 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Feb. 28.02 1.08 1.50 G 

" 9.33 0.04 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 

" 7.87 0.11 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 
41.7 11.63 0.05 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Mar. 1.01 1.07 1.49 G 

" 9.43 0.07 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 

" 7.83 0.28 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 
41.7 11.73 0.07 6840 ( 90) 52.4 " " " G 

" 9.57 0.05 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 

" 8.08 0.10 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 
42.5 12.16 0.07 4260 ( 65) 15.5 19,97 Apr. 12.12 0.94 1.47 M 
42.5 10.35 0.08 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 Apr. 12.11 0.94 1.47 M 
42.5 11.66 0.04 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Apr. 12.03 0.94 1.47 M 
)) 11.63 0.07 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 

" 11.99 0.14 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 
42.5 12.16 0.07 7000 ( 175) 15.5 1997 Apr. 12.11 0.94 1.47 M 
43.1 12.27 0.06 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Apr. 10.61 0.93 1.44 G 

" 10.24 0.04 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 

" 8.82 0.13 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 
43.1 12.06 0.07 4260 ( 65) 15.5 1997 Apr. 11.10 0.93 1.46 M 
II 12.58 0.11 4260 ( 65) 31.1 " II " M 
43.1 10.81 0.11 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 Apr. 11.08 0.93 1.46 M 
" 10.08 0.05 4845 ( 65) 22.5 " " " M 

" 10.18 0.06 4845 ( 65) 22.5 " " " M 

43.1 11.76 0.06 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Apr. 11.03 0.93 1.46 M 

" 12.01 0.07 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 
" 12.01 0.06 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 

43.1 12.06 0.07 7000 ( 175) 8.2 1997 Apr. 11.06 0.93 1.46 M 

" 12.36 0.07 7000 ( 175) 15.5 " " " M 

" 12.58 0.11 7000 ( 175) 31.1 " " " M 
" 

43.2 10.9 0.9 5230 ( 80) .. 1991 Apr. 10.83 0 .• : ' 1~44 ~ 
43.21 7.78 0.06 5141 ( 118) 1997 Apr. 10.76 O.~· K 
43.22 8.85 0.38 3448 ( 84) 1991 Apr. 10.15 MJ$ .F 
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Table E.1: Phase dep(!Jl(/nllt polarization: Comet Hale-Bopp ( continued) 

Phase p up Filter Apert.ure Date of I' D. Ref. 

% % A A 1·CIIP.C Observation AU AU 

43.22 9.91 0.10 4450 ( 67) 1997 Apr. 10.75 0.93 K 

" 10.25 0.07 5260 ( 56) 1997 Apr. 10.74 0.93 K 

" 12.41 0.12 7128 ( 58) 1997 Apr. 10.74 0.93 K 

43.6 13.4 0.5 6500 (1400) 1997 Apr. 9.83 0.9 1.43 H 

43.6 12.83 0.08 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Apr. 10.08 0.93 1.44 M 

" 12.61 0.05 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 

" 12.52 0.08 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 

43.78 8.79 0.51 3448 ( 84) 1997 Apr. 9.77 0.93 K 

" 10.15 0.10 4450 ( 67) 1997 Apr. 9.75 0.93 K 

43.79 11.08 0.11 5260 ( 56) 1997 Apr. 9.75 0.93 K 

" 12.78 0.12 7128 ( 58) 1997 Apr. 9.74 0.93 K 

44.7 13.2 0.9 6500 (1400) 1997 Apr. 7.84 0.9 1.41 H 

45.2 13.7 0.6 6500 (1400) 1997 Apr. 6.83 0.9 1.40 H 

45.23 14.07 0.10 6840 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 8.02 1.01 K 

" 14.11 0.11 6840 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 8.03 1.01 K 

" 14.16 0.13 6840 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 8.04 1.01 K 

45.24 10.06 0.12 4060 ( 70) 1997 Mar: 8.06 1.01 K 

" 11.58 0.10 4845 ( 65) 1997 Mar. 8.05 1.01 K 

" 8.98 0.73 5140 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 8.05 1.01 K 

45.25 10.07 0.20 3650 ( 80) 1997 Mar. 8.07 1.01 K 

9.94 0.22 3448 ( 84) 1997 Apr. 6.76 0.92 K 

11.15 0.10 4450 ( 67) 1997 Apr. 6.74 0.92 K 

" 8.74 0.07 5141 ( 118) 1997 Apr. 6.74 0.92 K 

" 12.01 0.10 5260 ( 56) 1997 Apr. 6.75 0.92 K 

" 13.83 0.12 7128 ( 58) 1997 Apr. 6.75 0.92 K 

45.7 14.4 0.5 6500 (1400) 1997 Apr. 5.82 0.9 1.39 H 

45.7 13.94 0.15 6840 ( 90) 5.5 1997 Apr. 6.03 0.92 1.40 M 

" 13.67 0.10 6840 ( 90) " " " M 8.2 
" 13.80 0.13 6840 ( 90) " " " M 15.5 
" 13.85 0.08 6840 ( 90) " " M 

31.5 " 
46.6 12.5 0.8 5230 ( 80) 1997 Apr. 3.86 0.9 1.37 H 

46.6 14.56 0.10 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Apr. 3.62 0.92 1.37 G 

" 12.22 0.03 " " G 
4845 ( 65) " " 

" " " G; 
10.84 0.50 3650 ( 80) " " 

46.2 14.15 0.06 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Apr. 4.59 0.92 1.38 G " 

" " 
,., G 

11.86 0.05 4845 ( 65) " " ~' ."" 

" " " 'Q 10.38 0.20 3650 ( 80) " " 

= 46.70 11.08 0.68 3448 ( 84) 1997 Apr. 0.92 

" 11.83 0.92 0.16 4450 ( 67) 1997 Apr. " , 

" O,~, • 9.45 0.07 5141 ( 118) 1997 Apr. 
" 0.02 B 

12.56 0.12 5260 ( 56) 1997 Apr. 
Il 

14.84 0.15 7128 ( 1997 
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Table E.1: Phase dependent pola,rization: Comet Hale-Bopp (continued) 

Phase P O'p Filter Aperture Date of r f). Ref. 
Angle % % A A T'csec (dia) Observation AU AU 
47.0 14.63 0.04 6840 ( 90) 26.5 1997 Apr. 2.59 0.91 1.36 G 
" 12.20 0.06 4845 ( 65) " " " " G 
" 10.82 0.30 3650 ( 80) " " " " G 
47.0 15.8 0.9 6500 (1400) .. 1997 Apr. 2.84 0.9 1.36 H 
47.0 14.82 0.11 6840 ( 90) 5.5 1997 Apr. 3.04 0.92 1.37 M 
" 14.44 0.07 6840 ( 90) 8.2 " " " M 
" 14.35 0.05 6840 ( 90) 10.6 " " " M 
" 14.55 0.06 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 
" 14.17 0.06 6840 ( 90) 22.5 " " " M 
" 14.17 0.06 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 
47.4 15.2 0.5 6500 (1400) .. 1997 Apr. 1.85 0.9 1.35 H 
47.4 12.66 0.09 4845 ( 65) 8.2 1997 Apr. 3.07 0.92 1.37 M 
" 12.29 0.08 4845 ( 65) 22.5 " " " M 
" 12.07 0.08 4845 ( 65) 22.5 " " II M 
47.4 14.81 0.14 6840 ( 90) 8.2 1997 Apr. 2.06 0.91 1.36 M 
" 14.63 0.07 6840 ( 90) 10.6 " II " M 
" 14.69 0.07 6840 ( 90) 15.5 " " " M 
" 14.81 0.07 6840 ( 90) 22.5 " " " M 
" 14.75 0.07 6840 ( 90) 31.1 " " " M 
47.4 15.98 0.08 7600 ( 80) 8.2 1997 Apr. 2.08 0.91 1.36 M 
" 15.99 0.08 7600 ( 80) 22.5 " " " M 
47.46 11.73 0.63 3448 ( 84) 1997 Apr. 1.75 0.91 K 
" 12.53 0.16 4450 ( 67) 1997 Apr. 1.75 0.91 K 
" 9.54 0.06 5141 ( ) 1997 Apr. 1.75 0.91 K 

" 13.51 0.60 5260 ( 56) 1997 Apr. 1.75 0.91 K 

" 15.55 0.12 7128 ( 58) 1997 Apr. 1.75 0.91 K 
47.58 12.65 0.08 4845 ( 65) 1997 Mar. 14.06 0.97 K 

" 9.92 0.08 5140 ( ) 1997 Mar. 14.06 0.97 K 

" 15.30 0.11 6840 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 14.03 0.97 K 
" 15.79 0.11 6840 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 14.04 0.97 K 
47.59 10.94 0.31 3650 ( 80) 1997 Mar. 14.07 0.97 K 
48.08 10.76 0.26 3448 ( 84) 1997 Mar. 30.75 0.91 K 

" 12.84 0.13 4450 ( 67) 1997 Mar. 30.77 0.91 K 
48.09 13.77 0.16 5260 ( 56) 1997 Mar. 30.73 0.91 K 

" 15.75 0.24 7128 ( 58) 1997 Mar. 30.73 0.91 K 

48.54 12.75 0.07 4845 ( 65) 1997 Mar. 17.76 0.95 K 

" 9.00 0.09 5140 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 17.73 0.95 K 

" 9.33 0.08 5140 ( 90) . 1997 Mar. 17.73 0.95 K 

" 9.87 0.07 5140 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 17.73 0.95 K 

" 7.54 0.08 5140 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 17.74 0.95 K 

" 10.45 0.08 5140 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 17.74 0.95 K 

" 15.14 0.08 6840 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 17.71 0.95 K 
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Table E.1: Pluum dC'!)('llClt'lJt fJo/tll'i;':<lUulJ: ('mlwt, Hctle-Bopp (continued) 
.. __ ...... _-_. 

Phase P Up Filt,(~l' A p(')'I.\lJ"(~ Da.t,t~ of 
Angle % % A A7,("~('I'( dial o hHtlrvation 

.-. .,- -
48.60 11.60 0.27 3650 ( HIl) 1007 Mar, 18.03 

" 13.32 0.08 4845 ( (il) W!J7 Mar. 18.02 

" 16,01 0.12 6840 ( !JO) 1997 Mar. 18.02 
48.75 15,61 0.57 7128 ( 58) 1907 Mar, 27.73 
49.07 13,26 0.08 4845 ( 65) 1997 Mar. 21.74 

" 10.66 0.08 5140 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 21.77 

" 16.00 0.08 6840 ( 90) 1997 Mar. 21.76 
-

Ref. No G. Ganesh ct a11998 

Ref. No H. Hadamcik et a.1. 1997 awl llaclmlldk 1999 

Ref. No K. Kiselev 1997 

Ref. No M. Manset and BI1.'1ti€!1l 20()() 

r !1 Ref· 
AU AU 
0.95 K 
0.95 K 
0.95 K 
0.92 K 
0.93 K 
0.93 K 
0.93 K 

E.2 Phase Dependent Polarization of Comet Wild 2 

Table E.2: Phase dependmlt polarization data. for Comet Wild-2 

Phase P Up Filter Aperture Da.te of 
Angle % % A Arc.~er.( dia) Observation 
9.7 -1.8 0,5 6500 (1000) 1997 Feb. 4.14 
1.4 -1.6 0.5 6500 (1000) 1997 Feb. 5.00 
11.0 -0.9 0.5 6500 (1000) 1997 Feb. 6.16 
35.7 3.9 0.6 6500 (1000) 1997 Apr. 1.96 
35.9 3,8 0.5 6500 (1000) 1997 Apr. 2.95 
36.7 4.6 0.6 6500 (1000) 1997 Apr. 6.92 
36.9 5.0 0.5 6500 (1000) 1997 Apr. 7.92 
37.2 5.0 0.6 6500 (1000) 1997 Apr. 9.95 
38.8 6.29 1.311 6500 (1000) 1997 Apr. 23.72 

Ref. No H'. Hadamcik et a1. 2000 and Hadamcik 1999 

Ref. No P. From this spectropo1arimetric work. 

r .6. 
AU AU 

1.82 0.86 
1.82 0.86 
1.82 0.86 
1.62 0.99 
1.62 0.99 
1.61 1.01 
1.61 1.02 
1.61 1.03 
1.59 1.10 

Ref. 

H' 
H' 
H' 
H' 
H' 
H' 
H' 
H' 
P 
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Appendix:F 

Acronyms 

"Ui 

F.1 Acronyms Used In this Thesis 

AAO 

ADS 

AGB 

AU 

B&C 

BCCA 

CCD 

DDA 

Dec 

e-beam 

EMT 

FBlmP 

FITS 

FORS 

FWHM 

GMT 

HST 

HWP 

I-CeD 

IDP 

lAO 

IlA 

Anglo-Australian 0 bserva tory. 

Astrophysics Data System: http: /1 ads.harvard.edu/ 

asymptotic Giant Branch. 

Astronomical Unit. 

Boller & Chivens. 

Ballistic Cluster-Cluster Aggregation. 

Charge Couple Device. 

Discrete Dipole Approximation. 

Declination. 

Extraordinary beam. 

Effective Median Theory. 

Four Beam Imaging Polarimeter. 

Flexible Image Transport System. 

FOcal Reducer/low dispersion Spectrograph. 

Full Width at Half Maximum. 

Greenwich mean time. 

Hubble Space Telescope. 

Half Wave Plate. ' 

Intensified CeD. 

Interplanetary Dust Particle. 

Indian Astronomical Observatory. 

Indian Institute of Astrophysics. 
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I/O 

IR 

IRAF 

I&S-P 

ISO 

LAMS 

LICC 

LSB 

MGTP 

NASA 

O-DB.AMRSP 

o-beam 

peD 

PSF 

PLC 

PVDF 

QWP 

RA 

RAM 

SiA 

SiX 

SMC 

SPRS 

SWS 

UT 

UV 

VBO 

VBT 

VLT 

WFPC2 

Input I Output 

Infrared. 

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility. 

Imaging and Spectroscopic Polarimeter. 

Infrared Space Observatory. 

Large Area Momentum Sensor. 

Local Instrument Control Computer. 

Lowest Significant Byte. 

Modified Glan-Taylor Prism. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

Optical, Dual-beam, Automated. Medium Resolution 

Spectropolarimeter. 

Ordinary beam. 

Pitch Circle Diameter. 

Point Spread Function. 

Path Length Compensator. 

PolyVinyliDene Fluoride (piezoelectric sensors for the 

measurement of induced stresses). 

Quarter Wave Plate. 

Right Ascension. 

Random Access Memory. 

Astronomical Silicate. 

M 9 rich Silicate. 

Small Magellanic Cloud. 

SpectroPolarimetric Reduction Software. 

Short Wavelength Spectrometer. 

Universal Time. 

Ultra Violet. 

Vainu Bappu Observatory. 

Vainu Bappu Telescope. 

Very Large Telescope. 

Wide-Field Planetary Camera 2. 
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